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INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND

The safe handling and disposal of radioactive wastes is a prere-
quisite for the exploitation of nuclear power. Extensive research
and development in the field of management and disposal of ra-
dioactive waste is conducted in many countries. To a large ex-
tent this work is directed towards finding methods for the dispo-
sal of high-level waste, including spenr: nuclear fuel if regar-
ded as waste.

In the evaluation of the final disposal of high-level waste in

deep geological media it is necessary to obtain adequate data on

tie characteristics of possible sites and different repository

designs. It is also essential to apply appropriate r.ools for the

evaluation of the safety of the entire disposal system-

Assessment of the release and transport of long-lived radioac-

tive nuclides from the repository to the biological environment is

an important part of the safety analysis of repository concepts.

In this assessment, mathematical models describing the mechanisms

involved in the nuclide transport from the repository to the

biosphere are essential tools.

•"o improve the understanding of various strategies for radionuc-
lide transport modelling an international cooperation project,
was set up with the participation of a number of organisations
active in the waste management research. Within the project,
INTRACOIN (International Nuclide TRAnsport COde INtercomparison
study), a comparison has been made between different computatio-
nal codes describing transport of radionuclides in geologic
media.



1.2 HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF RADIONUCLIDE TRANSPORT MODELLING

Radionuclide transport modelling is a rather novel science. GET-
OUT, one of the first codes for application on the waste disposal
problem, was developed during the first half of the 1970:s (Ref.
10). After that the development has gone in several directions
with emphasis both on the description of physical phenomena
and on the solution methods.

The majority of the codes currently used or in development are
based on the advective-dispersive equation with various physical
phenomena added in much the same fashion as in the variations of
INTRACOIN level 3 (see Chapter 4). Only one approach in INTRACOIN
is not primarily based on the advective dispersion equation,
that is the chanelling dispersion-diffusion modelling of the
level 2 fractured media case c by the KTH-team (Appendix 2:7).

The development to the present date is well reflected by the
codes that have participated in INTRACOIN and by the five model
grouns discussed in the level 1 report (Ref 1):

1 One-dimensional advect ion-dispersion models

2 One-dimensional advect ion-dispers ion models with piecewise
constant parameters

3 Models including matrix diffusion

4 Models including non-l inear chemical ef fects

5 Co^Mned models including a l so equations for hydrology and
hear, t r anspo r t .

1.3 OBJECTIVES OF THE IVTRACOIN STUDY

According to the object ives formulated a t the s t a r t of the pro-
ject the work should include the following items re la ted to the
appl ica t ion of computational codes t o r radionuclide migration in
geologic media:

a) the impact on the t ranspor t c a l c u l a t i o n s of incorporating
various physico-chemical phenomena.

b) the impact of choosing dif ferent so lu t ion algori thms;

c) r.he close ess of f i t of d i f fe ren t models to i n - s i t u measure-
ments;

These items have been invest igated by intercoir.parison of ca lcu la -
tion r e s u l t s achieved with the rfi^erent pa r t i c ipa t i ng codes and,



for item c), by comparison of calculations with data from in-
situ measurements.

An important, additional result of the project has been that a
forum was established for direct exchange of information and ex-
perience between experts in the field of radionuclide transport
modelling- It was foreseen that such a forum could provide a fruit-
ful basis for developing a consensus concerning the state of
knowledge in problem-areas related to the items described
above-

1.4 INTRACOIN LEVELS

In line with the objectives formulated above, the INTRACOIN code
comparison has been performed at three levels aimed at exami-
ning:

1) The numerical accuracy of the codes,

2) "he capabilities of the codes to describe in-situ measure-
ments,

3) The quantitative impact of various physical phenomena on
the nuclide transport calculations in a typical repository
scenario assessment.

It. can be seen that level 1 dealt with the verification of compu-
ter codes whereas level 2 was oriented towards the validation of
models. Level 3 has been performed as a limited sensitivity ana-
lysis. The terms verification, validation and sensitivity analy-
sis are further discussed in Sections '.5 and 1.6.

In this report the results from the second and third levels are
presented. The results from level 1, which have been reported se-
parately (Ref. 1), are briefly summarised in the next, section.

At level 2 a validation approach was made by comparing computa-
tional results to measurements from two field experiments invol-
ving tracer tests in porous and fractured media respectively.
The experiments were selected by appointed working groups to be
the best available for r.he purpose of model validation. The
cases based on field experiments have been complemented with an
idealized two-dimensional case involving two porous media with
different, material properties. The experiments and the computa-
tional cases are described in detail in Chapter 2.

At. level 3 a sensitivity analysis based on a scenario similar to
the central case of the KBS 3 study (Ref 2) has been performed.
The data were chosen to comply with data from the Finnsjön site
in Sweden. A number of runs were made, each run either including
or excluding various selected physical phenomena in the calcula-



tions. In this way the results have given further indications on
the importance of some physical phenomena. As conclusions of sen-
sitivity analyses in general are scenario dependent, it should be
pointed out that the validity of the conclusions from level 3 is
limited to the calculated cases. For further details about the
level 3 cases the reader is referred to Section 4.2.

1.5 VERIFICATION - LEVEL ONE

Once one has decided on a model to be used for a performance as-
sessment one has to apply some solution procedure to the model
equations. This is from many points of view more difficult in
the case of the advective-dispersive equation than for many other
equations. An important task is thus to assure that the equa-
tions are properly solved. This process which is called code ve-
rification is defined in the IAEA Radioactive Waste Management
Glossary (Ref. 3) as follows:

A computer code is "verified" when it is confirmed that
the conceptual model of the real system is adequately
represented by the mathematical solution. Verification
can thus be carried out, for example, by intercompari-
son of codes and by comparison of numerical codes with
analytical solutions.

The first level of INTRACOIN addressed the question of verifying
the solutions of the transport equation performed with 2? codes
based on a number of different algorithms. This was done for
seven different cases ranging from simple one-dimensional trans-
port in a porous medium with constant parameters to a two-dimen-
sional transport in a fractured medium with diffusion into the
rock matrix.

The normal procedure for verifying a numerical algorithm is to
compare the results with an analytical solution to the problem.
In some of the INTRACOIN level 1 cases this was not possible be-
cause the problem had not been analytically solved. Intercompari-
son of results from different numerical programs was therefore
also used. The intention was to give, via the choice of parame-
ter values, a reasonably sensitive intercomparison with little
attention paid to the realism of the data.

The results from INTRACOIN level 1, presented in Ref. 1, show
that the agreement between the results from the participating
codes in general is good. Most of the% deviating results have been
explained either by differences in the implementation of boun-
dary conditions, deviating interpretation of input data or as a
result of truncation errors (coarse discretisation in space or
time domain).



It is believed that the results presented in the level one re-
port can serve as a good data base for future code testing. How-
ever, this does not exclude a need for further bench-mark studies
in the future. In the level one report some concluding remarks
concerning such studies are given.

1.6 VALIHATION AND SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

In mathematical modelling the theoretical basis of the model, as
well as the parameter values used, should be based on firm expe-
rimental evidence. This is particularily important when the
model is intended to be used for extrapolation in space or time
as is frequently the case in repository performance asse-sments.
This process, model validation, has been addressed at level 2 of
the INTRACOIN study.

In Ref. 3 the concept of validation is defined as follows:

A conceptual model and the computer code derived from
it are "validated" when it is confirmed that the concep-
tual model and the derived computer code preside a good
representation of the actual processes occurring in the
real system. Validation is thus carried out by compari-
son of calculations with field observations and experi-
mental measurements.

In the context of waste management the validation process is

in a sense more difficult than in most other areas of science

and cechnology where modelling is used. There are several rea-

sons for this, of which the most important are described below:

- The fact that the models will be used for projections into

time frames that are far beyond what can be observed in experi-

ments has to be considered when designing experiments and in

the evaluation of comparisons between experimental results and

model calculations.

- The sampling for the purpose of laboratory experiments can af-
fect the condition of the samples due to e.g. stress release and
change of redox environment. This puts special requirements on
the sampling procedure and the experimental methods ao well as
on the evaluation of obtained laboratory data.

- Field experiments have to be performed remotely in an opaque
medium (rock) in which measurable physical properties often
are dependent on seal 3. In many cases presently available data
from field experiments also have rather severe limitations for
the purpose of characterisation of the experimental site with
respect to e.g. hydrological and chemical properties. For the



purpose of validation it is essential that the number of degre-
es of freedom in the description of the experimental condi-
tions can be reduced as much as possible.

It is evident that full validation of conceptual models and
computer codes for radionuclide transport in geologic media can
not be expected if "full validation" is to mean complete confirma-
tion of underlying assumptions and parameter values used. How-
ever, the aim of the validation process in this field should be to
achieve reasonable assurance that the models and codes give a
good representation of the actual processes occurring in real
systems considering the time and space involved.

In addition to field and laboratory experiments, natural analogs
are expected to be of increasing importance for model valida-
tion. Some natural phenomena which have been active over very
long periods of time can shed light on migration phenomena of im-
portance in performance assessments of final repositories. In
comparison with field and laboratory experiments these natural
phenomena have the advantage of beeing less restricted in time.
However, due to limitations e.g. concerning the knowledge of ini-
tial conditions and description of the evolution of the environ-
ment in which processes have taken place, natural analogs also
have disadvantages.

Due to the difficulties involved in model validation and other
uncertainties in defining generic or site-specific repository
systems, performance assessments will always suffer from un-
certainties concerning parameter values and eventually also con-
cerning physico-chemical processes involved. Efforts must be
made to reduce these uncertainties. The importance of remaining
uncertainties should, however, also be analyzed. Different met-
hods exist for performing this some of which presently are under
development (see Chapter 5). In a sensitivity analysis the sensi-
tivity of the calculated results for changes in one or more
input parameters is investigated. The INTRACOIN level 3 calcula-
tions were meant to cast additional light on how important various
phenomena might, be with respect to the safety issue. A number of
calculations were made, each one either including or excluding
selected phenomena.

1.7 PROJECT ORGANISATION

The organisation of the INTRACOIN study has been regulated in an
agreement between the participating organisations (Parties). Ac-
cording to the agreement, the study has been directed by a coor-
dinating group consisting of one representative from each Party.
The Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate (SKI) has acted as managing
participant. Each Party organised one or several project teams
which performed the calculations defined by the coordinating
group and formulated in detail by the project secretariat.



The project secretariat was set up by SKI in cooperation with
the Swiss organisation NAGRA. The Swedish company KEMAKTA Consul-
tants Co. acted as principal investigator for the study and per-
formed the technical work within the project secretariat in co-
operation with the Swiss Federal Institute for Reactor Research
(EIR).

Each Party has covered the costs of its participation in the
study and was responsible for organising the budget for its own
project team or teams. The administrative effort for the project
secretariat was covered by SKI while the cost for the technical
and scientific work within the secretariat was covered jointly
by SKI and NAGRA according to a special agreement.

In Appendix 1 a survey of the project organisation as well as a
list of the Parties setting up the INTRACOIN study, coordinating
group members and project team leaders is given. The Appendix
also contains a list of abbreviations used in this report for
Parties and project teams.



DESCRIPTION OF LEVEL 2 CASES

2.1 GENERAL

As mentioned in Chapter I the aim of level 2 is to examine the
capabilities of the codes to describe in-situ measurements- This
objective lies in line with the validation of radionuclide trans-
port models. A true validation of a model requires the descrip-
tion of the experimental situation to leave no degrees of freed-
om that cannot be described by the model. The calculations might
otherwise degenerate to a pure parameter fitting exercise. To
this end it is of crucial importance to find good and well defi-
ned experiments.

The participants of INTRACOIN are interested in a variety of geo-
logic media. The different media have within INTRACOIN been group-
ed under the headings "porous" and "fractured" media. The na-
ming of the groups is somewhat arbitrary. Typically a porous
medium could be a sedimentary rock, clay beds or sandy aquifers
where flow of ground water can occur over a major portion of the
cross-sectional area. A fractured medium could typically be a
crystalline rock or any <ther medium where flow preferably oc-
curs in joints and the water in the intervening blocks can be re-
garded as stagnant from a flow point of view.

To find relevant experiments for TNTRACOIN level 2, two working
groups were appointed, one for porous media and one for fractu-
red media.

Following the recommendations of the working groups it was decid-
ed to set up two cases for porous media and three cases for
fractured media.

For porous media the cases are

a) A synthetic 2T)-case describing a rectangular vertical cut
through a system with two media. The media differ in hydrau-
lic conductivity.
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b) Simulation of a dual tracer injection - withdrawal test in a
sandy aquifer in Canada.

The fractured medium cases e all based on a two-well tracer ex-
periment close to lake Finnsjön in Sweden. The cases are:

a) calculation of tracer response with preinterpreted hydrau-
lics and migration parameters.

b) simulation of tracer response with preinterpreteci hydrau-
lics but freely interpreted migration characteristics.

c) simulation of the experiment based on free interpretations
of the hydraulic situation as well as the migration characte-
ristics.

The calculations performed were reported by the project teams in
a standard format. These reports are collected in Appendix 2.

2.2 POROUS MEDIA CASES

2.2.1 Porous medium case a, idealised 2D-case

This case is based on an idealised physical situation. Water
flows through a medium consisting of two materials with diffe-
rent properties. The flow is steady-state with a constant rechar-
ge rate. Figure 2.1 gives a view of the modelled domain.

In medium 1 a point source (in the two dimensional view) of ra-
dioactive material is situated. The flow line through this point
has been tracked and the particle position for intervals of 100
years is shown in figure 2.2. The source is defined as an initi-
al inventory of a radioactive decay chain. The amount of materi-
al introduced into the flowing water per unit of time is suppo-
sed to be

dN
eft

(2.1)

where I(t) is the waste inventory of the nuclide i corrected for
radioacMve decay according to the Bateman equations and T is
the duration of the leach process.

The concentration profile along the observation line at the time
of maximum concentration is studied. The parameter values used
are shown in tables 2.1 and 2.2.
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Figure 2 .1 . Schematic of the modelled domain for porous media
case a. L * 600 m was used.
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Figure 2.2. Diagram of the scenario used in the porous media
case a.
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Table 2 .1 . Parameter values for INTRACOIN level 2.
Porous medium case a. Hydraulics.

Property Medium 1 Medium 2

Hydraulic conductivitv
(In x and z-direction)

Porosity

Dispetsion length,
longitudinal

Dispersion length,
transversal

Recharge rate
Density of water

10"7 m/s 10~5 m/s

0,05

10 m

5 m

0.1

20 m

2 m

0.1 m/yr
1 • 103 kg/n3

Table 2.2. Parameter values for INTRACOIN level 2.
Porous medium case a. Nuclide specific parameters.

Property Nuclide 1 Nuclide 2 Nuclide 3

Name

t 1 / 2 (yr)

I1 (activity
units)

Retention factor,
medium 1

Retention factor,
med i ton 2

234,

300

60

5 000

50C

226Ra

2.445 • 105 7.7 • 104 1.6 • 103

1.000 0.010 0.004

2 000

20

Leach duration (yr)
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2.2.2 Porous medium case bt injection-withdrawal test

Experiment description

This case is based on a single well injection-withdrawal experi-
ment in a fluvial sand aquifer in Canada (Ref. 4). The aquifer
is confined between clay and silt aquitards. Figure 2.3 shows a
vertical cut through the site.

The experiment was performed in two phases:

- An injection phase during which a water solution of two radio-
nuclides was injected into the middle-sand aquifer. During this
phase the radionuclide concentration at different depths and
distances from the injection well was sampled and

- A withdrawal phase during which water was pumped out of the
aquifer. During this part of the experiment the concentration
in the water pumped was monitored.

Prior to the injection phase water was recharged to the aquifer
at a rate of 0.719 1/s for 1.7 days. An installed piezometer net-
work was monitored in order to assure that steady-state hydrau-
lics had developed. The injected water was taken from the lower-
sand aquifer as shown in figure 2.3.

During the injection phase 0.133 ml/s of a solution containing

the non-reactive tracer I and the reactive tracer Sr was

added to the recharge flow for 3.93 days. Water samples for moni-

toring tracer concentration were collected from two levels with-

SANL .
UUNE

200m

INJECTIONWtLL SCREEN
•WATER SUPPLY WELL SCREEN

TER TABLE
UPPER SAND AUUIFE"? ptRLH LAKE

SILTS AND CLAYS WITH
SAND AND GRAVEL

2 0 M

Figure 2.3. Vertical profile through the test site for porous

media case b. Note the exaggerated vertical scale.
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INJECTION WELL-
ACCESS CASING-^

GROUND SURFACE-v

ULTILEVEL SAMPLING DEVICES

x
i—

8

10

12

WATER TABLEi

.CORE TUBING

WELL SCREEN*=

SAND

T AND CLAY

it-SAMPLING POINTS 1

SAND

CLAY

SAND

0.36 0 0.36 0.66 2.06
RADIAL DISTANCE FROM INJELTIOM WELL (m)

Figure 2.4. Cross section at the field site showing the injec-
tion and sampling instruraentation for the tracer
test. The sampling points selected for the
injection phase simulation are marked with cros-
ses.

in the injection well and from 14 sampling points on the multile-
vel sampling devices located at the radial distances 0.36, 0.66
and 2.06 m (see figure 2.4) at depths 2.29, 2.67, 3.05, 4.57 and
8.08 m (except no sampling point at 8.68 m and 0.36 m radius).

After the injection phase, water was withdrawn from the injection
well at a rate of 0.634 1/s. The duration of this withdrawal
phase was 16.9 days during which time a volume equivalent to 3.6
times the previously injected volume was collected. The concen-
trations of tracers were monitored as a function of the extrac-
ted water volume.

The main data for the experiment are summarised in table 2.3.

Descrigtion of calculations

The project teams were asked to simulate the tracer concentra-
tions at some of the sampling points during the injection phase
and in the injection well during the withdrawal phase. The samp-
ling points selected for the injection phase simulation were
those at the depths 3.05 and 4.57 m and radial distances of
0.36, 0.66 and 2.06 m (see figure 2.4).

The project teams were supplied with the measured relative tra-

cer concentrations for the injection phase (figures 2.5 - 2.7)

J
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Table 2.3. Main data for the injection-withdrawal test.

Hydraulics

Flow-rate
Duration
Total volume

Tracers

(1/s)

Pre-
injection

0.719
1.7
106

131T

Injection

0.719
3.93
244

With-
drawal

0.634
16.9
886

Total radioac-
tivity (mCi)

Input concentration

(rag/1 including

carrier)

82

Half-life

1.9.10 5 mg/1

(days) 8.07

86

1.4-10~4 mg/1

64.7

FIELD DATA FOR POROUS MEOIA

RELATIVE
CONCENTRATION

(C/Co)

10

0 8

06

0.2

Radial distance 0 36 m

— Depth 3 05 m
- - - O e p t h <.57m

TIME
^(days)

Figure 2.5 The measured tracer concentrations versus time cur-
ves for the injection phase. Radial distance of
0.36 m.
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FIELD n4TA FC7 POROUS MEOIA

RELATIVE
CONCENTRATION

(c/o 131

1 O T i , - * *—-

0 8

0 6

0.4

0 2

10

Radial distance 0 66 n

Depth 3 0 5 »
Depth 4.57 m

85Sr

2.0 3 0

TIME
« (days)

40

Figure 2.6. Measured tracer concentration versus time curves
for the injection phase. Radial distance 0.66 m.

FIELD DATA FOR POROUS MEDIA

RELATIVE
CONCENTRATION

(C/C.l

10

0 8

0 6

0 4

0 2

131,

Radial distance 2 06 m

— Depth 3.05 m
Depth 4.57 m

10 20 3.0 4.0

TIME
(days)

Figur ; 2.7. Measured tracer concentration versus time curves
for the injection phase. Radial distances 2.06 m.
Note that the Strontium tracer never was detected
at this distance.
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FIELD DATA FOR POROUS MEDIA

RELATIVE
CONCENTRATION

(C /C.)

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

\ \

••A

\\

t3 li-~O-^^. - -

1.0 20 3.0 40

VOLUME WITHDRAWN / TOTAL VOLUME INJECTED

Figure 2.8. Tracer concentration versus withdrawn water volume

for the withdrawal phase.

and with (Ref. 4) containing tracer experiment description,
complementary measurements on dri l l cores and groundwater samp-
les and i model evaluation of the tracer experiments by the aut-
hors.

The analysis in (Ref. 4) is based on the theory of radial flow
in a stratified aquifer. Nomenclature for the following equa-
tions is included in Section 2.2.3. For each layer, i , the pore
water velocity at radius r is calculated from:

Vj = (Q/b)1/2n6r (2.2)

The recharge per unit layer thickness (Q/b)^ can be calculated by

(Q/b)1 - r
2ne/t (2.3)

Since (Q/b). is a quantity calculated from the breakthrough cur-

ves f.he velocity Vj in Eq. (2.1) is the pore water velocity for a

non reactive tracer.

The dispersion length can be calculated as

(2.4)

L
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Table 2.4 shows the values obtained in (Ref. 4) for recharges

and dispersivities for both nuclides and all sampling points»

Table 2.4. Parameter values obtained from analysis of
oc

and Sr breakthrough curves.

131I.

Radial
distance
•

2.29 • depth

0.36
0.66
2.P6

2.67 • depth

0.36
0.66
2.06

3.05 • depth

0.36
0.66
2.06

4.57 • depth

0.36
0.66
2.06

8.08 • depth

0.66
2.06

i . days

0.028
0.094
0.88

0.028
0.085
1.06

0.087
0.213
1.43

0.038
0.132
1.22

0.053
0.34

Q/b
•2/day

5.53
5.53
5.74

5.53
6.12
4.78

1.78
2.44
3.54

4.07
3.94
4.15

9.81
14.90

a, cm

0.7
0.7
0.7

0.7
0.7
0.7

1.5
0.7
1.5

0.4
0.4
0.4

0.7
0.7

i , days

0.35
1.23
. . .

0.35
1.29
. . .

1.84
4.20*
. . .

O.61J
2.57
. . .

0.68
. . .

Q/b
• 2 /day

0.442
0.423
. . .

0.442
0.403
. . .

0.084
0.124
. . .

0.228
0.202
. . .

0.765
. . .

» S r

a, c«

1.4
2.6
. . .

1.6
2.2
> v •

3.0
1.5
. . .

0.7
0.7
. . .

3.3
. . .

•l/<

2.6
2.7
. . .

2.6
3.2
. . .

4.5
4 . 2
. . .

3.8
4.1
. . .

2.6
. . .

* ExrrapolateJ

The distribution coefficient for Sr can be calculated with:85c

Kd = ̂ r (2.5)

In table 2.5 a comparison of these K.^5T values with the corres-
ponding values obtained from measurements on sediment cores and
batch experiments i s given (from Ref. 4 ) .

Table 2.5. Comparison of Kd
Sr values obtained from field breakthrough

curves, sediment cores, and batch experiments.

Average
depth, m

2.30
2.66
3.05

r Sr
Kd

Breakthrough curves

0,

2.
4,

.36 m

.6
,5

0.66 m

2.7
3.2
4.2

value, m

Sediment

Core 1

4.8
4.3
5.7

3/kg-103

cores

Core 2

4.3
5.1
7.9

Batch

3.0
2.8
7.8
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2.2.3 Notation; Porous medium Case b

b aquifer layer thickness (m)

C tracer concentration in solution

CQ tracer inlet concentration in the injection well

i subscript denoting a layer within the aquifer

K, distribution coefficient Cm /kg)

NR subscript referring to the nonreactive tracer

Q recharge rate (m /s)

r radial distance (m)

R subscript referring to the reactive tracer

t time (s)

t time to reach a relative concentration C/CQ = 0.5 (s)

V average pore water velocity (m/s)

a longitudinal dispersion length (m)

At time increment between the intercepts of the tangent

of the breakthrough curve at t(C/C0=0.5) with the

C/Co = 0.0 and 1.0 lines (s)

6 porosity

p. bulk density of the porous medium (kg/m )

2.3 FRACTURED MEDIA CASES

2.3.1 Description of the experiment

The basis for calculations is an experiment made near lake Finn-
sjön in Sweden (Ref. 5). Figure 2.9 shows a sketch of the experi-
mental set-up.

Tracers were injected in one borehole between two packers
straddling a high permeability zone at a depth of about 100 m.
In another hole 30 m distant a pump was continuously withdrawing
water creating a drawdown zone into which all the tracers from
the injection would eventually flow. The difference in hydraulic
head between the injection and the pumping hole varied from 6-
7.6 m during the experiment.
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Figure 2.9. Cutaway view of the test site and instrument set-
up (from Ref. 5).

Three runs with different injection procedures and tracer combi-

nations were selected for the INTRACOIN calculations:

- Run 1: Instantaneous injection of iodide.

- Run 2: Continuous injection for 350 h of iodide and stronti-

um.

- Run 3: Instantaneous and simultaneous injection of iodide

and Blue Dextrane.

In the runs 1 and 3 ground water was pumped out of the packed
off borehole section immediatly prior to injection. The tracer
was dissolved in a portion of this groundwater. The tracer sol-
ution so obtained was then injected into the borehole, immediate-
ly followed by the rest of the pumped-out groundwater.

In run 2 a tracer solution was injected at a low rate (2.7 • 10~
1/s) to the packer sealed-off section of the injection boreho-
le. The injection rate was kept low in order to minimise the dis-
turbance on the groundwater flow.
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Tracer concentrations were measured in samples from groundwater

pumped out of the sampling hole at a constant rate. The main

data for the experiment are summarised in table 2.6.

Table 2.6. Data for the tracer runs in FfnnajSn by Custafsso» and Klackars and sorption and
diffusion data by Skaglus. Svedberg and Heretnleks.

Kun

Tracer

Injected TOIUBC

Injection rate

Concentration of

injection solution

Punplng rate

Difference in hydraulic

head

Distance between
injection and puaplng
point

Diameters of injection
and puBping holes

1

l/s

I" awl/l

Sr2* aol/1

Hue Dextrane g/1

l/s

L

1

I"

3

"Instantaneous

1.0

-

o.i

7.6

2

Sr*. I-

-

i" 2.7-10"*

6.7-10"2

9.4-10"2

-

0.1

6.7

V

30 •

0.11 •

Blue Dextrane, I~

12

"Instantaneous"

0.25

25

0.1

6.0 I

The tracer concentrations that were measured in the sampling
hole are shown in figure 2.10 - 2.12 for the three runs. In run
2 a couple of valve leakages were detected. These are marked in
figure 2.11. Towards the end of run 3 the sampled water volumes
were too small to give reliable measurements of the Blue Dext-
rane concentration. The periods when this occurred are shown in fi-
gure 2.12.

For run 3 the recovery of the injected tracers was calculated.
The results are shown in figure 2.13. In 300 h approximately 80%
of the injected Iodide and just over 601 of the Blue Dextrane
was recovered in the sampling hole.

The field experiment was complemented by laboratory measurements
of sorption equilibria and diffusivity data on granite from the
Finnsjö area (Ref. 6).

The sorption data were obtained on different sized particles,
which made it possible to evaluate the sorption capacity on the
outer surface of the particles as well as sorption capacity of
the internal (intergranular) surfaces. The diffusivity in the in-
tergranular pores was measured by a long time contact experiment
of granite particles and tracer doped liquid.
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Figure 2.10. Measured relative concentration of Iodide as time

after injection for run 1.

c/c0

leaking valve r

.Sr

50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 t (h)

Figure 7.11. Measured relative concentration as time for run 2.
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EXPERIMENTAL POINT

THCORY- TOTAL CURVE

THEORY- PARTIAL CURVE

to \ O2

, A ^s;
SO 100 150 200 250 300 TIME ( h)

To small sampling volume

100 150 200 250 3 0 0 T I M E ( h i

Figure 2.12. Measured relative concentrations for Iodide (top)
and Blue Dextrane (bottom) for run 3. Shown are
also theoretical curves for the 3 path model.
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Figure 2.13. Recovery of Iodide and Blue Dextrane in run 3.
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The diffusivity of iodide in Finnsjö granite has been measured
by Skagius et al. (Ref. 11) by determining the rate of penetra-
tion of iodide from one compartment with a high concentration to
a compartment with a low concentration. A summary of these data
is given in table 2.7. This table also gives the above mentio-
ned Strontium data and the values of some physical properties as-
sociated with the Finnsjö granite.

Table 2.7. Physical properties relevant to the tracer-rock in-
teraction.

Mass Sr-sorption
coefficient on granite Kd m

3/kg 7.4»10~3

Surface Sr-sorption

coefficient on granite

Measured effective
diffusivity of I"

Measured effective

diffusivity of Sr2+

Apparent diffnsivity

of Sr2+

Density of Finnsjö

granite

Porosity of rock

matrix

Ka m

De m
2/s

De m
2/s

VWp

kg/m3

m3/m3

Description of the computational cases

Introduction

7-1O"5

0.08-10"12

24.10"12

1.2-10"12

2.7.103

3.10"3

Three sub-cases were defined for the level 2 fractured media
case:

case a prediction of Strontium migration with preinterpre-

ted physico-chemical processes and hydraulics,

case b prediction of Strontium migration with preinterpre-
ted hydraulics,

case c free interpretation of the experiment.

The predetermined models given to the project teams are descri-

bed below. Also an example of an evaluation using the models was

presented to the teams.
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Predetermined hydraulic model £cases_a_and_b).

The groundwater is assumed to flow radially to the sampling
hole.

The hydraulic conductivity of a fissure is determined from

j In(r2/r|) (r| - r^)

(h2 -
(2.6)

The radial velocity in the fissure at radius r is obtain-
ed from

V_ = -
(h2 -

In(r2/ri) P
f

r 2 / r l

the radial velocity may also be evaluated from

/•_2 _ _2\

(2.7)

(2.8)

and the flow rate in the fissure is given by

Q = £f6fVr (2.9)

The hydraulic conductivity may be used to determine an equivalent
"Flat channel laminar flow fissure width". This is the width of
a parallel wall channel which would give the same resistance to
flow as the actual fissure. This width is calculated as

\ 12 uH6 z =\|V • —
(2.10)

To determine the hydraulic properties it was assumed that the
tracer transport occurs through several pathways. The total con-
centration is estimated by

N
c = £ pft . c(Pelf tRi (2.11)

The parameter determination was made by a non-linear least squa-
res method assuming that tracer concentrations in a radial flow
situation can be approximated by the one-dimensional advective-
dispersive equation (Ref. 7):

31

32c
(2.12)

In this approximation V is an average velocity
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The solution for a step function at the injection point is

1 1

Co Pe (1 - tR) Pe (1 + tR) , 2 n x
O . K p e R . (Z.IJ)

c , = — (erf c : + ere erf c : )

2 tD
2 2 tD

2

K K

where

Vx
Pe = :r—

For an injection that takes place during a certain time or an in-
stantaneous injection that occupies a determined zone, the con-
centration at the collection point is

c(L,t) = csf(L,t) - csf(L,t - At) (2.14)

the last term is only evaluated for t - At > 0.

An attempt was made to fit the model defined by Equations 2.11-
2.14 to the experimental data assuming two or three paths (Appen-
dix 4). The number of paths selected was base primarily on ocu-
lar inspection in the injection hole. Based on this analysis the
results from the three-path model used in run 2 defined the
model for predetermined hydraulics distributed to the project
teams. Table 2.8 gives the data obtained in the analysis.

Table 2.8. Hydraulic properties of the fissures. Injection du-
ring 350 hours. (See Section 2.3.3 for nomenclatu-
re.)

Pathway I II III

Flow rate 13.21 3.89 2.90
(106 m3/s)

f 4.76 1.70 0.73
O3 m/s)

5f 4.15 3.42 5.94
(104 m)

St 0.764 0.456 0.299

(104 m)

t 0 (hours) 24.7 69.2 161

Pe 29.1
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Predetermined modelling strategy_for_the_retardationx case_a

When a sorbing tracer flows through a fissure, it interacts with
the solid retarding its propagation. It is assumed that tracers
react with the surface of the channel with a fast reversible re-
action with linear equilibrium.

In this case the Equation (2.12) is modified by the retardation

factor

3t
_ vJc.

dx

(2.15)

For sorption on the surface the retardation factor is

R = 1 + a • K. (2.16)

where "a" is the sorbing surface per volume of fluid in the fis-

sure and is given by

2 (2.17)

for a fissure with constant width, 5.

2.3.3 Notation; Fractured media cases

a

c

h

Ka

V
N

Q
Pe

pf

r

R

t

specific surface

tracer concentration

dispersion coefficient

hydraulic head

surface sorption coefficient

hydraulic conductivity of fissure

circumference of fissure at radius r

number of pathways

flow rate

Peclet number V X ^ T

proportionality factor

radial distance

retardation factor

tracer residence time

m2/m3 fluid

mol/nr

m2/s

tn

m

m/s

m

-

m3/s

-

-

m

-

s

t water residence time



»fa
V average water velocity

Vr water velocity at r

x distance

Ä fissure width

6f fracture width from residence time

$1 fracture width from laminar velocity

u kinematic viscosity

m/s

m/s

m

m

m

a

m2/s

2.4 PARTICIPATION ON LEVEL 2

The different cases were calculated by a varying number of pro-
ject teams. The results of the calculations have been reported
in totally nine project team reports which are collected in Ap-
pendix 2. Some of the project team.*; have also written more com-
prehensive reports which can be found in the reference list. The
participation on level 2 is summarised in table 2.9.

Table 2.9. Participation on level 2.

Project team

EIR
TUB
Ecole des Mines
UKAEA/AERE
KTH
Polydynamics

Porous
a

X

X

X

media
b

X

X

Fractured
a b

X

x1) x

media
c

X

X

X

1) The results have been discussed in section 2.3.2. They are
also presented in Appendix 4.



RESULTS FROM LEVEL 2

3.1 GENERAL

In this chapter the results from level 2 are presented. For each
case an overview of the modelling approaches is made, followed
by an extraction of conclusions from thr project team reports.
Finally, the state of the art with respect to the validation pro-
blem is discussed. The discussion also touches on the problem of
future experiment design.

The cases are discussed in the same order as they were presented

in Chapter 2, i.e. beginning with the porous media cases follow-

ed by the fractured media cases.

3.2 RESULTS FROM THE IDEALISED 2D-POROUS MEDIA CASE

3.2 .1 Overview over modelling approaches

The idea l i sed 2D-case for porous media has been tackled by three
project teams, namely EIR (Appendix 2 :1) , Polydynamics (Appendix
2:9) and TUB (Appendix 2:2) .

The EIR-tearn has chosen to make a one-dimensional approximation
using the RANCH-code (see Ref 1, Appendix 2:47) . In order to ac-
count for transversal dispersion in the v i c i n i t y of the source a
near-f ie ld analysis based on an impulse release was performed.
The near- f ie ld analysis gives a space- and time-dependent concen-
trat ion which i s averaged over the crossect ion of a flow tube to
eliminate one of the space dimensions. The source term can thus
be described as fo l lows:

AZ
1 °

C(X , t ) > -±- / C ( X Q , Z ,t)dZ (3.1)
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where: AZ = width of the flow tube (m)
o ^

C = nuclide concentration (activity units/m )
X = distance from the source to the start of

the far-field flow tube (m)

The concentration C(XQ,Z ,t) is calculated from Equation 2.1 in
Appendix 2:1.

The distance Xo was chosen so that the velocity in the near-
f ie ld , X<X0, was reasonably constant and so that a flow tube
with reasonable crossection could be chosen. The assumption
about impulse release was well fu l f i l led .

The selected flow tube was based on the flow line through the
source. The flow tube was divided into five segments with constant
velocit ies .

The TUB-team has performed a two-dimensional modelling of the
flow and transport problem using the SWIFT code (Ref 1, Appendix
2:7). In order to reduce the effect of boundary conditions a
fixed head boundary was applied 90 m beyond the observation
line.

Also Polydynamics solved the two-dimensional transport problem.
The code used was TR0UGH-2DP which is briefly described in Appen-
dix 2:9. Three runs are presented including a variation of the
hydraulic outflow modelling and a variation of the treatment of
the off diagonal terms of the dispersion tensor.

3.2.2 Comparison of results

The TUB-reults are presented in the following formats:

- Concentration versus Z-coordinate at the time of maximum con-
centration.

- Isopleths for concentration at the time 1.1 • 10 years.

- The isopleth for the concentration 6.26 • lO"1-* activity
units/m at three differe.it times.

The results from Polydynamics are presented in a similar way but
isopleths are shown only for the time 1.005 • 10 years.

The EIR-results are presented as concentration versus time.

The TUB and Polydynamics results can be directly compared. They
differ, however, in the size of the modelled domain. In the TUB
calculations the domain was extended 90 metres beyond the obser-
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var.ion l ine. Polydynaaics used two domains which extended 2 19Q
metres and 10 metres respectively beyond the observation l ine .
In the second domain an augmented flow and diffusion resistance
was used downstream of the observation line in order to simulate
a more distant boundary.

The maximum concentrations for U differ with about 15% betwe-
en the two Polydynamics domains. The maximum concentration from
the TUB calculation is approximately 30Z lower than the Polydyna-
mics results.

In the Polydynamics results i t i s shown that the off-diagonal
terms of the dispersion tensor add significantly to the disper-
sion. In this particular test case the maximum concentration of

U was lowered by almost 402 and the time of the maximum was
reduced by 25Z when the full tensor was described.

Prom reported data a comparison can be made between maximum con-
centrations from the EIR- and the TUB-results. When doing this
one must bear in mind that the EIR-team used a one-dimensional
approach whereas the TUB-team calculated the fully two-dimensio-
nal case. In order to be able to compare the results the EIR-
team has introduced a dilution factor defined as:

y = MAX(1, AZe/AZe) (3.2)

where: AZ = flow tube width at the exit point (m)
AZe = flow tube crossections due to water mas3 conser-

vation considerations (m)

The results presented in Appendix 2:1 were calculated using a

crossection, Ze, of 1 m. The TUB-results presented in Appendix

2:2 were calculated using a mesh size of 15 m around the exit

point of the flow line through the source. This means that the

EIR-results should be diluted a factor 15 in order to be compa-

rable with the maximum concentrations reported by the TUB-team.

In table 3.1 a comparison between EIR- and TUB results is made
for different exit flow tube widths. Only the maximum concentra-
tions are presentee. Furthermore only the results for U are

O-IA 0 7 ft

shown as Th and Ra are in secular equilibrium and the com-
parison therefore is tr ivial .

In the table the deviation of the one-dimensional results relati-
ve to the two-dimensional has been calculated.



Table 3.1. Comparison between maxima (activity units/m) con-

centrations averaged over a flow tube of width

A2e.

EIR (RANCH) TUB (SWIFT) AZ

15

30

45

60

70

4.0E-8
2.0E-8
1.3E-8
9.8E-9
8.4E-9

1.4E-8
1.3E-8
1.1E-8
1.0E-8
9.3E-9

185
54
18

- 2
- 1.7

3.2.3 Conclusions

The agreement between the RANCH- and the SWlFT-results i s , accor-
ding to the conclusions of the EIR-team, reasonably good in view
of the approximations made. As only local concentrations are com-
pared i t i s logical that the one-dimensional approach gives h ig-
her (more conservative) concentrations at small flow tube cros-
sect ions. The interpretation of the intercomparisons of a larger
crossection i s l e s s obvious as the results may have been af fec-
ted by the incomplete description of the dispersion term in
SWIFT as described in Appendix 2:2 (cross-derivatives omitted).
It should also be noted that the concentration at the interface
between medium 1 and medium 2 varies within 45Z for different as-
sumptions regarding XQ,AZO and a^ in the EIR-analysis. This adds
further to the uncertainty in the comparison*

The differences between SWIFT and TROUGH-2DP probably depend on
different discretisations and different treatment of the outflow
boundary condition. It has been demonstrated that a proper t eat-
ment of the off-diagonal terms in the dispersion tensor in this
case lowers the maximum concentration and causes the front to ar-
rive ear l i er .

3.3 INJECTION WITHDRAWAL CASE

3.3.1 Overview over modelling approaches

The porous media case b, based on a single well injection with-

drawal dual tracer experiment in a sandy aquifer (see section

2.2.2), was simulated by two project teams; TUB and Ecole des

Mines.
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The TUB-tea» has performed a numeric simulation of the tracer be-
haviour in the sandy aquifer using the SVIFT-code (see Appendix
2:2). The aquifer was modelled two-dimensionally as a stratified
medium with five layers. Different hydraulic conductivities were
used in the horizontal and vertical directions. The specific dis-
charge rates were kept constant for each layer. These rates were
taken from the breakthrough curves at a radial distance of 0.36
m according to the interpretation of Pickens et al . (Ref 4). The
model used allows a change of the specific discharge with increa-
sing radial distance because of the hydraulic connection between
the layers. In the 2-D approach different values in space were
chosen for the lateral dispersivities and distribution coeffici-
ents. The transversal dispersivity was set to zero.

The team fro» Ecole des Nines has modelled the experiment both
one-dimensionally and two-dimensionally (see Appendix 2:3). In
the one-dimensional analysis each measured tracer response was
simulated separately according to the following steps:

1) Least-squares fitting of dispersivity and specific recharge
for the I-curves using an analytical formula.

2) Numerical simulation using the METIS-code (Ref 1, Appendix
2:2) of the I-curves at two depths assuming no lateral
dispersion.

or

3) Analysis of the Sr-curves using a model including first
order kinetics in the sorption term. This analysis yields val-
ues for the distribution coefficient, K,, and a reaction
rate constant, Kj.

The goal with the two-dimensional analysis was to investigate
the influence of mixing of material between the layers on the ap-
.parent specific discharge rates obtained from step 1 above. The
model includes five horizontal layers. The specific discharge in
each layer is assumed to equal the value fitted at a radial dis-
tance of 0.36 m. The dispersivity is assumed to be isotropic and
have the same value in the whole domain. The value of the disper-
sivity has been varied to optimise the fit between the calcula-
tions and the experimental data.

3.3.2 Results from the injection-withdrawal case

A proper comparison between computational results can only be
made when the conceptual models are equal. This is not the case
for the calculations performed by the TUB- and Ecole des Mines
teams for the injection withdrawal case. Keeping the differences
in modelling approaches in mind some general comments can, howe-
ver, be made.
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In the one-dimensional modelling performed by the Ecole des
Mines teaa the hydrodispersive parameters, i.e. the specific re-
charge and the dispersivity, were fitted at each sampling point
individually. No exchange of water or tracer between the layers
of the aquifer was allowed. The TUB-tean used the values from
Pickens et. al. (Ref 4) throughout the whole domain. Furthermore
the TUB-approach allows for head difference driven exchange of
water between the layers of the aquifer.

It is obvious that the Ecole des Mines approach leaves more para-
meters for the fitting and that the fit therefore should be ex-
pected to be closer than for the TUB-approach. A comparison
between Figures 3.1 and 3.2 shows that this indeed is the case for
the ' lI-tracer. For the Sr-tracer the Ecole des Mines team
has added yet another parameter, namely a kinetic retention cons-
tant. As should be expected the fit is better than that obtained
by the TUB- team (see Figures 3.3 and 3.4). It is commented by
the Ecole des Mines-team that the K^-value is determined with a
relatively high precision while the reaction constant introduced
by the kinetic sorption model, due to scarce data in the vicini-
ty of the C/CQ =0.5 point, is less perfectly defined.

The two-dimensional model is based on the following assumptions:

- The aquifer consists of five layers

- The specific discharge is constant and equal to the value fit-
ted at the distance 0.36 m.

- The dispersivity is isotropic and equal everywhere in the do-

main.

Calculations were made with three dispersivity values; o = 1 cm,
a = 10 cm and a = 25 cm. The calculated responses at the measure-
ment points were used to fit apparent values for the specific
discharge and dispersivities. The objective with the two-dimen-
sional model was to see whether inter-layer transfer of tracer
by transversal dispersion could explain the radial variation of
the specific discharge.

The apparent parameter values obtained in this fitting procedure
vary qualitatively in the same way as the values observed in
the experiment (see Appendix 2:3). However, in order to explain
the variation of the hydrodispersive parameters observed in the
experiment with transverse dispersion between layers, the appa-
rent dispersivity must be more than 10 times greater than the ob-
served values» It is pointed out by the project team that the re-
sults for o = 1 cm should be treated with care because of numeri-
cal oscillations due to an unfavourable mesh size - dispersivity
ratio.
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3.3.3 Conclusions

The key point for understanding the experiment is to explain the
apparent variation of the specific recharge and the dispersivi-
ty with the radial distance from the injection well. Both pro-
ject teams conclude that the aquifer probably contains heteroge-
neities that on the scale of the experiment are essential to the
results. One of the project teams showed that transverse disper-
sion probably is not sufficient as an explanation to the magnitude
of the variation, although the variation induced by transver-
se dispersion goes in the right direction.

Dispersion in porous media can be defined at at least three sca-
les:

- incrapore scale, primarily a diffusive process,

- representative elementary volume (REV) scale, backmix in an in-

terconnected network of pores and

- subregional scale, dispersion comes from the variability of hy-
draulic conductivity.

The heterogeneities mentioned above would give a contribution to
dispersion that falls into the third and largest scale. The
small scale of the chosen experiment accentuates the effect of
these so that they must be modelled as individually heterogenei-
ties. The experiment design thus calls for a highly detailed des-
cription of the medium in order to serve as a basis for model va-
lidation. The project teams do net draw any conclusions about
possible improvements of the model design, apart from the indica-
tion that the scale of the experiment is insufficiently large.

Both teams have managed to simulate parts of the experiment with
a satisfactory fit. However, discrepancies occur between calculat-
ed and measured values that are difficult to explain. Both pro-
ject teams conclude that the probable reason for the deviations
is heterogeneities that were not detected in the experiment and
thus cannot be modelled.

One of the project teams managed to get a better fit for the sor-
bing nuclide ( Sr) using a kinetic sorption model than did the
other team using a classic, instantaneous equilibrium model.
It is, however, difficult to disentangle the effect of the flow
field interpretation from that of the retardation model. That
is, although the results serve as a hint, they cannot be regar-
ded as a model validation, at least not before the rate cons-
tants have been verified in independent experiments. As the
model uses more adjustable parameters it is to be expected that
the fit will improve.
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Figure 3 .1 . ^1-concenr.rations calculated by the TUB-team and
compared with the field data. The specific dischar-
ge and the dispersivity were fitted at a distance
0.36 m from the injection well.
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Iigure 3.2. ^'I-concentratlon calculated by the Ecoles des
Mines team with a radially divergent advective dis-
persive model. The specific discharge and dispersi-
vity were fitted for each curve individually. The
calculated values are compared with the experimen-
tal data.
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Figure 3.3. Sr-concenr.rations calculated by the TUB-team and
compared with field data. The specific discharge
and the dispersivity were fitted at a radial dis-
tance of 0.36 m from the injection well.
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or

Sr-concenr.rations calculated by the Ecole des
Mines team using the same hydro-dispersive parame-
ters as in Figure 3.2 and superimposing a f i r s t
order kinetic retention law. The same K.-values
were for a l l curves but the kinetic constant var i -
es.
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3.4 FRACTURED ROCK CASE

3.4.1 Overview over modelling approaches

The fractured Rock Case of INTRACO1N level 2 was tackled by
three project teams namely Ecoles des Mines (EdM), UKAEA/AERE
and the Royal Institute of Technology (KTH).

The reference modelling strategy assuming advective transport
with axial hydrodynamic dispersion and surface sorption in one,
two or three flow channels has been used by EdM and KTH (Appendix
2:3 and 2:6 respectively). All other attempts included a more or
less free interpretation of the entire experiment according to
the intentions of case c (see Section 2.3.2). In these latter at-
tempts one single pathway was assumed.

Table 3.2 gives an overview of the phenomena included in the va-
rious attempts.

The EdM team performed calculations only for the iodide experi-
ments. The multiple-pathway analysis was performed both for the
short (Run 1) and the long (Run 2) injection of iodide. A sepa-
rate analysis of the long injection run including matrix diffusion
and a single flow path was also made.

The UKAEA/AERE and KTH teams both choose Run 2 for their analy-
ses. Basically the iodide tracer response was used to determine
the hydrodynamic parameters. Following this various concepts for
retardation of strontium were used to simulate the strontium tra-
cer response.

The EdM and the KTH teams both used an approximate solution to
the radially convergent flow problem assuming a constant veloci-
ty equal to the mean velocity along the path and a constant dis-
persivity. The UKAEA/AERE team treated this problem rigorously
with a radially varying velocity and a dispersion coefficient
proportional to the velocity squared.

The different attempts to simulate the experiment are further
described in the subsequent subsections.

3.4.'.' Reference scenario

The reference scenario including advective transport in one, two
or three pathways, hydrodynamic dispersion and sorption onto the

fracture walls was attempted by the EdM (Appendix 2:3) and the

KTH teams (Appendix 2:6).

Both teams have used the long iodide injection (Run 2) for para-
meter fitting. In addition the EdM-team has fitted the short io-
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Table 3.2. Overview over phenomena included in the attempts,
to model the fractured rock case of INTRACOIN
level 2.

Phenomenon

EdM

Modelled by1)

UKAEA/AERE KTH

Advection 2:3

Hydrodynamic dis- 2:3

persion

Channeling dis-

persion

Matrix diffusion 2:3

Diffusion in stag-

nant water

Several pathways 2:3

Surface sorption

Sorption in rock

matrix

Kinetically controled
sorption on the
fracture surface

2:4

2:4

2:4

2:4

2:4

2:4

2:4

2:5 - 2:8

2:5, 2:6, 2:8

2:7

2:5, 2:7, 2:8

2:5

2:6

2:5, 2:6, 2:7,
2:8

2:5, 2:7, 2:8

The numbers in the table refer to the project team reports
in Appendix 2.

dide injection (Run 1) to investigate whether the parameter valu-
es obtained are consistent in the two runs. The KTH-team instead
used the hydrodynamic data obtained in the parameter fit to simu-
late the strontium injection in Run 2.

In the simulation of the long iodide injection both teams have

assumed that the dispersivity is equal in all flow paths in

order to reduce the number of parameters to be fitted. This lea-

ves 2 x N + 1 independent parameters where N is the number of

flow paths.

Both teams conclude that a fair fitting can be obtained with a
multiple pathways approach. There is no big difference between



Table 3.3. Parameter values obtained from the fitting of the

long iodide injection, Run 2.

Parameter

Peclet number

Proportionality factor (5

i t

Residence time (h)

I) 1

2

3

1

2

3

2 pathways
EdM

12

74

26

-

26

120

-

KTH

18

75

25

-

27

114

—

3 pathways
EdM

29

66

20

14

24

68

158

KTH

32

65

21

14

25

61

153

Table 3.4. Summary of parameter values obtained in the three pathway simulations by the EdM-

team of the Iodine Injections, Runs 2 and 3.

Long injection (Run 2) Short Injection (Run 1)

Parameter

Peclet ntaber
n

Residence time (h)

Proportionality
constant (Z)

path 1
path 2
path 3

path 1
path 2
path 3

patlt i
path 2
path 3

29
29
29

24
68

158

66
20
14

Dispersivity
fixed

25
25
25

29
56

120

70
24
6

Dispersivity
varied

112
23
5

23
30
66

11
45
44

the fits of the two - and the three - pathways analyses. Table

3.3 gives the parameter values obtained by the two teams for

this run.

As can be seen the parameter values agree fairly well. This
should be expected since both teams use automated parameter fitting
schemes with similar models.

In the EdM-team simulation of the short iodide injection two at-
tempts were made with different assumptions regarding the disper-
sivity. Tn the first attempt the dispersivity was assumed to be
the same in all three flow paths in the same way as in the long
injection simulation. The parameter values obtained in this at-
tempt somewhat resemble those obtained in the simulation of the
long injection. In the second attempt, however, all three flow-
paths were assumed to have different dispersivities. As illustra-
ted in Table 3.4 the parameter values obtained in this attempt
are completely different from the other two simulations.
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In conclusion both iodide injection runs have been simulated

with an adequate fit using the two- and three pathways models.

The parameter values obtained in the various fittings are, how-

ever, not entirely consistent and the EdM team concludes that the

multiple pathways model should not be recommended for use unless

evidence is found that multiple paths physically exist.

The simulation of the strontium injection by the KTH team is
based on hydrodynainic parameters i.e. the flow rate, the fissure
width, the water residence time and the Peclet number obtained
from the fitting of the iodine injection using the three path
model. In addition a surface sorption coefficient, K , and a
loss factor to account for the poor recovery of the strontium
was included. A fair fit is obtained with K^ = 6.2 x 10~5 m and
a loss factor 0.4. The Ka~value can be compared with that measu-

—5
red in the laboratory (7 x 10 m) /6/.

3.4.3 Matrix diffusion

Attemped conceptual models

Matrix diffusion has been applied by three teams EdM (Appendix
2:3), KTH (Appendix 2:8) and UKAEA/AERE (Appendix 2:4). All
three teams base their analyses on the long injection (Run 2)
and in addition the EdM team simulated the short iodide injec-
tion, (Run 1). The EdM simulation of Run 2 was limited to the io-
dide injection whereas the other two teams used the iodide injec-
tion to fit the hydrodynainic parameters. The strontium injection
was then simulated using these hydrodynamic parameters.

The models used by the three teams all treat advection and hydro-
dynamic dispersion in the fractures and diffusion into the rock
matrix between the fractures. Because the KTH and the UKAEA/AERE
teams simulate the strontium injection in Run 2 they include ad-
sorption onto the rock faces both in the fracture and in the rock
matrix. Figure 3.5 illustrates the basic phenomena in the matrix
diffusion model.

As mentioned above all three teams include hydrodynamic disper-

sion. The treatment of the dispersion coefficient varies, how-

ever, between the teams.

The EdM-team assumes that the dispersion coefficient is propor-
tional to the water velocity which, because radially convergent
flow to the sampling hole is assumed, is inversely proportional
to the distance from the injection hole. The dispersion coeffici-
ent is then written:

DL = a x v (3.3)

o = dispersion length (m)

v = ground water velocity (m/s)
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Figure 3.5. Illustration of the matrix diffusion concept inclu-

ding surface sorption on the fracture walls.

The UKAEA/AERE team reasons that the dispersion in an irregular
fracture may be similar to that in a plane-parallel fracture and
that therefore a Taylor type expression where the dispersion co-
efficient is proportional to the water velocity squared is like-
ly to be valid:

x v (3.4)1
dispersivity parameter (s)

The KTH-team neglects the effect of the radial flow convergence
and assumes a constant dispersion coefficient as well as a cons-
tant water velocity. This has been shown to be a good approxima-
tion for high Peclet number (low dispersion) and is exact when
there is no dispersion.

The long_iodide injection,_Run_2

Attempts were made by all three teams to fit the hydrodynamic pa-
rameters to the iodide injection in Run 2. The EdM and UKAEA/
AERE teams used in this fitting predetermined dilution entit ies
so that only three parameters remained to be fitted i . e . the
ground water travel time, a dispersion related parameter and one
parameter that determines the diffusion rates in the rock mat-
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Figure 3.6. Illustration of the importance of matrix diffusion

as a means to simulate the long tail of the iodide

tracer experiments. All other parameters are the

same for the two curves.

rix. The KTH team in addition fitted a proportionality factor

that accounts for the dilution of the tracer.

The parameters used by the teams in the fitting are, as discus-
sed above, not entirely comparable. It is therefore difficult to
compare the obtained numerical values. All three teams conclude
that matrix diffusion is of importance in order to explain the
long tail of the experimental curve. This is illustrated in Figu-
re 3.6 taken from Appendix 2:4.

The fitted value of the diffusivity in the matrix in all three
simulations is high compared to the given laboratory data. In the
light of this circumstance the UKAEA/AERE team points out that
the penetration depth into the rock matrix is small and that the
diffusivity therefore very well can be higher than the laborato-
ry data because weathering of the fracture surfaces and fracture
coating materials can be of importance in this region.

The KTH team points out that later investigations on pieces of
granite with coating materials have yielded higher diffusivity va-
lues and that a better fit is obtained with these later data
than with the data included in the case definitions.
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The strontium injection, Run 2

The UKAEA/AERE team simulated the strontium injection using the
hydrodynamic parameters (the water travel time and the dispersi-
vity parameter, B^) from the iodide injection simulation and in
addition fitted a sorption rate constant as well as the intrin-
sic diffusivity times the capacity factor for the matrix to the
experimental data.

The KTH-team made four simulations of the strontium experiment
using different assumptions on the validity of various mecha-
nisms. In all cases they used the dispersivity and water travel
time obtained from the iodide test. The four simulations can be
characterised as

i) Fitting of surface and matrix sorption parameters

ii) Fitting of the matrix sorption paraneter

iii) Prediction of the breakthrough curve based on experimental
data on the surface and matrix sorption parameters from
sawed pieces of rock rather than crushed rock.

iv) Prediction of the breakthrough curve with a non-linear sorp-
tion isotherm.

Both teams manage to get fair fits to the experimental data. How-
ever, the fitted parameter values conflict with the laboratory
data in the used definitions. The fitted diffusivity in the mat-
rix tends to be significantly lower than that measured in the la-
boratory. Both teams indicated that a possible reason for this
is that crushed granite was used in the laboratory and that the
access to the interior of the grains therefore probably is easi-
er than in the field situation. Neither of the simulations ii) -
iv) by the KTH-team, however, provides a conclusive explanation.
The second fit and the predictions are generally poorer than
that in the first fitting. This is not surprising as the second
fit has one less adjustable parameter and the predictions have
no adjustable parameters.

The short iodide_injectioni Run 1̂

The attempt by the RdM-team to simulate Run 1 using the fitted
data from the simulation of Run 2 as described above is deemed a
failure by the project team. The team concludes that the initial
distribution of the tracer probably plays an Important role.

3.4.4 Other model concepts

The KTH team used two additional conceptual models to simulate
the tracer experiment at Finnsjön. Both models comprise advecti-
ve transport in the fissure and diffusion into the rock matrix.
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Figure 3.7. Illustration of the diffusion into stagnant water

model illustrating the fissure width (6) and the

fissure breadth

In the first model (Appendix 2:5) this is complemented by hydro-
dynamic dispersion and diffusion into stagnant water (see Figure
3.7 from Appendix 2:5) whereas in the other model the channeling
dispersion concept is applied.

In the diffusion into stagnant water model the Peclet number,
the water travel time, the channel width, the channel breadth
and a proportionality factor accounting for dilution have been
varied to obtain a reasonable fit to the long iodine injection.
In addition laboratory data for the diffusivities in water and
the rocK matrix have been applied. The channel width and the
channel breadth have been regarded as interdependent in order to
maintain a sufficiently large flow section.

The best fit is obtained assuming a 10 cm broad and 2.92 mm wide
fissure and the Peclet number equal to 10. These parameter valu-
es are then used in an attempt to simulate the strontium injec-
tion applying laboratory data for the sorption distribution coef-
ficients in the fissure and in the matrix as well as for the ef-
fective diffusivity of strontium in the rock matrix. It is shown
that the laboratory data tend to exaggerate the interaction be-
tween strontium and the rock matrix as compared to the present
field experiment. A reasonable fit is obtained with an effective
diffusivity that is a tenth of the value measured in the labora-
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Figure 3.8. Simulation of the strontium injection in Run 2
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tory. This is consistent with the results discussed in the pre-

vious subsection. Even with the lower diffusivity the simulation

by the KTH team using the diffusion into stagnant water model ex-

aggerates the tail of the curve (see Figure 3.8 from Appendix

2:5).

In the channeling-dispersion model a log-normal distribution of
the channel width is assumed. A four parameter fit of the long
iodide injection (Run 2) gives a value of the effective
diffusivity higher than that found in laboratory measurements.
This is consistent with the results for the matrix diffusion
with conventional hydrodynamic dispersion discussed in the pre-
vious subsection. It is demonstrated by the team that a three pa-
rameter optimisation using laboratory data for the diffusivity
yields a significantly worse fit than with the high diffusivity.

The channeling-dispersion data (variance of the channel width
distribution), water residence time and dilution obtained from
the fitting of the iodide curve where then used in an attempt to
fit the strontium curve from Run 2. Once again the diffusivity
value obtained in the fit is about two orders of magnitude less
than that measured in the laboratory. This Is consistent with
all attempts made to simulate the experiment and r.he reason as
discussed above may at least partly be that the laboratory data
were obtained from crushed granite.
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3.4.5 Concluding remarks

A number of attempts have been made to simulate the iodide and
strontium injections in a set of tracer experiments near lake
Finnsjön in east central Sweden using a variety of conceptual mo-
dels. The effort was concentrated mainly on Run 2 of the experi-
ment.

The best fits obtained in the different attempts indicate that
matrix diffusion is a predominant phenomenon. When the laborato-
ry data that were included in the case definitions for the diffu-
sivities of iodide and strontium in the rock matrix were used
the fits were poor. The iodide diffusivity that gave the best
fit was generally a factor 500 - 2 000 higher than the value mea-
sured in the laboratory. A possible explanation is that porous
fracture filling materials or altered rock close to the fracture
can be of great importance since the penetration depth into the
matrix for the time scale of the experiment (600 h) is in the
order of a few centimetres. However, as demonstrated by the KTH
team using the diffusion into stagnant water model, alternative
eplanations may exist.

For the strontium experiment the laboratory data on the diffusi-
vity in the matrix and the sorption seem to exaggerate the inter-
action with the rock compared to the field data. The UKAEA/AERE
and KTH teams both point out that this might at least partly be
a consequence of the use of crushed rock in the experiment. This
is, however, contradictory to the too large values of the diffu-
sivity obtained in the iodide runs.

It was demonstrated by the teams that attempted the Fractured
Rock Case of INTRACOIN level 2 that, in order to validate trans-
port models, further data and experiments are needed. It is, howe-
ver, crucial that these experiments are carefully designed. An
evaluation of the present experiment in the light of the at-
tempts to simulate it can be summarised as follows:

1 The most important feature of the iodide data is the long
tail. This can be accounted for in two general ways. First,
it could be due to hydrodynamic dispersion. Examples of this
are the multiple-pathways model, a log-normal distribution
of fracture apertures, or migration through a network of
channels in the plane of the fracture. Simple Fickian disper-
sion does not seem to be capable of accurately describing
the highly asymmetric tail. The second class of explana-
tions for the tail of the iodide distribution is that it is
due to diffusion in and out of some medium. Possible media
are the rock matrix, fracture infilling material or stag-
nant water. On the basis of the available information it is
not possible to choose between the above alternatives. Mea-
surements of the diffusivities of the rock and fracture fil-
ling in the vicinity of the flow path are needed to reduce
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the number of degrees of freedom. It would be useful to have

such measurements on rock taken from various points, in

order to see how variable it is.

For the strontium data the tail is once again the most impor-
tant feature. In addition to the above explanations for iodi-
de, this could also be due in part to non-linear sorption.

The next most important feature of the strontium data is
that only 60% was recovered compared to about 98% for iodide.
Incidentally, the geometrical design of the experiment (in-
ward radial flow with passive injection) is very suitable
for quantitative migration experiments since it gives this
extra piece of information. Some model must be used to ac-
count for the incomplete recovery of strontium. Either it is
lost, for example by sorption onto the inlet borehole, or is
irreversibly sorbed or precipitated A straightforward equi-
librium model for sorption cannot account for the data since
this just changes the effective velocity of the migration
but does not lower the plateau. One way of trying to account
for the incomplete recovery of strontium is to increase the
diffusivity. However, this distorts the shape of the curve
so that it does not even qualitatively resemble the data.

Some general lessons can be learnt from the present exercise
for future experiments of this type. In general there is a
need for close collaboration between field experinenters
and geologists, laboratory experimenters and modellers, in
order to design experiments which do not allow multiple in-
terpretations.



DESCRIPTION OF AND RESULTS FROM LEVEL 3

4.1 GENERAL

The level structure of INTRACOIN was described in section 1.2.
According to the description, level three is aimed at examining
the quantitative impact of various physical phenomena in a typi-
cal repository scenario assessment. In the level 1 report (Ref
1) and in the previous chanter different modelling strategies
have been described and demonstrated. Apart from the dimensiona-
lity of the model the following phenomena have been included:

- Advection
- Fickian dispersion
- Chanelling dispersion
- Diffusion into stagnant regions
- Linear scrption equilibrium retardation
- Mass transfer rate limited retardation
- First order reaction rate limited retardation
- Matrix diffusion
- Different source boundary conditions
- Different exit boundary conditions

At level one a number of these strategies were applied to synthe-
tic computational cases where the realism of the case was of
secondary importance. The sample cases chosen for level two were
realistic with respect to experimental conditions but not neces-
sarily so for a repository situation. A demonstration of the im-
pact of the phenomena mentioned above on a scenario with some re-
levance to a repository assessment was therefore deemed to be of
value.

The approach decided on includes a series of variations where a
number of the above mentioned phenomena are either included or
excluded. The basic scenario is similar to the scenario chosen
as a reference case in the KBS-3 study (Ref 2) the parameter va-
lues are similar to conditions prevailing at the Finnsjön-slte
in east-central Sweden.
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4.2 DESCRIPTION OF LEVEL 3 CASES

There are altogether 13 sample cases defined for INTRACOIN level
3. One of these cases is named the central case and the rest are
called variations.

The central case can be described as advection dispersion of a
single nuclide ( Np) in a fractured medium where the fractures
run between cubic rock blocks. The migration takes place from a
waste canister to a near-by fracture zone. Once the waste nucli-
de has entered the fracture zone it is considered to be effecti-
vely discharged to the biosphere. The retardation is modelled as
surface sorption on the rock blocks. The inlet boundary condi-
tion is a decaying band release and the preferred exit boundary
condition is a zero concentration boundary.

The parameter values for the central case are given in Table
4.1.

Based on the central case the variations are created by either ad-
ding or taking away one or several physical phenomena as summari-
sed in Table 4.2. The values of the paraneters which describe
the phenomena included in the variations are given in Table 4.3.

The quantity to be calculated was the nuclide discharge rate to

the fracture zone versus time.

4.3 RESULTS FROM LEVEL 3

Five teams participated at INTRACOIN level 3 namely KTH (Appen-
dix 2:11), UKAEA/AERE (Appendix 2:10), VTT (Appendix 2:12), EIR
(Appendix 2:14) and Polydynamics (Appendix 2:13). They have used
a mixture of analytical and numerical methods to solve the
cases. The calculated maximum discharge rates are summarised in
Table 4.4 and the times for the maxima are shown in Table 4.5.

INTRACOIN level 3 consists of a number of relatively precisely
defined computational cases. They should thus, when solved in a
numerically proper way, give similar results regardless of who
did the calculations. When studying the Tables 4.4 and 4.5 one
finds that the results generally deviate with less than 10%. In
Variations 2, 4, 8, 9 and 10, however, the deviations are lar-
ger. In cases 2 and 4 this probably cames from the extremely low
calculated discharge rates that may have caused numerical prob-
lems.
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Parameter values for the central case of INTRA-

COIN, level 3.

Parameter

Water flux in the rock

Travel distance

Flow porosity*^

Block size (cubes)

Half life 237Np

Sorption distribution
coefficient

Density of the rock

Nuclide inventory ( Np

Leach time

Dispersion length '

Symbol

Q

Zo
ef
S

Tl
1

Kd

P

only) nij

T

a

Value

0.2 • 10~3 m3/m2,yr

100 m

10~A m3/m3

5 m

2.1 • 106 yrs

5 m3/kg

2 700 kg/m3

1.5 Ci (2.114 kg)

105 yrs

20 m

1) £f = 3 — where 2b is the width of the fractures

— where D, is the longitudinal dispersion coeffici-

ent.

Table 4.2. Variations for INTRACOIN, level 3.

Variation

number Description1)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

10
11
12

No dispersion, no sorption
No dispersion, no sorption, matrix diffusion

No dispersion
No dispersion, matrix diffusion

No sorpr.ion
No sorption, solubility limited source term
Solubility limited source term
Matrix diffusion

Matrix diffusion, solubility limited
source term

Kinetically controlled sorpr.ion
Alternative exit boundary conditions
Transverse dispersion

1) The term sorption refers to sorption on the fracture walls.
Matrix diffusion is diffusion through microfractures in
the rock blocks and sorption on interior surfaces.
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Table 4.3. Parameter values for the phenomena in the varia-
tions at I?JTRACOIN, level 3.

Phenomenon Parameter values

No

No

dispersion

sorption

Matrix diffusion

a

Kd

=

)

0 m

= 0 tn

= 5

3/kg

14 m2/s

Solubility limited

source term '

Kinetically controlled

sorption

e

e = 5 • 10~3 m3/m3

l = 8 • 10"6 kg/m3

= 3 0 . 10-3 m3/
eq

N = Ql°l • Cf*1 = 2.4 . 10"7 kg/yr

No data available. Data and rationale

for choosing the data had to be sup-

plied by those who did this varia-

tion.

Alternative exit

boundary conditions

C = 0 when X + »

dc
X = ZQ (100 m)

Transversal dispersion ' a- = 0.1a = 2 m

1) D g = effective diffusivity = T) e = D • i_ • e where

T2

D = diffusivity in unconfined water, 6 = constrictivity and

x = tortuosity.

2) Cjlo1 = solubility limit of neptunium.

Qs = water flow available to dissolve the relevant amount

of waste.

N = rate of neptunium release from the waste.

3) The quantity sought was still the total discharge rate to

the fracture zone.
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Table 4 .4 . Maxlmian discharge rates (activity units/year).

Varia-
tion

UKAEA/AERE VTT EIR

Analytical Numerical CETOOT MMT1D RANCHN

Polydynaaics

Central
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10.1

10.2

10.3

11.1

11.2

1.50-10"'

2)

1.15-10"'

2)

1.15-10"'

1.70-10~7

1.32-1O"7

1.76-1O"13

8.21-1O"1*

-

-

-

-
_

7.72-10',-13

3.23-10"'3

3.49-10"* 3)

1.97.10"*

1.49-10"'

1.24.10"29

1.15-10"'

9.57-10"30

1.49-10"'

I.69-1O"7

1.38-10"7

2.97-10"13

1.37-1O"13

1.95-10"* 3)

2.16-1O"5 3)

1.43-10"' 3)

1.53-

1.50-
-

1.14.
-

1.50-
-

-

-

-

-

-

10"*

10"'

10"'

10"'

1.

1.

-

1 .

-

I .

1 .

1 .

-

-

-

-

_

62-10"*

50-10"'

15-10"'

50- 10"'

72-10"7

32-10"7

1 .

1 .

1 .

1.

1 .

1.

1.

97-10"*

49-10"'

63-10"29

15-10"'

26-10"2»

49-10"'

69-10"7

1.38-10"7

2.

1 .

-

-

_

89-lo"13

33-10"13

1.96-10"'

1.49-10"'

1.03-10"29

1.15-10"'

1.28-10"29

1.49-10"'

1.70-10"7

1.45-10"7

2.69-10"13

9.87-10"1*

6.37-10"' 3)

9.82-10"' 3)

9.82-10"' 3)

1.50-10"

1.52-10"

1) The discharge rates calculated by the KTH-teaa include only the convectlve part.

2) The team shows decay curves and break-through curves for a srable nucl.de,

3) The results are not comparable because of different data and conceptu. t nodels for the kinetic sorption.

Table 4.5.

Varia-
tion
no.

Central

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10.1

10.2

10.3

11.1

11.2

Times
(years

for maxinui
after the

KTH»

i discharge rates
start <

Analytical Nunerical

5.

8 .

3 .

4 .

3 .

9 .

1.

-

-

-

-

-

0-1

13-

72-

96-

12'

14.

14.

I01

1 0 '

10 2

10 2

•10*

10*

10 7

-

2) -
-

2) -
-

4) -
-

8.73-
1.21-

3.36-

-

-

-

-

10*

.O7

10 5

of the release).

UKAEA/AERE

NAM ID

4.43.1O5

5.0-101

7.47.107

8.10-io'

7.55.I07

2.71-102

I.OO.IO' 4)

4.21-10*

9.50.10*

1.I7-1O7

4.44.105 3)

1.oo-10'

2.66-102

5.37-in'

4.90.105

vn

GETOOT

4 .

6 .

-

8 .

-

2.
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

9 1 .

25-

21-

38-

1 0 '

101

io'

IO2

. 0

MKT1D

4

5

-

8

-

1

1

2

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

.54-

.00-

.06-

.52-

.94.

.00-

10 '

10'

105

102

102 4)

10*

EIR

RANCHN

4.4.lo'
s.o-io'-i.o-io3

7.4.I07

8.l-lO5

7.5-107

(2.0-4.9)-102

1.9-lO3-4.!.10*

(3.3-4.4M0*

9.5-10*

I.18-107

-

-

-

-

-

Polydynanlcs

TROUCH

4.4.

5.0-

7.52

8.14

7.42

10'

101

-107

.10'

. . 0 7

(2.O5-3.O5)-1O2

2.50

2.75

9.34

1.01

1.00

4.40

4.40

•102-4.1.106

•10*-4.05-10*

.10*

-107

.10'

.10'

.10'

I) - 3) See footnote» to table 4.4.

4) The KTH- and VTT-team» gave the f irst time when maximum is achieved while the UKAEA/AFIRE-ream gave a time In the
middle of the chromarographlc peak.
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With the data given Equation 4-1 gives a leach duration T = 4.16
• 10 years. In the variations 6 and 7 the transit times are
less than or in the same order as both the halflife of Np and
the leach duration. Because the release rate from the waste is
the same in both models the difference in maximum discharge
rates is negligible in both of these variations (see Table 4.1).

In Variation 8 and 9 the discrepancies are partly due to diffe-

rent geometries assumed for the matrix diffusion part and partly

due to numerical problems. The latter is illustrated by compa-

ring the analytical and numerical solutions from the KTH-team.

Regarding the geometry of the matrix diffusion the UKAEA/AERE,

Polydynamics and EIR teams assumed planar slabs whereas the KTH

team used spherical blocks.

In variation 10 incomparable data and as well as conceptual mo-
dels were used. The KTH- and Polydynamics teams assumed a mass-
transfer resistance between the liquid and the solid phase. The
UKAEA/AERE-team used a first order equilibrium reaction where
the quotient between the sorption and desorption rate constants
is taken to be the retardation factor. The results from the three
teams are therefore not comparable.

In variation 11 the boundary conditions used at the column were

zero concentration gradient (11.1) and an infinite column length

(11.2).

4.4 CONCLUSIONS FROM LEVEL 3

It has been demonstrated by the project teams that, for the
given scenario, matrix diffusion is the by far most important re-
tardation mechanism. It has also been shown that the dispersion
is of utmost importance when the retardation is great enough for
the decay to be significant. That is to say, when matrix diffu-
sion is anticipated to be active, the proper quantification of
the dispersion becomes Increasingly important.

A conclusion drawn by the VTT-team is, that in the light of the
great uncertainties about the proper physical model, and the so-
metimes very strong influence of varying the physical model, a
refinement of the solution methods to yield result improvements
in the order of a few percent might be of secondary priority.
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SUMMARY OF THE STATE OF THE ART IN TRANSPORT MODELLING

5.1 SIWMARY OF CONCLUSIONS FROM LEVELS 2 AND 3

5.1.1 Validation

At level 2 of INTRACOIN the issue of validation was approached

by applying various physico-chemical conceptual models and compu-

ter codes aimed at describing radionuclide transport in geologic

media to field experiments complemented with laboratory data.

In the comparison with model calculations two field experiments
were chosen, one in a fractured medium and one in a porous medi-
um. The selection of field experiments were carefully performed
with assistance from two groups of experts on the two types of
geologic media. The experiments chosen have been judged as two
of the best experiments available for the purpose of validation.

From the level 2 exercise one can draw the conclusion that exis-
ting codes can reproduce results from field experiments. Most of
the project teams participating at level 2 carried through calcu-
lations showing good agreement with the field- data.

However, more was expected from the level 2 work than was actual-
ly achieved. It is evident that the two field experiments leave
too many degrees of freedom in describing different experimental
conditions to allow a model validation in a stringent sence. The
problems identified are in principle those discussed in Section
1.6. A crucial point i.i conjunction with the design of experi-
ments aimed at validatir~ transport modelling is the characterisa-
tion of heterogeneities flow channels in the medium. Both of
the selected experiments ..or INTRACOIN level 2 seem to suffer
from deficiencies in this respect. Moreover, the scale of the in-
jection withdrawal experiment chosen for the porous medium case
b has been deemed to be too small for the data to be used in a
validation exercise.
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In the case of fissured media it is important to characterise

the fissures both physically and chemically. Thus sampling of

fissures would be useful. The possibility that the diffusivity

of the rock matrix, due to weathering or other phenomena, might

vary with the distance from the fracture has been discussed.

Furthermore, sampling at several distances from the injection

point, in a fashion similar to the one used in the injection-

withdrawal experiment (Ref. A), but on a larger scale could be a

possibility to increase the value of this kind of experiment for

validation of migration codes-

One problem with the best available laboratory data is that it

has not been obtained on samples from the field test sites. In

the future, samples of rock adjacent to the path followed by tra-

cers in a field experiment should be collected and their

physical and chemical properties measured. This information will

hopefully constrain the models and ensure that there is only a

single interpretation of the field experiment.

In summary, there is an obvious need for better and more detai-
led experiments in the context of validation of models and codes
for radionuclide transport. Experiments directly designed for
the purpose of validation should be performed in order to reduce
the degrees of freedom in interpreting the experimental situa-
tion. There is a need for closer collaboration between field ex-
perimenters, geologists, laboratory experimenters and modellers,
in order to design and perform experiments which do not allow
multiple interpretations.

Two important topics to investigate in future efforts in the pro-
cess of validating nuclide transport models are the mechanisms
for dispersion and retardation due to physical and chemical ef-
fects. Several different processes can contribute to the disper-
sion. It is for example of utmost importance to clarify the role
of channelling in fractured media and possibly also in
inhomogeneous porous media, i.e. the possibility that water
flows in distinct independent flow paths with different water ve-
locities. Concerning nuclide retardation the relevance of the K^-
concept should be further clarified. In general, more experimen-
tal evidence is needed to clarify the importance of different me-
chanisms for retardation, e.g. penetration into the rock matrix
(matrix diffusion) accompanied by sorption on the inner surfaces
of the rock. In addition studies of natural analogs are expected
to give valuable contributions of knowledge to this research
area.

One special exercise at leveL 2 was the calculations on the

idealised two-dimensional case with two porous media with diffe-

rent material properties. The results indicate that a validation

of the applicability of one-dimensional calculations on multi-di-

mensional cases to a certain extent is possible at least for spe-

cial well-defined cases.
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5.1.2 Sensitivity analysis

The use of migration codes is a central part of a safety analy-
sis of a nuclear waste repository. When handling a repository-bed-
rock system the parameter values used as input to migration
codes are in general uncertain. Several parameter values may
have a range of uncertainty of orders of magnitude. There may
also be uncertainties of a more fundamental character concerning
which mechanisms should be included in the equations aimed at
describing radionuclide migration. In this situation the role of
sensitivity analysis, the result of which is knowledge about the
impact of uncertainties of input parameters on the final dischar-
ge rate, is of great importance.

Due to time constraints the sensitivity analysis performed at IN-
TRACOIN level 3 has been of a limited nature. By either inclu-
ding or excluding certain phenomena in the nuclide transport cal-
culations, some light has been shed on how important the diffe-
rent phenomena might be in a safety analysis. In particular the
great impact of matrix diffusion and the importance of disper-
sion has been highlighted. It should, however, be stressed that
the impact of different phenomena in a total safety analysis is
not necessarily reflected by the results of INTRACOIN level 3.
Obvious limitations are firstly that only one nuclide was calcu-
lated and secondly that the different mechanisms were either in-
cluded or excluded with only one set of values for all other para-
meters. With another, not necessarily unrealistic, set of parame-
ter values the sensitivity for the different mechanisms could in
principle be quite different.

In spite of the above described limitations of the level 3 exer-
cise, one can conclude that some of the physico-chemical effects
applied at level 2 have been shown to have a potentially signifi-
cant impact on safety analyses of repositories for nuclear
waste. This gives a strong indication of the Importance of pro-
gress In model validation.

5.2 CURRENT TRENDS IN MODEL DEVELOPMENT

The current development of the type of radionuclide transport mo-
dels dealt with in INTRACOIN follows two main lines:

- Refinement of numerical methods

- Physical description of heterogeneous geologic media

The numerical methods are developed both with regard to efficien-
cy and ability to solve a wider variety of problems* A high effi-
ciency is necessary to be able to solve physically complicated
problems in two or three dimensions. The most common present met-
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hods like finite difference, finite element, and integrated fini-
te differences often suffer the drawback that they require fine
discretisations to solve predominantly advective problems. On
the other hand methods like discrete parcel random walk and the
method of characteristics, that are designed to solve predomi-
nantly advective problems, have difficulties with dispersive prob-
lems. There have been efforts to combine the advantages of both
of these model families (Ref. 11), but these algorithms have not
been included in INTRACOIN.

Several efforts to improve the physical understanding of hetero-
geneous media like fissured crystalline rocks, sedimentary rocks
with permeability variations etc. are underway. The fracture
flow problem and migration in fracture networks is beeing tackled
by several groups. The physics of mass transfer by advection in
fractures and diffusion into the rock blocks between the fractu-
res is also being treated by a number of groups. The most diffi-
cult area to treat properly seems to he the description of the
spreading of the migrating front. Two major problem exist here:

- the description of the flow network in a fracture and the dis-

tribution of the flow between different fractures,

- the difficulty to experimentally decouple the dispersion from
other spreading mechanisms like e.g. matrix diffusion.

The results from INTRACOIN level 2 reflect much of the diffi-

culties encountered by these groups.

One aspect of potentially great importance for performance as-
sessments is the dimensionality of the calculations. Most of the
radionuclide transport codes that have participated in INTRACOIN
are one-dimensional although two- and three-dimensional codes
have also participated. Some two-dimensional cases have also
been calculated in INTRACOIN. The fact that performance assess-
ments of final repositories for nuclear waste are now in several co-
untries becoming less generic and more site- and repository spe-
cific will probably increase the interest, in two- and three-di-
mensional radionuclide calculations.

The fact that hydrology modelling is to a large extent already
performed in three dimensions makes this development easier.

The currently used radionuclide transport models are based on
rather simple assumptions concerning interactions between the li-
quid and solid phases. In particular the simplistic nature of
the K^-concept is generally recognised. There is hope that the
geochemical models which are under intense development can be
used as tools in the safety analysis either by giving more de-
tailed input data to the transport models or by being directly
coupled to them in integrated models. The geochemical models



have proved to be useful in identifying the geochemical proces-
ses regulating the concentration of dissolved substances. Mow-
ever, they need further development and, above all, more compre-
hensive data bases to be directly applicable in the safety analy-
sis.

Most of the models studied in the INTRACOIN project have been de-
veloped for the purpose of application in performance assess-
ments within a deterministic framework. With deterministic tools
uncertainties are investigated with sensitivity studies. Present-
ly there is also a development of probabilistic models aimed to
be used as tools in performance assessment. Within these models
the transport of radionuclides through a component of the reposi-
tory system, such as a rock mass, is represented by a submodel
that depends on system parameters. In a probabilistic analysis
several submodels are typically executed in sequence a number of
times with a probabilistic choice of parameter values. The re-
sult is a probability density function of consequence estimates.
For such an analysis to be feasible with respect to computer
time it is necessary that the submodels have relatively simple
mathematical solutions.

In conclusion, there are two complementary lines of development
in the field of radionuclide transport modelling. The first is
towards more sophisticated and detailed models for deterministic
analyses and the second towards simpler models for probabilistic
analyses. It is essential that these two developments can bene-
fit from each other by expert cooperation.

5.3 r.ELATF.n ISSUES NOT TREATED IN INTRACOIN

The INTRACOIN study has only dealt with radionuclide trans-
port models. These models regard entities like radionuclide re-
lease rates from the waste, groundwater flow velocity, sorption
distribution coefficients etc. as merely being input parame-
ters. In fact these entities usually are quantified by the aid
of other models. A performance assessment of a repository con-
cept typically involves the model areas illustrated in Figure
5.1.

The groundwater hydrology models deliver groundwater flow rates,
flow paths etc. to the transport models. The hydrology models
are presently being studied in an international cooperation pro-
ject, WYDROCOIN, with similar objectives and a similar strategy
to that of INTRACOIN.

The purpose of the near-field modelling is, from the transport mo-
delling point of view, to give a radionuclide release r3te or
concentration as a source term for the transport modelling. The
approach taken for the near-field modelling varies, and must by
necessity vary, with repository design, waste encapsulation de-
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GROUND WATER
HYDROLOGY

NEAR-FIELD
MODELLING

FAR-FIELD
RADIONUCLIDE

TRANSPORT

BIOSPHERE
TRANSPORT AND

DOSE MODEL

Figure 5.1 Main model groups involved in a repository perfor-
mance assessment. INTRACOIN has only dealt with ra-
dionuclide transport models.

sign, geologic situation etc. The models typically involve analys-
es of diffusion, heat conduction, solubility, rock mechanics and
other relevant areas. In a broader sense also the waste invento-
ry could be said to form part of the near-field modelling.

The ultimate goal of a performance assessment is to estimate the
dose or risk to man caused by the repository, and to compare the
evaluated doses or risks with national and international safety
criteria. The tool for completing the assessment is the last
link of the modelling chain, namely the biosphere transport and
dose model.

Due to existing uncertainties in the four model areas a common
measure is to add extra margins of safety when using output from
one model as input to the next model in the chain. Within the de-
terministic framework this gives a tendency of decoupling of the
models in actual performance assessments. Increasing knowledge
on processes and parameter values will probably increase the de-
gree of coupling.
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Contribution to INTRACOIN Level 2 Report

INTRACOIN, Level 2, Case 2a - A One-Dimensional Approach

J. Hadermann and F. Rösel

1. Introduction

We present the results of a one-dimensional approach to the

two-dimensional level 2 case 2a benchmark problem. Such an

undertaking seems worthwile since one-dimensional models are

extensively used, included our own RANCH and RANCHN, for rea-

sons of simplicity and economy.

The questions to be addressed are

- To what extent can a two-dimensional situation be approxi-

mated with reasonable expenditure by a one-dimensional

transport model.

- How dependent are the results from particular approach

and parameters chosen.

This contribution summarizes results given elsewhere /I/.

2. Modelling Approach

One-dimensional transport models describe the miqration of

radionuclides in a flow tube neglecting transversal disper-

sion. From inspection of the medium characterization it is

immediately clear that full neglection of transverse disper-

sion in medium 1 would be an inadequate approximation. For

this reason the vicinity of the source has been modelled

separately.

2.1 Vicinity of the source

Let us first make a remark. Around the source water veloci-

ties ar-2 of tuo order of 3*10 m/yr. '.\'ith a retention factor
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of 5000 the source contribution of Th will shortly have de-

cayed to insignificance. Therefore, it suffices to consider the
2° 4 2 30 226

mother nuclide J U, Th and - a forteriori - Ra being in
equilibrium at a distance of some 10 m from the source.

Second, the leach time T = 10 yr is very short compared to the

time scales to be considered. For this reason, pulse release is

a qood aooroximation.

In a homogeneous water velocity field with v = (v1,0) the uranium
*)concentration is then given by

(x'-v't/R,/ z,2

2a L
2 " 2oT' (2.1)

234
where X y is the

y-direction, v' the water velocity,

U decay constant, 1 a unit length in the

°T =

and the other quantities are given in the benchmark definition.

In medium 1 the water velocity field v(x,z)is not homogeneous,

of course. However, up to distances of 50 m from the source

homogeneity seems to be a good approximation and, hence, eq. (2.1)

is a valid expression.

For the flow line through the source we have calculated veloci-

ties. The results are given in table 1. The coordinate x' is

taken along this flow line (third column in table 1) with x1 =0

at the source. The equivalent water velocity for the homogeneous

flow field is taken as

*) Note that the coordinate system defined by x1, z1 is not

necessarily the same as that in the benchmark definition.
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(2.2)

where tn is the water transit time and x' a given distance.

For our calculations we have chosen two values of x' , namely 30 m

and 40 m, respectively. The reasons are:

- The water velocity field is reasonably homogeneous, as well

in the longitudinal direction for x1 <_ x' as the transversal

direction for distances z' <_ zl where major contamination

occurs.

- The assumption of pulse release is well fulfilled.

- The distances allow for a definition of flow tubes with

reasonable dimensions (see next subsection).

From eq. (2.2) we obtain

0.028 m/yr for x' = 30 m

0.0294 m/yr for x' = 40 m

Through the relations

2 2
v v

Dxx = aL ~v~ + aT ~

= a ~
(2.3)

D
xz

Dzx = (aL ' aT>

VxVz

the dispersion coefficients D are related to the components of the

water velocities. In order to simulate the stronger variation of

velocities in the transversal direction, we have varied the trans-

versal dispersivity a^ and calculated for two values a T = 5 m and

10 n. The last number takes into account increasing transversal

transport with decreasing z-coordinate.
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2.2 Choice of a flow tube

For larger distances neither the water velocity field is homoge-

neous, nor is the medium infinite, as implicitely assumed for

derivation of eq. (2.1). The purpose of this equation is

(i) to enable the definition of a reasonable flow tube and

(ii) to provide inlet concentration for that flow tube.

In principle the whole structure could be subdivided into a set

of flow tubes and nuclide transport calculated in each of them

separately. Since transversal dispersion is not taken into account

in a one-dimensional model the flow tubes would be uncoupled. For

this reason we have decided to calculate a single well chosen tube

only, to vary instead the dimensions of this flow tube and to in-

vestigate the influence of this variation.

The water flow field and the parameters for the structure are such

that transport by transversal dispersion into region with relati-

vely large velocities, i.e. towards the right upper edge of medium

1, and subsequent rapid transport in medium 2 can not be excluded

at first sight. However, a very rough estimate from eq. (2.1) shows

that such flow paths will not lead to the maximal occuring concen-

trations at the observation line x = 600 m.
e

The primary flow path is given by the flow line through the source.

Consequently, a flow tube following this flow line is defined. Its

cross section at xl is given by 2Azlpl . The lateral extension Az'

will be varied. From water mass conservation the cross section of

the flow tube at the observation line is given by 2Az'-l with

A z ' V f v M
l X0' 2

A z é v < l2.4)

The value of Az' might be unphysically small or not correspond to

the discretization used in numerical two-dimensional calculations.

The concept of dilution factor (Ref. 2, Appendix A) which is de-

fined here by
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Y = Max (1, Az /Aze) (2.5)

allows to calculate concentrations averaged over the desired range

Az at the observation line. With the parameters given previously

one obtains Az' = 0.5 m.
e

According to the velocities given in table 1 we have divided the

flow tube into five pieces with characteristics given in table 2.

As is seen less emphasis is put on the flow path in medium 2 since

here nuclide transit times are short.

The concentrations at the flow tube inlet are given by averaging

AzjJ

:(x',t) = - i - / C(x- z»,
Az' J

n °
t)dz' (2.6)

3. Results and Conclusions

Since first, source contributions from Th and Ra are negli-
234

gible at a few meters migration distance and, second, U tran-

sit time for medium 1 is 10 years compared to 5*10 years in me-

dium 2 it suffices to investigate the influence of parameter va-
234

riations on U concentrations at the end of segment 3. The re-

sults from RANCH are given in table 3. In order to compare cal-

culations with differing flow tubes the results are normalized to

the same exit cross section by the aid of the dilution factor.
From table 3 it is seen:

(i) Time of occurrence of the maximum T is nearly independent
TH3X

on the parameters. However, we would like to mention that it

cannot be calculated from water transit time and retention
factor since U).
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(ii) The same holds true for the times T , and T , of the 10%
-.1 +.1

concentration levels in the running and trailing part of

the chromatographic curves.

(iii) The maximum concentrations deviate less than 45% from each

other.

The above points are very gratifying since it means that the re-

sults are independent of parameters chosen, at least in the in-

terval considered. However, the parameter values were not selected

arbitrarily. We have discussed the choice of x' and a in the pre-

ceeding section. The lateral extension Az' = 25 m was chosen such

that

£ , z1 , t) ^ C ( x ' ,0,t) (3.1)

for z1 > Az' and times around the maximum, i.e. most of the radio-

nuclides are considered for transport in the flow tube.

For values of Az' < 25 m the inlet concentration, eq. (2.6), is

higher. This is compensated, however, by a larger dilution factor.

For AzL = 10 or 15 m, C(Xg,z',t) is approximately constant in the

range z' <_ Az i and around the time of the maximum. Values of

AzI > 25 m lead to concentrations at the exit of segment 3 which

can be calculated from those for AZg = 25 m by applying a proper

dilution factor.

We consider Azi = 25 m as the best choice and since, anyway, we

do not expect that the results from a one-dimensional calculation

will agree with those from a full two-dimensional better than to

a factor of 5, say, we have chosen the set x'= 30 m, Az~ = 25 m

and a T = 5 m for calculation of segments 4 and 5.

At the Gnd of segment 3 the nuclides Th and ~ Ra are in equi-

librium with their precursors. Specifically we have taken secular
*)equilibrium and defined the inlet concentration to segment 4 by

*) Wo rio not bother about 30% Sevintion for inlet concentrations.
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Th/nedium 1
(3.2)

C(
C (234 O )

Ra/medium 1

At the observation line (x = 600 m) and for a flow tube cross sec-

tion of 1 m2 at z = 300 m the results of RANCH calculations are

given in figure 1. Since transit through medium 2 for Ra takes

2-104 years this nuclide can be safely assumed to be in secular

equilibrium given by

C(""Ra) = C(230Th)
(3.3)

medium 2

From figure 1 we extract the following values for maximal concentra-

tions, time of maximum and 10% levels:

\
Nuclide

2 3 4u

230Th

226Ra

C pAct/m3!max I J

5.9 - 7

6.8 - 8

1.7 - 6

Tmax [yrJ

3.8 + 5

9.8 + 5

9.8 + 5

T- .i H

4.9 + 5

5.5 + 5

5.5 + 5

T
+ .i H

1.7 + 6

1.8 + 6

1.8 + 6

As already mentioned, these results are valid for a flow tube cross

section of 1 m" (probably an unphysically small value). They may

now be compared to results from two-dimensional calculations. Such

calculations have been performed with codes SWIFT and SWENT.
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For SWIFT preliminary results were available. These results, for

z = 292.5 pi, should be compared to our RANCH results corrected for

a flow tube cross section of 15 m (dilution factor y = 15).

Nuclide

2 3 4 u

2 3 0 Th

2 2 6 Ra

4

4

1

.0

.5

RANCH

- 8

- 9

- 7

C[AC

1

1

3

t /m :']
SWIFT

.4 -

.5 -

.5 -

- 8

- 9

- 8

8

o

9

T
max

RANCH

.8

. 8

.8

+

+

+

5

5

5

H
SWIFT

7.6 +

8.4 +

8.4 +

5

5

5

On the other hand if we average over the values for z = 262.5 m,

z = 277.5 m and z = 292.5 m, respectively, i.e. take a flow tube

of 45 m cross section (dilution factor y = 45) the following

comDarison results

Nucl ide

234rj

2 3 0 Th

226P.a

c
!t\ax

RANCH

1.3 - 8

1.5 - 9

3.3 - S

|Act/m"

1

1

2.

']
SWIFT+

1 -

3 -

9 •

- 8

- 9

- 8

8

9

9

Tmax

RANCH

.8 + 5

.8 + 5

.8 + 5

[yr]

7

S

8

S W I F T *

. 6 -f

. 4 H

A H

- 5

- 5

- 5

averaaed over z = (27 7.5 + 22.5) m
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234

Finally, for the total U activity at the observation line at

time of maximum. SWIFT yields 8. '10 activity units, whereas

RANCH gives 5.9-10 ' activity units. The 30*S discrepancy can be

partly attributed to activity losses by the flow tube ansatz,

partly to different shapes of the time dependency curves for the

concentrations.

4)For SWENT we only have a single number at our disposal. Their

discretization chosen is hz = 40 in which leads to y = 40 for
e

the RANCH results given in the table.

Nuclide

2 3 4U

C [Act/m3!
max L J

RANCH SWENT

1.5 - 8 1 . 3 - 8

T fyr]
max V J

RANCH SWENT

8.8. + 5 6.6 + 5

From this comparison we would like to draw the following conclu-

sions:

(i) The overall agreement is reasonably well considering the

approximations we have made and especially the large trans

versal dispersivities in the benchmark definition (There

are some doubts on their realism, see Ref. 5).

(ii) Our concentration maxima are consistently higher than those

from the two-dimensional calculations. This is understandable

since we have calculated a single flow tube, only, and taken

its cross section such that it takes up most of the radio-

nuclides released (conservative approach) . Losses from the

flow tv.be by transversal dispersion are neglected.

(iii) The time of maximum is influenced by dispersion effects since

travel time is larger than half-life. Consideration of trans-

versal iisporsion must lead to a smaller time of -maximum.
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V'[M/D] Segment

.15237E+O3

.15475E+03

.1572OE+O3

.15967E+03

. 16221E+03

.16477E+03

.16740E+03

.17006E+03

.T7279E+03

.17555E+03

.17838E+03

.18126E+03

.18425E+03

.18732E+03

.22635E+03

.22770E+03

.22897E+03

.23022E+03

.23151E+03

.23271E+03

.23391E+03

.23511E+03

.236312+03

.23751E+03

.23871E+Q3

.23991E+03

.24111E+03

.19362E+O3

.19687E+03

.2OO13E+O3

.2O356E+O3
•2O7OOE+Q3
•21052E+03
.21412E+03
.21779E+03
.22153E+O3
.22535E+03
.22925E+03
.23324E+03
.23731E+O3
.24147E+03
.24572E+03
.25006E+03
.25449E+03
.25902E+03
.26364E+03
.26836E+03
.27317E+O3
.278O8E+O3
.283O8E+O3
•28818E+O3
•29336E+O3
.298632*03
.30251E+03
•3084 9E+33
.32OO«E*O3

•3816QE+03

.24744E+-03

.2495^2+03

.25059E+03

.25164E+03

.25254E+03

.61660E+03

.25524E+03

.25614E+03

.25704E+03

.25794E+03

.25874E+03

.25949E+O3

.26024E+03

.26099E+03

.26174E+03

.26235E+03

.26295E+03

.26355E+03

.26415E+03

.26475E+03

.26526E+03

. 7S73E+O3

.28898E+03

.29429E+03

.29695E+03

.29822S+03

.29878E+03

.299OOE+O3

.27275E+01

.54637E+01
•82233E+01
. 10992E+02
.13840E+02
.16668E+02
•19559E+02
.22477E+02
.25459E+02
.28468E+02
.31542E+02
.34662E+02
.37884E+02
.41139E+02

.74727E-04

.74965E-04

.75606E-04

.75843E-04

.78050E-04
•77460E-04
.79201E-04
.79949E-04
.81701E-04
.82454E-04
•84217E-04

.47779E+02

.51195E+02

.54620E+02

.58207E+02

.61803E+02

.65477E+02

.69227E+02

.73044E+02

.76891E+02

.80815E+02

.84818E+02

.88908E+02

.93076E+02

.97333E+02

.1O168E+O3

.1O6O9E+O3

.11058E+03
•11517E+03
.11986E+03
.12463E+03
.12948E+03
.13443E+O3
•13947E+03
.14460E+03
.14982E+03
.15511E+03
.16913E+O3
.18O99E+O3
.19371E+O3
•21593E+O3
.25545E+03
.31749E+03
.39871E*03
.49045E*03

.88269E-04

.89162E-04

.90190E-04

.91750E-04

.93573E-04

.93834E-04

.98277E-04

.98539E-04

.10064E-03

.10274E-03

.10458E-03

.1O539E-O3

.10752E-03

.10966E-03

.11206E-03

.11420E-03

.11661E-03

.11902L-03

.12091E-03

.12310E-03
•12580E-03
. 12823E-03
.13O94E-O3
.13284E-03
.13552E-03
.13797E-03
.14O69E-O3
. 14287E-03
.14506E-03
.384O5E-O3
.32512E-03
.34828E-03
.6O876E-O3
. 10828E-02
.16998E-02
.22252E-02
.25134E-02

T
:£ = 30m

:A = 40m

!

T
4

t

Table 1: Coordinates (x,z) of the flow line through the source,

distance x' from the source and water velocity v1.

Also indicated is the division into segments.
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Segment

i

2

3

4

5

medium

i

1

_L

2

2

water velocity

fm/yrl

0.0333

0.0345

0.0391

0.0*77

0.152

0.686

31.8

21.8

31.3

62.0

60.8

257.9

i t ion leng

[m]

(for x* =

(for x' =

t h

30

40

m)

Table 2: Subdivision of flow line for the far-field calculation.

[m]

30

40

A 2 Ö
[m]

10

15

25

15

25

*
aT

[m]

5

10

5

10

5

5

Y

2.5

1.67

1

1

1.67

1

max

[Act./m3]

3.8 - 7

4.0 - 7

6.8 - 7

5.8 - 7

4.7 - 7

6.4 - 7

T
max

[yr]

8.2 + 5

8.2 + 5

8.4 + 5

8.3 + 5

8.2 + 5

8.3 + 5

Tt

' - . 1

4 . 3 + 5

4 . 3 + 5

4 .4 + 5

4 . 4 + 5

4 . 3 + 5

4 .4 + 5

1.6 + 6

1.6 + 6

1.6 + 6

1.6 + 6

1.6 + 6

1.6 + 6

in equation (2.1)

*7 "̂  A

Table 3: Maximal ° U concentrations at the end of segment 3,

time of maximum, and times of the 10% level at each

side of maximum as a function of parameters varied

(äO2 taxt).
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u -

226
Ra

234
U

U>

Figure 1; Time distribution of concentrations at the outlet x •- 600 m,

z ^ 300 m from the one-dimensional calculation. Flow tube
o

cross section is 1 m .
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1. Introduction

INTRACOIN (International Nuclide Transport £ode Intercomparison

Study) is an international cooperation project to improve the

understanding of the important phenomena of radionuclide transport

and also the various strategies of their modelling. Comparisons

are carried out between different mathematical codes describing

the far-field transport of radionuclides through geologic media.

INTRACOIN is created by the Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate(SKI)

in cooperation with the Swiss organisation NAGRA (1). The project

Secretariate is carried out by SKI with support of the Swedish

Consultant KEMAKTA and the Swiss Federal Institute for Reactor

Research (EIR). A list of the organizations (parties), project

teams and codes participating in the INTRACOIN study is given in

Appendix 1.

This paper describes the work performed at the Institute for

Nuclear Engineering (Institut fur Kerntechnik) at the Technical

University Berlin (Technische Universität Berlin) for the level

2 of the INTRACOIN study using the SWIFT code. The aim in Level 2

is to test the capabilities of the codes to describe in-situ

measurements. The benchmark-cases for level 2 are divided in

problems to show the radionuclide migration in fractured geologic

rocks and in porous geologic sediments. This report describes

only the calculations for the porous media cases.

The work performed by the Technical University Berlin for level 1

is published in the PSE-report Nr. 82/4 b in September 1982 (2).
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2. Definition of benchmark cases level 2 (porous media)

Two benchmark cases have been defined for the calculations in

level 2 assuming porous media migration conditions:

Case a : Calculations with an idealized site

with predetermined hydraulics and

sorption mechanisms (Appendix 2 ).

Case b : Prediction of Iodine and Strontium

migration with data from a radial

injection dual-tracer test in Canada

(Appendix 3).
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3. Code characterization

The computer code SWIFT (Simulate- for Waste Injection, Flow

and Transport) is a transient, ? iree-dimensional model which

solves the coupled equation*- -. r transport in porous media. The

processes considered are:

1) fluid flov

2) heat tr • ̂ ort

3) domin »it-species miscible displacement ("brine")

4) trace-species miscible displacement ("radionuclides")

The level 2 cases consider only processes 1 and 4 in a two-dimen-

sional or radial-symmetric geometry.

3.1 Governing equations

Continuity equation for fluid

- 7 • ( P u) - q' = -ĝ  (ep)

convection production

and Darcy's law:

k

with

u = - - (?p - p g v z )
— y

p = p (p)

u = u (x ,z)

q' = q' (x,z)

k = k (x,z)

c = e (x,z,p)

or u = u (r,z)

or q' = q' (r,z)

or k = k ( r , z )

or e = e (r,z,p)

Continuity equation for nuclide k in a linear chain
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u ) + V

convection dispersion production waste leach

A k - 1 R k - l e P C k - 1 - X k R k e p C k = Tt ( e p R k V

generation decay accumulation

with ' ' ' '

C, = C, Cx,z,t) or Cv = C. (r,z,t)

D - D (x,z) or D = D (r,z)

(x,z,t) or I, = I. (r,z,t)

Cx,z,k) or (r,z,k)

The following basic assumptions belong to the described equations

- laminar flow;

- hydrodynamic dispersion as a function of fluid velocity;

- flow field uninfluenced by radionuclides;

- linear equilibrium isotherm for adsorption.

3.2 Initial and boundary conditions

Initial conditions

C, (x,z,t=O) = 0 for all grid blocks

Boundary conditions

flow

no flow:

p = const.: p(xb,zb,t) = pb or p(rb,zb,t) = pb

s taken normal to boundary
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3C'
a) inflow boundary u_CsCk

b) outflow boundary
9S

= 0

3.3 Code description

The SWIFT-code is available from Intera Environmental Consultants

Inc. Houston, Texas, USA. The numerical method of solution is

based on finite differencing in time and space. Either centered

or upwind-weighting schemes may be used in the spatial diffe-

rencing and either centered or fully implicit schemes in the

temporal differencing.

The SWIFT-code offers two matrix-solution options: either direct

solution, which is preferable because of its efficiency, or two-

line successive over-relaxation methods, which requires less

core storage.

The code necessitates restrictions in parameter values through

criteria for discretization in time and space. These criteria

will help to avoid overshoot or numerical dispersion.

The programming language is FORTRAN IV and the size of the '..ode

is ca. 15 000 program statements.

s taken normal to boundary

I
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4. Case a

4.1 Interpretation of the flow situation

The geometry, inclusive of boundary conditions, suggests the

recharge portion of a regional flow cell (Appendix 2). The

repository or source point would appear to have been placed in

a low permeability zone beneath the recharge zone. The ground-

water flow field is presented for a steady-state flow condition

and shows the general mass transport in medium 2 by a high

hydraulic conductivity. Here are interstitial velocities in the

order of 0.13 to 1.60 m/yr. In medium 1 the velocities are

about two orders of magnitude smaller. The convective travel

time from the nuclide source point to the observation line is

about 5000 years.

4.2 Description of the model

In order to reduce boundary effects of the observed nuclide

concentration, a constant head boundary was afixed to the model

90 m beyond the observation line. The model was constructed

with a spacial discretization of (see Fig. 4-1):

x-direction: 31 elements; 17 elements with Ax= 17.65 m

9 x 30 m, 3 x 20 ni, 2 x 30 m

y-direction: unity thickness Ay= 1 m

z-direction: 16 elements; &z = 5 x 30 m, 4 x 15 m,

3 x 10 m, 4 x 15 m

Except for the recharge and discharge areas, all boundaries have

the no-flow condition |^ - 0 (s taken normal to boundary). For

the recharge area, inflow is simulated using the "wellbore model"

of the SWIFT-code. j\ single well with a constant injection rate

was placed in each block of the rechaxge area in order to obtain

the required recharge rate of 100 mm/yr. For the outflow area,

time-constant pressures at the boundaries were set.
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4.3 Parameter values used

4.3.1 Transport parameters (according benchmark definition

in Appendix 2)

4.3.2 Radionuclide source term parameters

For the SWIFT implementation, radionuclide release is simulated

through the "waste leach model". The element with x= 9, z- 11

is assumed to be the source point from which the inventory is

leached with a constant rate. The inventory I, (in Ci as arbi-

trary units of activity) has to be converted to the corresponding

mass mK (in kg). The resulting inventories are listed in the

last column of the table below:

Nuclide

U

Th

Ra

234

230

226

t

2

7

1

1/2

.445

.700

.600

(yr)

E+05

E+04

E+03

1 .

0.

0.

))(Ci)

000

010

004

m

1

4

4

k(0)

.582

.898

.000

(kg)

E-01

E-03

E-06

Time dependent repository inventory I(t) is obtained from

Bateman's equation:

dl
K

dt

Leach duration : T7 = 10 yr
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4.3.3 Retention factors

Because the SWIFT version used requires distribution coefficients

as input data, the retention factors have to be transformed to

k, values (in m /kg). The defined retention factors and the

used k, values are listed below:

Nuclide

U

Th

Ra

234

230

220

R

5.

Medium

t-)

300

000

200

k

7

1

5

1

d (m

.4937

.2529

.0100

/kg)

E-03

E-01

E-02

Medium 2

R (-)

60

5Ö0

20

kd (m

3.1217

2.6402

1.0053

/kg)

E-03

E-02

E-03

For the conversion k , =

taken to 2.1 CO kg/m3
d - OP,

(R - 1) the rock density was

4.4 Results

The results are presented in figure 4-2 and in the following

table. They give the concentration profiles for each nuclide

in the observation line (x= 600 m) for the time being maximum

concentration. Figure 4-2 shows in the abscisse the distances

from the top of the system to observation point and in the

ordinate the corresponding concentration. The maximum concen-

tration appears in the lowermost block (135 m < z < 150 m ) . The

streamline crossing the source point travels through that

element.
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4.5 Discussion of results

In addition to the presented results Figure 4-3 shows isopleths

for concentrations of U 234 at the time of 1.10 E+05 years. It

is to be observed that the form of the dispersion front seems not

to be realistic with regard to the dispersivity values (a. = 10m,

a = 5m) and the calculated velocity field.

Figure 4-4 also shows isopleths for a single concentration at

three different times. Additional dispersion is influencing the

migration process. It is noteworthy that this somewhat circular

dispersion front occurs at a point where the flow field is at

an angle of 45 to the x-axis. It is to be suspected that this

effect results from the incomplete description of the dispersion

tensor in the used SWIFT-version: The crocs-derivative terms of

the transport equation in the finite difference approximation

are not included. This is the reason of the observed grid

orientation effect.
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Level 2, porous media, case a)

Code: SWIFT

Calculation no.: a 1

T«ax = 7 . 35 E +05 yr

U 234

z(m)

15.0

45.0

75.0

105.0

135.0

157.5

172.5

187.5

202.5

215.0

225.0

235.0

247.5

262.5

277.5

292.5

C (C i /n 3 )

1.83 E-12

5.60 E-12

1.98 E-11

6.56 E-11

1.94 E-10

4.51 E-10

7.20 E-10

1.14 E-09

1.78 E-09

2.58 E-09

3.42 E-09

4.49 E-09

6.20 E-09

8.82 E-09

1.17 E-08

1.37 E-08

8.35 E +0.5 y r

Th 230

C (Ci/m3)

1.92 E-13

S.79 E-13

2.04 E-12

6.64 E-12

2.00 E-11

4.71 E-11

7.55 E-11

1.20 E-10

1.89 E-10

2.75 E-10

3.67 E-10

4.35 E-10

6,72 E-10

9.62 E-10

1.28 E-09

1.51 F.-09

8.35 E + 0.5 yr

Ra 226

C (Ci/m3)

4.27 E-12

1.28 E-11

4.48 E-11

1.46 E-10

4.43 E-10

1.05 E-09

1.69 E-09

2.70 E-09

4.27 E-09

6.27 E-09

8.39 E-09

1.11 E-08

1.55 E-08

2.23 E-08

2.98 E-08

3.52 E-08
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5. Case b

5.1 Description of the tracer experiment

This case is based on a radial injection dual-tracer test with

I 131 as nonreactive tracer and Sr 85 as reactive tracer. The

tracer migration during the injection phase was monitored by

using multilevel point-sampling devices located at various

radial distances and depths (Fig. 5-1). At the end of the

injection phase with a duration of 3.93 days and a total in-

jected volume of 244 ms a withdrawal phase followed. In 16.9 days

a total volume of 886 m3 was pumped with temporally different

tracer concentrations. This experiment was made to evaluate

the dispersive and adsorptive properties of a sandy aquifer.

More information about the tracer test can be found in appendix 3
and by Pickens et al. (1981)

This experiment was simulated by numerical modelling.

5.2 Interpretation of the flow situation

For the modelling,the middle sand aquifer is assumed to be

homogeneous with regard to the flow parameters. The flow regime

caused by pumping dominates the natural horizontal flow. For

this reason the flow field is interpreted as radial flow from

a well with a variable discharge rate with depth.

With regard to the tracer migration the aquifer is assumed to

be stratified and inhomogeneous. That means different dispersion

and sorption parameters in different layers and distances from

the well.

5.3 Description of the model

The tracer test is simulated by a model, which consists of five

layers in the vertical direction with a total depth of 8.36 m

and radial geometry. The radial mesh with 250 grid blocks and

an external radius of 7 m is automatically generated by the
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SWIFT code (Fig. 5-2). This automatic generation is based on a

special steady-state solution which gives

P2 " P1 ~ ln (r2/xV

for the pressure difference between two points.

The central blocks in radial direction represent the well. Injec-

tion and production of water and tracer is modelled by source

terms in every block representing the well. The external bounda-

ry conditions are given by values for hydrostatic pressure.

A model with a radius of 7 m provides that there is nearly no

tracer migration across the external boundary.

According to the presentation of the results of the field test,

which are given in relative concentrations and corrected to

exclude radioactive decay, the tracer quantities in the model

are standardized to one and calculated without decay.

5.4 Data used in the fitting

Most data used in the fitting process are based on the parameters

given in the report of the field experiment (Pickens et al. (1981)).

A summary of the most important data is given here.

5.4.1 Flow parameters

Hydriulic conductivity 1 E-4 m/s in horizontal direction

1 E-5 m/s in vertical direction

Porosity 0,38

Injection phase Withdrawal phase

Duration 3.93 days 16'9 d ay s

Rate 7.19 0-4 m3/s 6'06 E"4 m V s

Total volume 244 m3 886 m3
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Rates

layer

1

2

3

4

5

depth
b

[m]

2.29

2.67

3.05

4.57

8.08

thickness

[ m ]

0.58

0.18

C.58

2.46

4.56

injection i
Q/b
[mVm day]

5.53

5.53

1.78

4.07

10.27

•ate
Q

[kg/sec]

3.71 E-2

1.15 E-2

1.19 E-2

1.16 E-1

5.42 E-1

percentage
[U

5.

1.6

1.7

16.1

75.4

withdrawal rate
Q

[mVs 3

3.13 E-5

9.69 E-6

1.00 E-5

9.78 E-5

4.57 E-4

The fluid injection rates (Q/b) for each layer result from the

break-through curve analysis of the field test. The withdrawal

rates for each layer are calculated basing on the percentage

of the total injection rate.

5.4.2 Migration data

In order to standardize the resulting concentrations the radio-

nuclide injection rates are of the same values as the flow

rates (Q).

Values for dispersion and sorption parameters resulting from

the break-through curve analysis of the field test are used in

the numerical model also.
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Ls - er

1

2

3

4

5

radius

[>]

0 - 0.45
0.45 - 1.43

1.43 - 7.00

0 - 0.45

0.45 - 1.45

1.43 - 7.00

0 - 0.45
0.45 - 1.43
1.43 - 7.00

0 - 0.45

0.45 - 1 .43

1.43 - 7.00

0 - 0.45
0.45 - 1 .43

1.43 - 7.00

I 131
aL

[ c m ]

0.7

0.7

0.7

0.7

0.7

0.7

1.5

0.7

1.5

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.7

0.7

0.7

Sr
aL

[c«]

1.4

2.6

2.6

1 .6

2.2

2.2

3.0

1.5

1.5

0.7

0.7

0.7

3.3

3.3

3.3

85
k d

[cm3/g]

2.6

2.7

2.7

2.6

3.2

3.2

4.5

4.2

4.2

3.8

4 .1

4.1

2.6

2.6

2.6

Values of longitudinal dispersivity and distribution

coefficients

Transversal dispersivity = 0

5.5 Results

The first attempt to model the tracer test consisted of simulating

migration in a homogeneous medium, that means homogeneous sorption

and dispersion coefficients, and constant discharge rate with

depth. To fit the observations the dispersivity values and sorption

coefficients were varied. The hydraulic conductivity was also

varied as a homogeneous but anisotropic distribution. Instead of

calculations with an inhoinogeneous conductivity distribution, the
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constant discharge rate was changed to variable rates with depth,

For these values result from the break-through curve analysis at

the radius 0.36 m were used.

At this point most of the parameters used in the calculations,

agree with the results of the analysis of the experiment and the

fitting process was terminated. To verify the fitting with re-

gard to all parameters except the distribution coefficients only

1131 concentration results during the injection phase were com-

pared. The I 131 results during the withdrawal phase, as well as

Sr 85 during both phases, show a rather good fit, too.

The results of the modelled tracer migrations are presented in

figures 5.3 to 5.10. These figures show relative concentrations

versus tiiue in the depths of 3.05 ir and 4.57 m at different

radii for the injection phase. The withdrawal phase is repre-

sented by curves of relative concentrations versus volume with-

drawal/total volume injected. Calculated concentrations can be

compared to measured values.

5.6 Discussion

There are some discrepancies between calculated and measured

concentrations, which may be explained by the following conside-

rations :

The real geologic media is inhomogeneous with regard to

hydraulic conductivity and porosity. The field test analysis

already shows that specific discharge rates (Q/b) vary with

depth and radius. The model considers only variable rates

with depth and no influence of flow parameters with radius.

Finding the real flow parameters may be difficult because the

concept of a radial-symmetric flow field summarizes all

effects in one layer at one radius.

The calculated concentrations are values of one grid block.

The observed blocks have a very small size in the radial

direction (from less than 1 cm to 4 cm) but a thickness of
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0.58 m (level 3) and 2.46 m (level 4). For this reason the

calculated concentrations may not really correspond to the

measured ones.

The flow and migration parameters resulting from the break-

through curve analysis are valid only for the location of

the sampling points. In the model these values are used as

parameters for a region. There was no attempt made, to vary

the size or location of these regions to get a better fit.

Numerical dispersion at larger modelled distances from the

well may produce discrepancies between measured and calcu-

lated concentrations, especially at the 2.06 m radius.

The real aquifer appears to be inhomogeneous. Therefore it would

be better to model the aquifer as an inhomogeneous porous medium

than to manipulate the discharge rates. To model a small in-

homogeneous region, however, with the aim of obtaining a good

fit to measured tracer concentration is in ar.y case difficult.

Very detailed information about the aquifer conductivity and

porosity is needed. The detailed information is not available in

the definition of case b.

Generally a case like this tracer test can easily be handled with

the SWIFT-code. Dispersivities in the range of 1 cm, however,

require a very small discretization. In the modelling presented

here the discretization is small enough up to a radiur of about

1 m to avoid numerical dispersion.
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5.7 Summary

Using the SWIFT-transport code a radial injection, dual-tracer

test was modelled. This case is based on a field test carried

through in a sand aquifer. Monitoring the tracer migration and

analysing the break-through curves result in effective disper-

sivity values and distribution coefficients. These data are

used to fit the tracer concentrations calculated by the SWIFT-

model to the measured ones.

An inexact fit may depend on the simplification of the real

situation to that of a homogeneous aquifer with a variable

discharge rate with depth. The calculations show that generally

a case like this can easily be handled by the SWIFT-code. Disper-

sivity values in the range of 1 cm, however, will lead to a

very detailed discretization if it is desirable to avoid nume-

rical dispersion.
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Injection Phase, Depth = 3.05 m
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Injection Phase, Depth = 4.57 m
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Withdrawal Phase
Relative concentration in the well discharge
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Injection Phase, Depth = 4.57
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Comparison between measured and calculated
concentrations
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Injection Phase, Depth = 3.05 m
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6. Nomenclature to code characterization

b. i

g

k

p

q'

R

r

T

t

u

boundary value index

concentration of nuclide k in water (kg nuclide/kg water)

dispersion tensor

acceleration due to gravity

(m2/s)

(m/s2)

specific inventory of nuclide k (kg/m bulk)

mass based distribution coefficient (m water/kg rock)
2

permeability tensor (m )

nuclide index

pressure (Pa)

specific rate of water withdrawal (kg water«m~ bulk-s"

retention factor

radial coordinate

leaching duration

time

Darcy velocity of groundwater

u - e • v

(m)

(s)

(s)

(m water «m~ cross area* s~ )

interstitial velocity of groundwater (m/s)

x,y,z space coordinates

Z depth below a reference plane

e effective porosity

A. decay constant of nuclide k

p viscosity

p density of water

p rock density

(m)

(m)

(Pa • s)

(kg water/m water)

(kg rock/m bulk)
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List of parties, project teams and codes participating in the INTRACOIN study
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APPENDIX 2 (of INTRACOIN letter (82)7)

DEFINITION OF I.TTRACOIN LEVEL 2, CASE a) - POROUS MEDIA CALCULATIONS

medium (1) hydraulic conductivity: 10 m/s

(in x- and z-direction)

porosity: 0.05

dispersion length, longitudinal: 10 m

dispersion length, transversal: 5 m

medium (2) hydraulic conductivity: 10~ m/s

(in x- and z-direction)

porosity: 0.1

dispersion length, longitudinal: 20 m

dispersion length, transversal: 2 m

inflow (groundwater recharge): 100 mm/y =100 1/m2 • y

outflow (discharge) = inflow

density of groundwater: 1000 kg/m3

inventory: I-, according to definition for benchmark cases at

level 1

234 u

23OTh

226Ra

t

2.

7.

1.

1/2

445

7 +

6 +

(yr)

+ 5

4

3

1

0

0

h f0)
.000

.010

.004
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leach duration: T, - 10-5 yr

retention factors: according case 2, set 2,

zone 1 and 2

dimensions:

medium

U 300

Th 5000

Ra 2000

steady-state

2-dimensional

L = 600 m

(1)

flow

medium (2)

60

500

20

condition

structure

recharge

111111 L/2

/ / / / / / / y y 7 7 y y

observation
-Line

The concentration profile along the observation line at the

time of the maximum is to be studied.

The ground water flow f ie ld is presented in the following tabulation
and graphs.
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- particle movement from the source point through the system

with 100 years time steps

locations of particles in x- and z-direction in row 1 and 3

- N time steps for the movement over a distance of 490.4 m

(calculated system 690. m)

- total travel time 1.5453 E + 11 seconds

- visualization of 100 years time steps in medium 1 not possible by the

printer graph (see computerplot)
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APPENDIX 3

PROPOSAL FOR INTRACOiN LEVEL 2, CASE b) - POROUS MEDIA

CALCULATIONS

1. DESCRIPTION OF TRACER EXPERIMENT

This case is based on a radial injection dual-tracer test

described in Annex 1*For the sake of convenience a

description of the tracer test is given below with extracts

from Annex 1.*

2

4

10

12

MJECTION WEU—

WOUND SUlf ACE - , ~

. WAI{« TAtlE - j 1

__W
COIE Tl'UHS-4

WEll SCIEE«—

E

—

. c ^ M V n i l E V E l SAMPUNG DEVICE

SAND

•^—SllT AND CUT

-.—SAHntNS POINTS

SAND

s

.

CUT

. SANO
i I t t t

014 0 OH 0 4» 2.0»

IADIAI DISTANCE f«3» INJECTION WfU li>)

Fij . 6. Cross section at the field site showing the injection and sampling instrumentation for the tracer lest.

I t is stated in Annex 1*that the flow regime in the middle

sand aquifer was in steady state and radially symmetric to

at least a radial distance of 10 m during the period of

tracer injection. This indicates that the radial flow

dominated the natural flow f ie ld .

* Annex 1: P i c k e n s e t a l . (1981)
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EXPERIMENTAL MLTIIODS

Tracer Tea

The conditions for the radial injection dual-tracer test are
summarized in Table 2. The water supply for injection was
from the well located in the lower sand aquifer (Figure 2).
Water was recharged to the middle sand aquifer via the injec-
tion well at a rate of 0.719 l/s for 1.7 days prior to tracer addi-
tion in order to develop steady state flow and hydro-
Ecochcmical conditions. The piezometer network at the site
was monitored during the test. Approximately 82 mCi of IJII,
S mg of Nal carrier, and 86 mCi of "Sr were mixed in a 50-1
tank of water. This tracer solution « s added at a rate of 0.133
ml/s to the injection water which was entering the injection
well at steady rste of 0.719 l / s . The total injection volume of
tracer-labelled water was 244 m \ and it was injected over a
period of 3.93 days. Water samples for monitoring tracer con-
ceni ration were obtained from two levels within the injection
well and from the 14 sampling points on the multilevel sam-
pling devices located at the radial distances of 0.36, 0.66, and
2.06 m. To ensure representative groundwater samples, a vol-
ume of water equivalent to about 1.5 times the volume in each
multilevel sampling tube was withdrawn and discarded prior
to obtaining a 10-ml water sample for analysis of tracer con-
centrations. Fifty fd of 12 N HCl was added immediately to
each water sample to prevent loss of "Sr front solution either
by precipitation or by adsorption to the walls of the sample
container.

At the end of the tracer injection phase, water was pumped
from the injection well at a rate of 0.634 l/s for 16.9 days
(equivalent to 3.6 injection volumes). Water samples were ob-
tained from the well discharge line for analysis of tracer con-
centration.

Five-milliliter volumes of the samples obtained during the
monitoring of the tracer test were analyzed for l ] l ! and "Sr ra-
dioactivity by using a gamma counter (Packard) with a 76 mm
Nal (Tl) well crystal. All radioactivities of the water samples
were corrected for radioactive decay to the lime at which the
tracer test was started. They are reported as relative concen-

trations in comparison to the average input concentration of
the tracer-labelled water in the injection well.

TABLE 2. Conditions for Radial Injection Dual-Tracer Ten

Parameter

Nonreactivc tracer
Species
Total radioactivity
Input concentration (including

carrier)
Half-life

Reactive tracer
Species
Total radioactivity
Input concentration
Half-life

Radiai position of multilevel
sampling devices

Depths of multilevel sampling points

Injection phase
Rate
Duration (from start of tracer

addition)
Total injected volume

Average radial front position of
nonreactive tracer at end of
injection

Withdrawal phase
Rate
Duration (from end of tracer

addition)
Total withdrawal volume

Value

o i ,

S2mCi
1.9 x 10-» ms/1

8.07 days

•>Sr
86 m G
1.4xiO-"mg/l
64.7 days
0.35,0.66.2.06ra

Z29,2.67,3.05,4.57.8.08 m
(except no sampling point
al 8.0S m at 0.36-m radius)

0.719 l/s
3.93 days

244 m*
5.0ra

0.606 l/s
16.9 days

886 m*

From the breakthrough curves the following set of parameter values were obtained:

PlCKENS ET AL.: DISTRIBUTION COEFFICIENTS

TABLE 4. Parameter Values Obtained From Analysis of "'I and "Sr Breakthrough Curves

Radial
Distance,

m

0.36
0.66
2.06

0.36
0.66
2.06

0.36
0.66
2.06

0.36
066
2.06

0.66
206

T.MrapolJled.

', days

0.028
D.O94
0.88

0028
0.085
1.06

0.087
0 213
1.43

0.038
0.132
1.22

0.053
0.34

Qlb.
mVday

5.53
5.53
5.74

5.53
6.12
4.78

1.78
2.44
3.54

4.07
3.94
4.15

9.81
1490

a, cm

2.29m
0.7
0.7
0.7

2.67-m
0.7
0.7
0.7

1.05 m
1.5
0.7
1.5

4.37-m
0.4
04
0.4

B.OSm
0.7
0.7

i. days

Depth
035
1.23

Depth
0.35

Depth
1.84
4.20*

Depth
068
2.57

Depth
0.68

"Sr

Qlb,
mVday

0.442
0.423

0.442
0.403

0.084
0.124

0.228
0.202

0.765

a, cm

1.4
2.6

1.6
2.2

3.0
1.5

0.7
0.7

3.3

ml/g

2.6
2.7

2.6
3.2

45
4.2

3.8
4.1

2.6
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Here t denotes the time to reach the relative concentration
C/CQ = 0.5.

The rotharge per unit aquifer thickness (Q/b) at level i

was calculated by using the equation

(Q/b)i - r
2 ir e/t (1),

the dispersivity values a were estimated by using the expression

a = 3 r ( £_!_)

85and the distribution coefficients for Sr were calculated
with the equation

K - JL (Ä _

(See the nomenclature list).

SrIn table 9, Annex 1, a comparison of these K. values with

the corresponding values obtained from measurements on

sediment cores and batch experiments is given:

TABLE 9. Comparison of K/' Values Obtained From Field Breakthrough Curves, Sediment Cores.
•nd Batch U.ipenmems

Average
Depth, m

2.30
2.66
JOS

Breakthrough Curves

rir " 0.36 m

2.6
2.6
4.5

rsr » 0.66 m

2.7
3.2
4.2

I f / ' Value, ml/g

Sediment Cores

Core 1

48
4.J
5.7

Core 2

4 3
5.1
7.9

Batch*

JO
2.8
7.8

Merc 'sr is the radial disunce to the sampling points.
•ScJiments used are from core I.
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DEFIMITIGM OF THE CALCULATIONS TO 2E PERFORMED

Bolow a proposal for defining IHTRACOIN calculations

based on the radial injection dual-tracer test is given.

In general the proposed definition is rather open and

gives the Project Teams the opportunity to make their

own interpretations concerning the field experirnent.

This approach has been chosen with the intention to

stimulate a discussion on the physical situation and

the corresponding model application.

The following sample points are proposed for the INTRACOIN

calculations:

2.2

Depth (in) Radial distance (m)

3.05

3.05

3.05

4.57

4.57

4.57

Hydrology

0.36

0.66

2.06

0.36

0.66

2.06

In Annex 1 the hydrology at the experimental site is

interpreted as plane radial flow from a well. The water

is injected into a stratified aquifer and no flow or

mixing between the different layers is assumed. Under

these circumstances the velocity V. for layer i at a
1)2)

radial distance r is given by ' '

Vi = (Q/b). / 2 IT e r (4)

1) Since {Q/b ). is a quantity calculated from the break-
through curves the velocity V- in eq (4) is the pore
water velocity for a non-reactive tracer. This is
supposed to be the case for I.

2) An average porosity is given in Annex 1 as 8 = 0.38.
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The project teams are however, free to make their own

interpretation of the hydrology. The interpretation

used should be clearly indicated to the project secretariate,

fc.q. for some codes it will be necessary to make some

averaging of equation (4) if this is used.

inlet: See description of tracer test (extract on page 2)

outlet: See description of instrumentation on page 534,

Annex 1.

2.4

Migration length = radial distance = r

2.5

The dispersivities given for Sr in Table 4, Annex 1 are
"effective dispersivity" values assimed to incorporate
the effect of increased spreading resulting from non-
equilibrium sorption effects.

The project teams are free to do their own interpretation

of the dispersivity and to vary dispersivity values within

reasonable limits for the curve - fitting.

2.6 Kd - values

The project teams are kindly requested to vary the K.-values

in the curve - fitting between the limits given by Table 9,

Annex 1.

Tables with relative concentrations as a function of time

for sample points finally chosen will be distributed together

with thv. final document defining level 2 calculations. The

measured breakthrough carves are given in Annex 1 together

with tht- Geihar and Collins analytical solution which is

used in Annex 1 as a theoretical interpretation of the field

test.



NOMENCLATURE

aquifer thickness

concentration in solution

input concentration

subscript denoting a layer within the aquifer

K, distribution coefficienta

NR subscript referring to the nonreactive tracer

Q/b recharge per unit aquifer thickness

radial distance coordinate

subscript referring to the reactive tracer

time

time to reach a relative concentration of 0.5

average porewater velocity

longitudinal dispersivity

At time increment between the intercepts of the breakthrough curve
tangent line at 0.5 CQ with the C/CQ = 0.0 and 1.0 lines

e

pb

porosity

bulk density of the porous media
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ANNEX 2

FIELD DATA FOR POROUS MEDIA, CASE b)

Field Test Case: Fine/Medium Confined Sand Aquifer
Tracers: 1 3 1 I (Conservative)

85 (Reactive)

Test Configuration: Radial Injection/Withdrawal

(1) Measurements at Various
Depths and Radial Distances

(2) Withdrawal Phase Measurements
At Injection/Withdrawal Well

(see attached paper)

Test Conditions: See Attached Paper

Test Duration: 20.83 days
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Radial Distance = 0.36 m

Depth - 3.05 m

TIME RELATIVE PON PEN TP AT T ON

ii S
EN

(days) "ii 8SSr

0.019 0 0

0.028 0.019 0

0.046 0.029 0

0.073 0.322 0

0.092 0.552 0

0.110 0.788 0

0.131 0.848 0

0.155 0.847 0

0.242 0.908 0

0.382 0.923 0

0.501 0.941 0

0.614 0.983 0

0.748 1.000 0.032

0.910 0.028

1.10 0.083

1.25 0.201

1.40 0.308

1.65 0.438

0.92 0.531

2.40 0.708

2.66 0.771

2.94 0.823

3.17 0.860
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Radial Distance

Depth = 3.05 m

= 0.66 m

TIME
(days)

RELATIVE CONCENTRATION

0.176

0.199

0.217

0.238

0.378

0.515

0.618

0.751

0.915

2.41

2.66

2.9 4

3.18

3.47

3.95

0

0.267

0.589

0.776

0.972

0.958

0.925

0.958

1.004

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.034

0.063

0.110

0.226

0 .408
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Radia l D i s t a n c e

Death - 3.05 m

= 2.06 m

Time
(days)

Relative Cnnrpntration
13 1 B5Sr

1.09

1.25

1.41

1.67

1.93

2.17

3.96

0

0.179

0.474

0.775

0.909

1.009

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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Radia l D i s t a n c e = 0.36 m

Depth = 4 .57 m

TIME
(days)

0.019

0.029

0.047

0.074

0.093

0.111

0.131

0.382

0.501

0.614

0.748

0.910

1.10

1.25

1.40

1.65

RET.ATTVK
131X

0

0.106

0.933

0.943

0.969

0.973

0.985

CONCENTRATION
85sr

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.088

0.367

0.690

0.870

0.929

0.946

0.969

1.00
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Radial Distance - 0.66 m

Depth - 4.57 m

TIME RELATIVE CONCENTPATTOM
(days) I 3 i j " S r

0.106 0 0

0.127 0.266 0

0.149 1.030 0

0.177 0.975 0

0.199 0.988 0

1.66 0

1.93 0.032

2.16 0.12 0

2.41 0.354

2.66 0.583

2.94 0.750

3.18 0.836

3.47 0.919

3.95 0.961
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Radial Distance

Depth ~ 4.57 m

= 2.06 m

Time
(days)

Relative Concentration
l S r

0.92

1.09

1.25

1.41

1.67

1.93

2.17

3.96

0

0.053

0.614

0.980

0.985

0.988

1.020

C

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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Volume Withdrawn/ Relative Concentration
Total Voluine Injected rTTI 8iSr

0.002 1.022 1.044

0.039 0.990 1.016

0.1025 0.979 1.018

0.1061 1.001 0.992

0.1609 0.993 0.977

0.2176 0.979 0.931

0.2271 0.976 0.998

0.2427 0.976 0.950

0.2738 0.982 0.980

0.2970 0.974 0.950

0.3355 0.988 0.940

0.3949 1.013 0.902

0.4490 0.972 0.899

0.4773 1.008 0.959

0.5066 0.982 0.851

C.5321 0.949 0.856

0.5676 0.989 0.830

0.6263 1.017 0.794

0.6816 0.988 0.756

0.6981 0.983 0.711

0.7156 0.966 0.700

0.7313 0.901 0.669

0.7508 0.889 0.654

0.763 0.826 0.635

0.79G 0.759 0.619

0.799 0.760 0.615

0.336 0.675 0.576

0.878 0.591 0.542

0.909 0.560 0.497

0.928 0.540 0.477
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Vo 1 uino Wi t lid r awn/
Total Volume Injected

Relative Concentration
1 3 1 3 S r

0.950

0.970

0.984

1.023

1.033

1.077

1.112

1.137

1.159

1.187

1.208

1.257

1.311

1.366

1.403

1.441

1.473

1.536

1.590

1.631

1.694

1.807

1.853

1.922

2.025

2.098

2.141

2.24 3

2.296

2.36C

2.4 5-1

0.514

0.492

0.462

0.433

0.415

0.363

0.322

0.309

0.290

0.247

0.222

0.186

0.161

0.120

0.098

0.0S8

0.067

0.062

0.063

0.052

0.035

0.035

0.034

0.032

0.022

0.019

0.019

0.010

0.015

0.014

0.008

0.455

0.440

0.435

0.404

0.394

0.377

0.347

0.338

0.310

0.295

0.279

0.239

0.221

0.135

0.166

0.153

0.149

0.119

0.117

0.110

0.095

0.084

0.081

0.071

0.065

0.058

0.057

0.044

0.045

0.047

0.0 29
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Volume VJithdrawn/
To'a.I Volume Injected

Relative Concentration

2.497

2.549

2.678

2.870

3.074

3.2G7

3.443

3.634

0.012

0.012

0.014

0.014

0.018

0.010

0.038

0.032

0.032

0.022

0.018

0.014

01016

0.017
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INTERPRETATION OF TRACING EXPERIMENTS

IN POROUS AND FRACTURED MEDIUM USING THE

"METIS" CODE

INTRACOIN PROJECT, LEVEL II

CHAPTER 1: MODELLING OF A TRACING EXPERIMENT IN POROUS MEDIUM.

This chapter describes the interpretation of a tracing experiment

presented by Pickens and al. (198I).

We shall first present a ID analysis of the results, then a 2D

analysis.

1. One-dimensional modelling:

1.1. General principles:

Each measured curve will be analyzed separately, as if it was pro-

duced by an homogeneous medium.

We neglect transverse dispersion: this means that there is no

exchange between layers, and each layer can therefore be considered as

a ID medium.

The parameters used (dispersivity, porosity) take an average value

characterizing the medium between the injection well and the measurement

point. The consistency of the parameters thus determined for a given

layer will be a test of the actual homogeneity of the medium.

1.2. Controlling phenomena:

- Advective transport, with the average pore velocity.

- Mechanical dispersion in the direction of the velocity, the longi-

tudinal dispersion being proportional to the Darcy velocity.

- To model the behaviour of the Strontium, a non-instantaneous retar-

dation phenomenon will be taken into account, with first order kinetics.
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The above described phenomena can be represented through the

following set of equations:

. Advective-dispersive transport:

I ^ ( r a U | £ . r U C ) = e c | £ (1)

where U is the Darcy velocity,

D the longitudinal dispersion coefficient related to the

velocity by the following relationship: D * ctU,

a the dispersivity,

tr the kinematic porosity.

The Darcy velocity can be expressed as a function of the specific

recharge per unit thickness of aquifer:

U
2Trrb

. Kinetic interaction:

(2)

and
p

Kd

(3)

where F is the sorbed fraction (sorbed mass per unit mass of water-

bearing medium),

K, is the distribution coefficient (volume/mass),
d

Kj is the kinetic constant (volume/mass/time),

V is equal to the bulk density of the medium, y = p
D

1.3. Method of identification of the hydro-dispersive parameters:

For each concentration curve of the Iodine tracing, we have deter-

mined the dispersivity and the flow per unit depth of layer, considering

that the porosity did not vary significantly in the aquifer. For this

purpose, we have used an automatic research algorithm which minimizes

the discrepancy between measured and calculated curves according to a



least squares criterium. The algorithm used is the Generalized Reduced

Gradient Method. This has proven to be a very efficient tool for refined

calibration, provided that a reasonable first estimate could be given.

This was accomplished thanks to the approximate formulae given by Pickens

et al.:

I6TT V t '

where t is the time at which C/C = 0.5;
o

At is the time interval between the points where the tangent to

the breakthrough curve for C/C =0.5 intersects the lines
C = C and C = 0;

o

The solution used for the identif ication is the approximate solution

by Gelhar & Collins (1971):

o
(r2-r?) /

where r. is the position of the convective front, and r the well radius.
1 CO

1.4. Parameters fitted:

We have analyzed all the measured curves by the previously described

procedure. The results are presented in the table 1. The parameters

agree, in general, closely with those determined by Pickens et al.

1.5. Numerical simulation of the results:

We have used the above presented parameters to simulate with the

METIS code the measured curves, with the hypotheses given in § 1.1.

We present here the results for the curves chosen for the INTRACOIN

exercice, i.e. in the 3.05 m and 4.57 tn layers.

The comparison between calculated and measured values is shown on

Fig.l. The agreement is quite good, demonstrating the ability of the
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convective-dispersive model to adequately reproduce the experimental

results.

1.6. Comments on the fitted parameters:

As can be seen on table 1, the values of specific discharge inside

a given layer are not constant as the radius varies. This inconsistency

with the homogeneous model has been analyzed by means of a 2-dimensional

model. The results will be presented later.

1.7. Analysis of the Strontium experiment:

Vie have analyzed the four concentration curves of Strontium in the

3.05 m and 4.57 m layers with the model described in the § 1.2. This

gives, for each curve, a value of K and a value of K . These values
d 1

are presented in the following table:

K, (m3/kg)
d

Kj (n^kg^s-1)

0/b (m2/d)

Q/b equivalent

a (cm)

a equivalent

z = 3

r = 0

4.45

0.1

1.8

.05 m

.36 m

10-3

0.086

2 . 3

3

3.05
0.66

4 10"3

0.075

2.4

0.12

0.34

1.6

4.57
0.36

4 10-3

0.33

4.34

0.23

0.4

0.88

4.57
0.66

4.25

0.1 (a=
0.2 (ct=

4

0.

0.

0 .

10-3

0.03 cm)
0.4 cm)

2

03

83

The equivalent a and 0/b values are the values to be used to

reproduce the computed concentration curve with a convective-dispersive

model. The following comments can be made:

- The K, value is fitted without ambiguity because the retar-

dation is almost maximum when the value C/C »0.5 is reached. So the
o

K, can be deduced from the retardation factor for C/C =0.5.
a o
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- The K value is related to the apparent dispersivity, i.e.

to the slope of the concentration curve around C/C =0.5. It is not
o

perfectly determined because the value of the actual dispersivity suffers

some imprecision: the number of points around the front in the Iodine

curves is not sufficient. Nevertheless, the K. values vary within a

range of 1 to 4 only.

The increase of the apparent dispersivity due to non-instantaneous

retardation can be appreciated if one comparts the equivalent dispersi-

vity with the actual one.

A comparison between measured and computed curves can be made on

Fig. 2. The model reproduces satisfactorily the measurements.

2. Two-dimensional analysis:

A two-dimensional modelling of the experiment has been attempted

in order to assess the influence of the mixing between layers on the

apparent values of specific recharge and dispersivity. The purpose of

this exercise was to evaluate whether the increase with radius of appa-

rent flow rate in the "slow" layers and its decrease in the "fast"

layers could be explained by lateral dispersion.

The model lies on the following hypotheses:

. The aquifer consists of 5 horizontal layers of thickness

0.38 m - 0.38 m - 0.38 m - 2.66 m - 4.36 m.

. The specific recharge in each layer is equal to the value

fitted at a 0.36 m distance from the injection well, i.e. 5.5 m3/day -

5.5 - 1.8-4.1 and 9.9 respectively.

. The dispersivity has the same value in each layer, and is

isotropic. Three values have been used: I cm, 10 and 25 cm.

The simulations have been done on a rectangular mesh shown on Fig. 3.

This grid can be expected to give reliable results for dispersivities

equal to or greater than 10 cm. For the 1 cm value, the results have

to be interpreted with care, for they show strong overshoot effects.
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With this model, we have simulated the concentration curves at

each measurement point (r=0.36 m, 0.66 m, 2.06 m; z=2.29 m, 2.67 m,

3.05 m, 4.57 m, 8.08 m). For each curve, we have then computed an

apparent specific recharge and an apparent dispersivity following the

method described in § 1.3. The results can be seen in tables 2 to 4.

One can make the following observations:

- The apparent flowrate in the slowest layer (3.05 m) is

increasing with distance, and the flow rate in the fast surrounding

layer is decreasing. This is consistent with the observations done

on the measurements. However, in order to obtain a variation as

important as in the measurements, a value of dispersivity around 10

to 20 cm must be used. This is much greater than the measured values.

The variation of the apparent flowrate with the radius is therefore

more likely to be due to structural features which are not described by

our model, such as lateral variations of thickness of the layers.

- The apparent dispersivity in the slow layer is systemati-

cally lower than the actual one. However, no significant variation

of the apparent dispersivity with distance can be seen.

A plot of the isovalues of concentration for t =1.25 day can be

seen on figures 4a to 4c.

3. Conclusions:

The scale of this test makes it difficult to model because it

emphasizes local heterogeneities which we do not know.

However, the general characteristics of a layered medium can be

identified and the experimental results for Iodine can be reproduced

with a simple hydrodispersive model for each layer, allowing for

variations of apparent flow rate and dispersivity.

These variations cannot be interpreted in the frame of the

horizontally layered model, but with unrealistic values of dispersivity.

It is therefore likely that horizontal variations of the layers have

produced the variations of parameters with the radius.

The retardation of the Strontium can be satisfactorily reproduced

with a simple, first-order kinetic sorption model. The K, values

agree correctly with batch measurements, and the kinetic constant values

vary within a range of 1 to 4.
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CHAPTER 2: MODELLING OF A TRACING EXPERIMENT IN FRACTURED MEDIUM.

We present here two approaches for the interpretation of the

Finnsjön test (Gustaffson and Klockars, 1981). The first one is based

on the multiple paths model used by the authors of the test, the second

makes use of a single path model with matrix diffusion.

1. Multiple paths analysis of the Iodine test:

1.1. Principle:

The principle of this approach is to represent the concentration

curve as the result of the superimposition of several different arrivals

due to independent pathways. Each pathway is considered as radial.

The transport mechanisms are advection and dispersion with -.onstant

parameters (porosity and dispersivity). An approximate solution for

the fixed concentration case can be found (Sauty, 1977):

C If , /x-Vt\ xV/D . /x+Vt\\
yr- ~ ö" <erfc I —==)+ e erf c I—-= )>C
o
 2 I \2/Dt/ \lfbx.p

where V is the average tracer velocity between its injection and pumping

points.

Or, in dimensionless parameters:

C 1
C~ = 2

/ 1 - t / t \ p /1+t/t
erf c I — - -° I •*• e erf c I —

where t is the mean transit time:
o

r/V

and P the Peclet number:

rV r
P • -=r x — a being the dispersivity.

In the case of a short injection of mass m, we use the approximate

solution:
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1
C(r,t) - - D / t ,— x (—)

exp

vr t

where v is the volume in which water circulates:

v = eirr2h

t being the fracture porosity and h the thickness of the zone from

which water is discharged;

t is the transit time in the case of pure advection.

The solution we are using is the result of the summation of up to

three solutions of one of the above mentioned forms. Each path is

characterized by a transit time, a dispersivity and a weighting fac-

tor expressing which proportion of the total flow rate flows through

this particular path. The concentration curves are identified to laws

of the following form:

C(t) kiC.(Pi,to.,t)

the unknown parameters being k . , P . , t
* i i oi

The identification of these parameters uses the generalized reduced

gradient algorithm to minimize the discrepancy between measured values

and computed values.

1.2. Interpretation of the long Iodine injection:

Depending on the part of the measured curve on which the emphasis

is put, various fittings can be obtained with models including one to

three paths. We shall present here only one example of each model.

1.2.1. One-path model:

The best fit is obtained with the following parameters:
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a = 16 ra

t = 42.1 h => average velocitv 0.713 tn/h.
o

Note the high value of dispersivity, necessary to reproduce the

slow decrease of the curve. Consequently, the increasing part is not

sharp enough.

Fig. 5 shows the measured and computed curves.

1.2.2. Two-paths model:

We have imposed the value of dispersivity to be unique for the

two paths. The best fit is obtained for:

a = 2.5 m

tol = 26 h

kj = 74 %

t 0 = 120 hoZ

k 2 = 26 %

Fig. 6 shows the measured and simulated curves.

1.2.3. Three-paths model:

Again, we have imposed a unique dispersivity in the three paths,

in order to reduce the number of parameters:

t . = 24 h
ol

k, - 66 %

a - 1.05 m

t o = 67.6 h

k. - 19.8 1

(Figure 7)

t _ = 158 ho3

k,, = 14.6 %

1.2.4. Conclusion:

The multiple path models reproduce fairly well the measurements.

However, they give an excessive importance to irregularities in th;

measured curve which might be due to the experimental procedure rather

than to structural features of the medium.
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1.3. Interpretation of the short Iodine injection:

Two three-paths models are presented for this run.

1.3.1. Model 1:

A unique value of dispersivity is imposed for the three paths;

the fitting is done in three steps: calibration of the first peak,

substraction of its contribution and calibration of the second peak,

and same procedure for the third peak. The following set of parameters

results:

t , * 28.8 hol

k, - 70.5 %

a * i .22 m

t Q 2 - 56.2 h

k2 = 23.7 X

(Figure 8)

t , • 120 ho3

k 3 » 5.8 %

1.3.2. Model 2:

Relaxing the previous requirements on the dispersivity, we obtain

the following set of parameters:

a. » 0.267 m

t . - 23 hol

k. - 11 %

a- - 1.28 m

t - - 30.15 ho2

k , - 45 %

a_ * 5.83 m

t , * 66.48 ho3

k,, » 44 %

Figure 9 shows the excellent agreement between this model and the

measurements. However, this model emphasizes the arbitrary decomposition

of the measured curve in contributions, since the parameters are very

different of those of the model 1.

1.4. Conclusion on the multiple-paths models:

We can compare the results of the f itt ings realised on the two

Iodine runs with a unique value of dispersivity.
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- Long injection:

t . = 24 hol

k, « 66 Z

1.05 m

t 0 = 67.6 h

k., = 19.8 Z

t , = 158 ho3

k-, « 14.6 7,

- Short injection:

t . » 28.8 h
ol

k, » 70.5 Z

Lo2

1.22 m

56.2 h

23.7 Z

t , = 120 ho3

k3 = 5.8 2

A certain agreement exists between the two models.

However, those models present an important feature which does not

exist in real measurements: instead of being smooth, the obtained curves

are irregular, because they are the result of the summation of a small

number of components. Their apparent smoothness is the result of a

careful "dosing" which has little to do with natural phenomena. For this

reason, one should not recommend the use of that kind of model unless

the evidence of multiple paths physically exists.

2. Single path analysis of the Iodine test:

In this section, we describe a single path model which has the

advantage over the previous one of a greater smoothness of the simulated

curves.

2.1. Description of the mechanism:

This model includes the following mechanisms:

. Transfer in the fractures due to advection and dispersion.

The fractured medium is modelled by an equivalent continuous medium

characterized by its kinematic porosity and its dispersivity.

. Diffusion in and out the rock matrix.

These mechansisms are represented by the following set of equations:
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1 3

32C
d j
m3z*-

3C

3C
= R —2

3t

3C
» -d e

m m 3z

m

3C
" ec It * M

3C
_JH if n o retardation takes place insideot , .

the matrix

The concentrations in the fracture and in the matrix are assumed to be

equal at the interface.

2.2. Sensitivity of the model to the various parameters:

A sensitivity analysis has shown the following results:

. The long injection is affected by the various parameters

in a relatively specific way: the dispersivity influences the slope

of the front; the fracture porosity introduces a delay of the front

as a whole; the matrix diffusion modifies the top of the front and the

tail.

A good determination of the parameters is therefore possible in

this run.

. The sensitivity of the short injection to the various

phenomena is much more difficult to describe. The uniqueness of the

set of parameters identified can therefore not be guaranteed.

2.3. Results of the fitting:

Long injection: assuming a discharged flow of 2x10~5 m3/s per unit depth

of medium, the following set of parameters is obtained:

e • 0.0009
c
a * 2 m

d - 1.44xlO"8 m2/s
m

Figure 10 shows the fitting.

Using these parameters to simulate the short injection, we obtain

the results shown on Figure 11: the fit is not very good, and the

tail of the measured curve is not reproduced.
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Short injection: no satisfactory fit can be obtained with parameters

compatible with the long injection. This is particularly due to the

very long tail which would necessitate a very high contribution of matrix

diffusion. Probably the initial distribution of the tracer plays an

important part in the form of the restitution curves.

2.4. Conclusion:

A fairly good reproduction of the experimental results has been

obtained with the model including matrix diffusion. This model, unlike

the multiple path one, is naturally smooth. But the value of diffusivity

used for the fitting is anonnally high compared to laboratory values.

This model requires therefore further validation.
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TABLE

Distance
(m)

0.36
0.66
2.06

0.36
0.66
2.06

0.36
0.66
2.06

0.36
0.66
2.06

0.66
2.06
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1 - PARAMETERS FITTED ON THE CONCENTRATION CURVES

DURING THE INJECTION PHASE

Iodine 131

Q/b (

5.7
5.6
5.8

5.5
6.1
4.8

1.8
2.4
3.5

4.34
4
4.1

9.9'
15

m2/d) a (cm)

Depth:

5.53
5.53
5.74

0.63
0.32
0.56

0.7
0.7
0.7

Depth:

5.53
6.12
4.78

0.7
0.7
0.9

0.7
0.7
0.7

Depth:

1.78
2.44
3.54

2.3
0.34
2.

1.5
0.7
1.5

Depth:

4.07
3.94
4.15

0.4
0.03
0.4

0.4
0.4
0.4

Depth:

9.81
14.90

Pickens
et al.

0.7
0.45

0.7
0.7

Pickens
et al.

Strontium 85

Q/b

2.29 m

0.416
0.415

2.67 m

0.413
0.4

3.05 m

0.086
0.12

4.57 m

0.23
0.2

8.08 m

0.77

a

0.442
0.423

2.6
5.2

0.442
0.403

3.3
3.3

0.084
0.124

3.
1.6

O.-d28
0.202

0.88
0.83

0.765

Pickens
et al.

4.3

1 .4
2.6

|

1.6
2.2

i

3.
1 .5

0.7
0.7

3.3
i

Pickens
et al.
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TABLE 2. PARAMETERS FITTED ON THE NUMERICALLY SIMULATED CURVES

a = 25 cm

Depth = 2.29 m Actual values

Radius (m) 0.36 0.66 2.06

Q/b (m2/d) 6.06 5.31 4.9 5.5

a (cm) 28 29 26 25

Depth = 2.67 m

Q/b 5.5 4.7 4.5 5.5

a 29 29 26 25

Depth = 3.05 m

Q/b 2.8 2.9 3.6 1.8

a 17 18 18 25

Depth = 4.57 m

Q/b 4.54 4.04 4.05 4. i

a 26 26 21 25

Depth = 8.08 m

Q/b 10.1 9.57 9.54 9.8

a 24 25 23 25
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TABLE 3. PARAMETERS FITTED ON THE NUMERICALLY SIMULATED

CONCENTRATION CURVES

a = 10 cm

Depth = 2.29 m Actual values

Radius (m)

Q/b (m2/d)

a (cm)

Q/b

a

Q/b

a

Q/b

a

0.

5.

9.

4.

11

2.

6

3.

10

36

2

5

9

05

9

0.66

5.2

9.5

Depth = 2.67

4.7

12

Depth = 3.05

2.35

7

Depth = 4.57

3.9

9

Depth = 8.08

m

m

m

m

2.06

5.2

10

4.7

12

3.2

7

4

9

5.5

10

5.5

10

1.8

10

4.1

10

Q/b 8.8 9.2 9.6 9.8

a 9 9 10 10
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TABLE 4. PARAMETERS FITTED ON THE NUMERICALLY SIMULATED

CONCENTRATION CURVES

1 cm

Radius (m)

Q/b (m^/d)

a (cm)

Q/b

a

Q/b

a

Q/b

a

Q/b

a

0.36

4.5

4.2

4.7

1.2

1.3

0.3

3.35

1.2

7.8

1.1

Depth ' 2.29

0.66

5

0.8

Depth * 2.67

5.1

0.7

Depth - 3.05

1.6

0.3

Depth - 4.57

3.7

0.8

Depth - 8.08

8.8

0.8

m

m

m

m

m

2.06

5.4

1

5.3

1.2

2

1.8

4

1.3

9.6

1.1

Actual values

5.5

1

5.5

1

1.8

1

4.1

1

9.8

1
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FIGURE 2a. STRONTIUM TRACING; COMPARISON OF MEASURED AND SIMULATED CURVES AT z = 3.05 m
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FIFURE 2b. STRONTIUM TRACING; COMPARISON OF MEASURED AND SIMULATED CURVES AT z = 4.57 m
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FIGURE 4a. CONCENTRATION FIELD FOR T. = t = 25 cm AND t = 1.25 da
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FIGURE 4b. CONCENTRATION FIELD FOR ctT = a, = 10 cm AND t = 1 .25 c
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FIGURE 4c. CONCENTRATION FIELD FOR a^ = a_ • I cm AND t = 1.25 day
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Summary Report for Intracoln Level 2 : Calculations for

Fractured Medium Case 2C using NAMRAD

by

David P. Hodgkinson

and

David A. Lever

Abstract

A model of tracer movement through a single fracture is presented and

evaluated by numerical inversion of the analytical solution to the Laplace

transformed equations. The model includes the effects of radial advection,

hydrodynaraic dispersion, kinetic surface sorption and diffusion into the rock

matrix with equilibrium bulk sorption. It is used to analyse a field

experiment on the transport of sorbed and non-sorbed tracers which forms part

of level 2 of the International Nuclide Transport Code Intercmparison Study

(INTRACOIN). The data is well fitted by the model and highlights the

importance of rock matrix diffusion and kinetic sorption in such

experiments.
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1. Introduction

The possibility of disposing of radioactive waste into geological

formations is being actively studied in many countries [l]. The aim of these

research programmes is to assess the safety of geological disposal, using

mathematical models. The international comparison excercise INTRAC01N was

set up in order to improve the understanding of the various strategies for

modelling radionuclide transport in geological media [2]. Level 1 of this

study was designed to test the numerical accuracies of the codes being used

by the participating groups while the purpo • . of level 2 was to see how well

the mathematical models can describe in-situ measurements of the transport of

tracers in groundwater. The experiment modelled here involves the radial

transport of sorbed and non-sorbed tracers through a horizontal fracture zone

in crystalline rode [3,4].

2. Conceptual model

A schematic view of the experiment is shown in fig. 1 [3]. Tracers were

injected into borehole G between two packers straddling a fracture zone at a

depth of about 100m. Water was continuously pumped out of the measurement

borehole (G.) with the aim of creating a drawdown zone into which all the

tracers from the injection would eventually flow. The difference in

hydraulic head varied from 6.0 to 7.6m in the different runs [3,4],

A conceptual model of this experiment is shown schematically in fig. 2.

It is assumed chat water flows radially inwards Co the central measurement

borehole (G.) through an approximately plane-parallel fracture.

The remaining rock is assumed to be Impermeable to water flow although
* •

tracers can diffuse into its raicropores u.ler the action of a concentration

gradient and thereafter be sorbed onto the bulk of the rock. Lf ear

equilibrium bulk sorption with a constant K factor Is included in the
d

present model.
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The model also includes the possibility of kinetic sorption onto the

fracture filling material and the altered rock close to the fracture surface.

This is modelled by a first order kinetic reaction onto the surface of a

plane-parallel fracture. However, can be is interpreted as a

phenomenological model for sorption in the rather ill-defined region in the

vicinity of the fracture.

Finally, account is taken of the hydrodynamic dispersion of tracer

within a fracture. This is modelled by a diffusion-like term for which 'he

dispersive flux is proportional to the concentration gradient (Fick's law).

For one-dimensional flow down a plane-parallel fracture, the longitudinal

dispersivity, DT , following Taylor [5-8] is given by

DL " ̂ + TÖTä (2.1)
W

where D is the free water diffusion coefficient, 2b is the fracture width
w

and v is the average water velocity across the fracture. Free water

-9 2
diffusion, with By - 2 x 10 m /s for iodide, is negligible in comparison

with other dispersion mechanisms encountered in the present experiment.

However, the second term in (2.1), which arises from velocity variations

across the fracture, could lead to significant dispersion. This effect will

be enhanced by the fact that the fracture surfaces are rough and that the

fracture has irregularly shaped filling materials. These cause variations in

the water velocity in different parts of the fracture and hence lead to a

dispersion of the tracer around the mean arrival time.

An important question is how the longitudinal dispersivity, 1) , depends

on the mean radial velocity, v(r). For radial flow, considered here, v(r) is

inversely proportional to the radial distance r. Consequently, D will also
u

be a function of r. Conventionally D is taken to he proportional to the
L
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mean water speed, |v(r)|. However, this result arises from considering the

flow down interconnected networks of random flow paths whereas in the present

case the flow is down a single irregular path. By analogy with the Taylor

effect (2.1), this is likely to have a dispersivity proportional to the

square of the velocity. Such a velocity dependence also arises for flow

through certain tree networks [9], Thus as a phenomenological model of

hydrodynamic dispersion in a single fracture, the longitudinal dispersivity

is taken to be proportional to the square of the velocity, i.e.

DL(r) (r) (2.2)

where the dispersivity parameter g has the dimensions of time.

However, it is clear that more work is needed to understand the nature

of dispersion through fractures with rough walls and irregularly shaped

filling materials.

3. Mathematical Model

The differential equation describing the concentration of tracer in the

fracture, averaged over the azimuthal coordinate 8, C(r,t), is [15]

:) - J(r,t) - f.|- [r.v(r).C(r,t)l

source term advection

I l f . n (r) JCCr.O, _ i i S (r, t)
r'3rLr-DL(r) '3r J b 3t

longitudinal dispersion surface sorption

(r,w,t)

b 3» _~

matrix diffusion

(3.1)
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The source term, J(r,t), is taken to be [15]

p (t)
J(r,t) = B _ . w . , for Ä-r2<r<t+r2 (3.2)

and zero elsewhere, where P.(t) is the amount of tracer injected per unit

time, % is the distance between centres of the boreholes, b is the half-width

of the fracture and r» is the radius of the injection borehole.

In the advective term the radial velocity, v(r), is given by

v(r)
2t *rw

(3.3)

where r, is the radius of the measurement borehole and t is the water
1 w

travel time.

As discussed in the last section the longitudinal dispersivity is

assumed to be given by (2.2).

In the surface sorption term, S(r,t) is the azimuthally averaged amount

of tracer sorbed onto a unit area of the fracture surface. Assuming first

order kinetics, it satisfies the differential equation [10,15]

~ ( C > t ) -bk8C(r,t) - krS(r,t) , (3.4)

where k and k are the rate constants for sorption and release,
s r
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Finally, in the matrix diffusion term, D is the intrinsic diffusion

coefficient [11,12], called the effective diffusivity (D ) by Neretnieks et

al. [4,13], w is the coordinate into the rock perpendicular to the fracture

and C (r,w,t) is the azimuthally averaged concentration per unit volume of

water in the rock pores [15]. This satisfies the differential equation

3C (r,w,t) 3C(r,w,t)

p 3t

where

e + p K,
P P d

(3.5)

(3.6)

is the capacity factor of the rock which is composed of the rock matrix

porosity (e ) and the bulk density (p ) times the mass based equilibrium
P P

distribution coefficient (KJ.
d

The initial concentrations are assumed to be zero everywhere, and

the boundary conditions on C (r,w,t) and C(r,t) are

P

Cp(r,0,t) = C(r,t) , (3.7)

3C (r,w,t)

3w
(3.8)

and

C(r,t) • 0 as

r=r.

(3.9)

(3.10)

where h is the length of the water column in the collection borehole
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which there is complete mixing, q is the volume of water per second pumped

out of this borehole and qf is the volume of water per second flowing out of

the fracture under study into the collection borehole. The concentration in

the borehole, C,(t), is assumed to be continuous with that in the fracture,

i.e.

Cb(t) = C(rltt) . (3.11)

Finally, it is to be noted that the parameters b and t are not

independent but are related by

b = (3.12)

The above equations are derived, and discussed in detail in [15].

4. Laplace Transform Solution

Equations (3.1)-(3.10) are solved using Laplace transforms, which have

been widely used for this type of problem [11,14].

It is shown that the Laplace transform of the borehole concentration

Cb(s) (=C(-lfs)) is given by [15]

Cb(8) -

where

[2Är2.Y(s)/U
2--r2)][ur2hs

s.k

-Y<s).qf/tj

(4.1)

Y(s)

(4.2)
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In the present work, a top-hat input function is used. Thus

P (t) = Pn[H(t) - H(t-t )] (4.3)

where the Heaviside step function H(t) = 0 for t < 0 and unity for t > 0.

The transformed input function in this case is

P.(s) =-° [l-exp(-tos)] , (4.4)

corresponding to the injection of P moles/s for t seconds.
o o

In general the inverse Laplace transform of (4.2) has been found

numerically using the method proposed by Talbot [16] as suggested by Barker

[14], This procedure has been validated by comparing with special cases

where analytical solutions can be found [ll].

The numerical inversion algorithm was found to be extremely efficient

and accurate. Agreement to ten significant figures was generally obtained

using thirty two integration points along Talbot's [16] contour.

In view of the above encouraging results, the present method is

currently being used to develop a one-dimensional migration model (NAM1D) [17

5. Results and Discussion

The above model has been used to analyse the results of an experiment in

2+
which I and Sr ions were simultaneously injected for 350 hours at a

constant rate into a steady-state radial flow through a horizontal fracture

zone in crystalline rock [3,4], Experiments with instantaneous injection of

I and blue dextrane were also performed (runs 1 and 3) but the results are

]•
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thought to be less reliable than those for continuous injection because of

extra dispersion caused by the injection procedure [4], Thus only the

continuous injection test (run 2) is analysed here.

The experimental parameters are given in table 1 [3,4]. The most

uncertain parameters are the mixing length in the measurement borehole (h)

and the separation between fractures (2a). However, the results are not

sensitive to their precise values. In the calculations, h has been set equal

to the depth of the fracture namely 100 m and a is assumed to be infinite.

The latter is a reasonable choice as during the course of the experiment the

ions can at most diffuse a few centimetres into the rock. Thus the results

are insensitive to the value of a provided that it is greater than a few

centimetres. When a = « the tanh factor in (4.3) is unity which has the

consequence that the solution only depends on the product of the intrinsic

diffusivity and the capacity factor, D. a , rather than on these two

quantities separately.

Thus the parameters that are to be fitted to the experimental data on

the concentration in the measurement borehole as a function of time, are as

follows. First there are the two purely hydrological parameters which do not

depend on the chemical nature of the tracer, namely the water travel time

(t ) and the dispersivity parameter (JL). It is assumed that the I ions are

not sorbed so that the rate constants for surface sorption, k (I ), and for

release, k (I ), are zero and the only remaining parameter requiring fitting

is D a (I ). Of course, if there is no bulk sorption of I then the capacity

_ 2+
factor a (I ) is equal to the matrix porosity e . However, the Sr ions

will be sorbed and thus the parameters k (Sr ), k (Sr ) and D « (Sr )
3 r i P

need to be determined from the experimental data.

The procedure adopted here is first to fit t , £L and D.a (I~) to the I
W L» i p
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data. The hydrological parameters t and (L are then fixed at these values

while ks(Sr
2+), kr(Sr

2+) and ^ a (Sr2+) are fitted to the Sr2+data.

The best fit to the I data is shown as a continuous line in fig. 3 and

the parameter values are given in table 2. It is seen that the data is very

well fitted by the model. In particular the tail at times greater than 375

hours, after the advected pulse has passed, is reproduced well. This is due

to ions diffusing out of the rock. For the present parameters hydrodynamic

dispersion is unimportant in comparison to rock matrix diffusion. This is

illustrated by the dashed line in fig. 3 which is calculated for the same

parameters as before except that the diffusion term is omitted (i.e. D.ot O ) .

The experimental recovery of I was 98% after 600 hours compared to the

fitted value of 95%.

The recovery of Sr , however, was only 60%. Thus the crucial question

2+
in the interpretation of the Sr data is to understand and quantify the loss

mechanism. At first an attempt was made to fit the data using a conventional

equilibrium surface sorption model. However, this just provides a simple

retardation factor and so cannot account for the loss of such a large

2+
fraction of the injected Sr ions. Attempts to fit the data with this model

produced large diffusion coefficients in an effort to reproduce the reduced

plateau concentration. Such large diffusion coefficients did not then fit

the tail at all, with the result that no reasonable fit to the data could be

found.

2+
Thus some other mechanism must be responsible for the loss of Sr ions.

There are a number of possible explanations, for example precipitation of

SrSO,. The solution to this problem proposed here is that it is due the

kinetics of sorption onto the fracture filling material and the degraded rock

near the fracture surface. This is modelled by a kinetic surface sorption

term, as described in previous sections, although kinetic bulk sorption
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following diffusion into the rock could equally well have been used.

Moreover, as 40% of the tracer is not recovered, this kinetic sorption must

be effectively irreversible during the period of the experiment.

Conseq- . tly, the release rate, k (Sr ), has been set equal to zero. An

exr ant fit to the data was then obtained with the remaining two parameters

2+ 2+
O.a (S ) and k (Sr )). The best fit is shown as a continous line in fig.
i p r s

4 and the parameters are given in table 3. Once again the importance of out

diffusion in fitting the tail is seen by comparing with the dashed line in

fig. 4 which has D a set equal to zero. The best fit gave a 61X recovery of

2+
Sr after 600 hours compared to the experimentally measured 60%.

The above data fitting procedure determines the parameters with varying

levels of precision. The water travel time (t ) is very well determined as

it is directly related to the time at which the iodide breakthrough curve

(fig. 3) rises steeply from zero to its plateau value. The diffusivities

2+
D.a (I ) and D a (Sr ) are also reasonably well determined as they are

related to the algebraic decrease of the concentration in the tail. The

2+
kinetic sorption rate (k (Sr )) is also well determined as it depends

2+
sensitively on the fraction of Sr recovered. The least well determined

parameter is the longitudinal dispersivity parameter, b , as its effects are

found to be small in comparison with diffusion into and out of the rock

matrix. Indeed, an acceptable fit to the data can be found by omitting

longitudinal dispersion altogether. •

It is of interest to compare the above in-situ parameters with

corresponding values inferred from laboratory experiments. The in-situ value

-13 2
of D a (I ) * 1.3 x 10 m /s, is between one and four orders of magnitude

greater than the laboratory values measured by Bradbury et al. [12] on a

variety of intact samples of granitic rocks. Neretnieks and coworkers [4,18]
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— —14 2 ~3
give values of D (I ) « 8.0 x 10 m /s and e = 3.0 x 10 for samples of

intact crystalline rock from the region of the present experiment. Thus if

there is no bulk sorption of I , so that a (I ) = e , they find a laboratory

_ —16 2

value of D a (I ) = 2.4 x 10 m /s, which is about five hundred times

smaller than the in-situ value. This difference is not too surprising since

in the present experiment the tracer penetrates at most a few centimetres

(~ (4D.t/a ) ) into the rock. This rock is likely to be considerably

degraded and altered by the presence of the fracture and the flowing

groundwater. It would be interesting to try and measure the diffusivity and

capacity factor of such altered rock for comparison with the present in-situ

values. In addition, the rock adjacent to the fracture may contain joints

and fissures which are effectively impermeable to water flow but can

nevertheless act as paths for diffusion. These would probably be wider and

less tortuous than the mlcrofractures observed in intact rock and would

therefore have a diffusivity which is closer to the free water value.
The in-situ value of D,a (Sr

2+) • 7.0 x 10~13 n>2/s which is about five

times larger than found for I . Skagius, Svedberg and Neretnieks [4,19]

2+ -11 2 2+
derived values of D (Sr ) * 2.4x10 m /s and a (Sr ) * 20 from laboratory

measurements on crushed rock from the site of the present experiment. Thus

2+ -10 2
their laboratory value for D.a (Sr ) * 4.8x10 m /s which is about seven

hundred times larger than the in-situ value. However, as these authors point

out [19], their values of D.(Sr ) and o (Sr ) are probably higher than for

undisturbed rock because of the micro-fissures and cracks introduced by

crushing. It is clear that this must be so, because the above laboratory

2+
value for the intrinsic diffusivity of Sr is three hundred times larger

than that found for I in laboratory experiments on the same rock. However,

the ratio of these two intrinsic diffusivities should be equal to the ratio
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of their diffusivities in free water, which is of the order of unity.

Thus at this stage it is not possible to make a meaningful comparison

between in-situ and laboratory values of D.a . Clearly more work is needed

in order to understand the relationship between in-situ and laboratory

measurements, including a study of the influences of the altered rock close

to a fracture together with its coating and filling material. It is

important that the same models be used to analyse the laboratory and field

experiments so that the derived parameters have exactly the same meaning.

2+
The characteristic time (1/k ) for the kinetic surface sorption of Sr

s

was determined to be 44 hours. It would be interesting to try and measure

this time dependence in a laboratory experiment.

The fracture width (2b) determined from the water travel time (t ) and
w

the rate at which water flows out of the fracture (q ) is determined from

(3.16) to be 0.42 mm. The Taylor hydrodynamic dispersion for a smooth

channel of this width would, according to (2.1), have an effective
2

dispersivity parameter 3, * 2b /105 D,, = 0.41s. However, the value of 6,
2

determined in-situ was found to be fL = 3.7 x 10 s, which is three orders of

magnitude larger. Thus there appears to be a very important amplification

effect due to fracture roughness and filling. The scale of these

irregularities should be of the order of a typical velocity {lit ) times (L ,
W L

namely 0.19m. However, it should be borne in mind that the dispersivity

parameter, (L , is not well determined by the present data, as discussed

earlier.

6. Conclusions

The present luodol is capable of accurately fittiag in-situ data on the
2+

flow of I and Sr tracers through a fracture in crystalline rock.

The most important dispersion mechanism was found to arise from
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diffusion in and out of the rock aatrix. Hydrodynaraic dispersion, modelled

by a Fickian type law with a dispersivity which depends quadratically on

velocity, was found to be unimportant by comparison. This is perhaps

fortuitous because the nature of hydrodynamic dispersion through an in-situ

fracture is poorly understood and requires further study.

The Sr data could not be fitted using an equilibrium sorption model.

However, it could be fitted by assuming that kinetic sorption takes place and

that it is irreversible on the timescale of the experiment.

The fits, which accurately reproduced all important facets of the data,

involved a total of only five parameters. The relationship between the in-

situ and laboratory values for the diffusion and sorption parameters requires

further study. It would be particularly useful to measure the diffusivity

and capacity factor of altered rock in and around water bearing fractures for

comparison with the present in-situ values.

In future experiments of this type it would be of interest to

check the extent of diffusion into the rock by coring perpendicular to the

fracture.

In contrast to a preliminary analysis of this experiment [20] it was not

necessary to invoke the existance of multiple pathways in order to fit the

data.

Our experience confirms the claim made by Barker [14] that numerical

inversion of the solution to the Laplace transformed equations is a

versatile, efficient and accurate technique for the solution of this type of

problem. In view of the encouraging results obtained here, a one-dimensional

radionuclide transport model including radioactive decay chains Is being

developed [17],
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Table 1 Experimental parameters of the continuous injection test
(run 2) |3,4T

Parameter

Radius of measurement borehole

Radius of injection borehole

Distance between boreholes

Pumping rate in measurement
borehole

Discharge rate from fracture

Mixing length in measurement
borehole

Separation between fractures

Period of injection

Injection rate (I~)

Injection rate (Sr2+)

Symbol

rl

r2

1

%

«f

h

2a

co

Po

Po

Value

0.11m

0.11m

30.0m

l.OxlO"4 m3/s

2.0 x 10"5 m3/s

100.0m

i.>6 x 106 s

1.8 x 10"5 moles/s

2.5 x 10"5 moles/s

Table 2 In-situ parameters for I~ migration

Parameter

Intrinsic diffusivity (Dj)
times the capacity factor (a_)

Dispersivity parameter

Water travel time

Sorption rate constant

Release rate constant

Symbol

Diap

K
cw

ks

kr

Value

1.3 x 10"13 m2/s

3.7 x 102 s

5.9 x 104 s

0.0 s"1

0.0 s"1

Fitted

YES

YES

YES

NO

NO
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Table 3 In-situ parameters for S r ^ migration

Parameter

Intrinsic diffusivity (Dj)
Limes the capacity factor

Dispersitivity parameter

Mater travel time

Sorption rate constant

Release rate constant

(Op)

Symbol

Di*o

8L

cw

ks

kr

7.0

3.7

5.9

6.3

Value

x 10~13m

x 102 s

x 104 s

x 10"6 s

0.0 s"1

2/s

-1

Fitted

YES

NO

NO

YES

NO
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HYDRODYNAMIC DISPERSION-DIFFUSION AND STAGNANT WATER MODEL

Tracers were injected in one hole at a depth of about 100 <n. In

another hole 30 m distant water was continuously pumped up. In the

studied run the sorbing tracer Sr was injected simultaneously with the

nonsorbing tracer I. The experiments are reported by Gustafsson and

Klockars (1981). The evaluation of these tracer tests, using different

models, is reported by Moreno et al. (1983).

1. Conceptual interpretation of the flow situation and the rationale

for this interpretation.

It is assumed that the fluid flows through parallel channels in the

same fissure, where the channels are separated by zones with stagnant

fluid. The tracer migrates into the stagnant fluid in the fissure as

well as into the rock matrix by molecular diffusion, and may ue

adsorbed onto the fissure surface and also penetrate the rock matrix

adjacent to the fissure.

Only one channel is modelled. Several such identical channels are then

coupled to act in parallel in a fissure. The individual channels do

not influence each other. The tracer concentration across the width of

the channel is assumed constant, due to the very low ratio of the

width to the other dimensions of the channel. In the flow channel the

concentration along the breadth of the channel is also set constant

because computations including reasonable tranverse dispersion

coefficients have shown this to be true. In the non-flow channels the

transport is by molecular diffusion only and a concentration profile

is developed.
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The model includes the following processes:

o Advective transport along the fissure

o Axial hydrodynamic dispersion in the fracture

o Molecular diffusion into the stagnant fluid in the fracture in

the direction orthogonal to the flow

o Diffusion into the rock matrix in the direction orthogonal to

the fracture plane

o Adsorption onto the surface of the fracture

o Adsorption within the rock matrix.

Figure 1 shows the different processes in the channel.

2. The governing equations

The model is written for the linear flow of a tracer along a fissure.

Assuming a linear equilibrium isotherm for the surface sorption the

differential equation for the tracer concentration in the flowing

water in a channel in the fissure may be written as

3Cf 3Cf
R. — + 0̂  —- - D,

3t

:'.Di5>
3x

. - n £ _ R
L 3xz e 6 3z

w 5 I 3y
= 0 (1)

where Ra is the surface retardation coefficient defined as

(2)
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A second surface retardation coefficient, R a \ is defined for the

transport across the stagnant water. Neglecting diffusion in the x

direction, the differential equation for the tracer concentration in

the stagnant water is

3C 32C , 3C .

I " _ * - D — £ - D ^ = 0 (3)
a 3t w 3yz e 5' 3z ' S'

2

Finally, assuming a linear equilibrium isotherm for the sorption

within the porous rock matrix the differential equation for the porous

rock matrix is

3Cn D ^ 3C«

_E._J p
3t Kd pp 3z

2
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4. Parameters used in the fit

For a nonsorbing tracer test, the following parameters must be

determined:

o Peclet number

o water residence time

o coefficient of molecular diffusion into the stagnant water

o coefficient of effective diffusion into the rock

o proportionality factor, which takes into account dilution effect

o channel breadth

o channel width

o ratio 6 7 6 .

Of these only the diffusivities have been determined by independent

measurements. The other parameters are obtained by comparing the

experiment with model results. The equations are numerically solvod

using the computer program TRUMP (Edwards, 1972). No optimisation is

carried out, breakthrough curves are only determined for certain

values of the parameters. The effective diffusion coefficient in

granite determined experimentally in the laboratory by Skagius and

Neretnieks (1982, 1983) is used. The calculations are done using a

value of 1.0 for the ratio 6'/6. The channel geometry and the number

of channels required are determined by considering the area available

to the flow and the distance between channels.

Kor the case of the strontium test, the equilibrium constants Ka and

K(j must be included in the calculations. The channel size and

hydraulic properties used in the iodide run are used for the strontium

run.
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5. Results and discussion

For the nonsorbing tracpr test with iodide, the values used in the

different runs are shown in table 1. When channels of 1.0 m in breadth

are simulated the results do not agree well with the experimental

results. The concentration is constant at the top and the calculated

values do not explain the tail observed in the experimental data. The

diffusion into the stagnant water is not significant due to the low

ratio between the area for diffusion and the channel volume.

As the channel breadth is reduced, the number of channels and their

widths have to be increased to obtain flow sections sufficiently large

for the total flow through the fissure. A better agreement is obtained

when a smaller channel breadth is used in the simulations. A small

channel breadth must be compensated by a large width to obtain the

same residence time. The smallest channel breadth used is 0.10 m. This

corresponds to a channel width about 2.5-3.0 mm.

In the runs with small channel breadth, the effect of the diffusion

into the rock is decreased primarily because the exposed surface is

smaller. The diffusion into the stagnant water becomes more signifi-

cant at the same time. The runs 1-3 with Peclet number 40 and channel

breadths of 1.0, 0.20 and 0.10 m respectively are presented in figure

2. For this value of the dispersion the calculated values agree very

well with the rising part of the experimental curve, but the agreement

is bad at the top and in the tail of the curve. The influence of the

Peclet number is shown in figure 3. For a Peclet number of 10 a better

global agreement is obtained, but in this case the adjusted curve

shows a greater dispersion in the rising part.
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For the sorbing tracer test, strontium, the calculations were done

using the same channel size and the same hydraulic properties as in

the runs for the iodide test. The values experimentally determined by

Skagius et al. (1982) were used for Ka, Kd and De. They give a

greater interaction between the tracer and the rock matrix than the

experimental data. The value of 0 e that gives the best fit is about

one order of magnitude less than the value experimentally determined

in the laboratory. In the next run, the breakthrough curve is

calculated using a 0 e value of 2.4«10~
i2. In this case a rather good

agreement with the experimental data is obtained, the results being

shown in figure 4.

The model used h c e assumes channeling and stagnant water volumes in

the fissure. Strong channeling has been observed in real fissures

(Neretnieks et al.,1982 and Abelin et al.,1982). It also seems

reasonable to assume that more or less stagnant volumes may exist. The

above analysis has shown that this type of model has the capability of

giving a reasonable fit to the experimental data using channel

breadths well in accordance with field observations. The channel

widths needed in this model seem to be too large, however, if

non-filled channels are assumed. Channels with several mm thick porous

fillings have, however, frequently been observed.
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Table 1. Non-sorbing tracer test, Iodide.

Parameters used in the simulations.

Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 Run 4

6*

ef
Pe

De

m
103

-10
•10

m

9m2

12 m
/s
2/s (1)

1.00
0.88

1.0

40

27

2.0

0.08

0.20
1.54

1.0
40

25

2.0

0.08

0.10
2.42

1.0

40

25

2.0

0.08

0.10
2.92

1.0
10

30

2.0

0.08

Pf 0.0026 0.0027 0.0027 0.0028

(1) Value determined in the laboratory by Skagius and Neretnieks
(1982)
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NOTATION

Cf concentration in the liquid in the fissure mol/m3

Cn concentration in the liquid in the pores mol/m
Cw concentration in the stagnant water mol/m

De effective diffusivity into the rock m2/s

D[_ dispersion coefficient m 2/s
D* molecular diffusion coefficient in water m /s

K a surface equilibrium constant m

K<j volume equilibrium constant m /kg

Ra surface retardation factor in the channel

R'a surface retardation factor in the stagnant water

t t ime s

tw water residence time s

Uf water velocity m/s

x distance in the direction of flow m

y distance into stagnant water m

z distance into rock matrix m

6 fissure width in the channel in the fissure m

6' fissure width in the stagnant water zone m

ef ratio 576

£p porosity of rock matrix

t channel breadth m

Pp density of rock matrix kg/m3
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Figure 1. - Scheme for the hydrodynamic dispersion-diffusion and

stagnant water model.
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Figure 3. - Experimental data for iodide and calculated breakthrough

curves with different Peclet numbers for a channel breadth

of 0.10 m.
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HYDRODYNAMIC DISPERSION IN SEVERAL PATHWAYS MODEL

Tracers were injected in one hole at a depth of about 100 m. In

another hole 30 m distant water was continuously pumped up. In the

studied run the sorbing tracer Sr was injected simultaneously with the

nonsorbing tracer I. The experiments are reported by Gustafsson and

Klockars (1981). The evaluation of these tracer tests, using different

models, is reported by Moreno et al. (1983).

1. Conceptual interpretation of the flow situation and the rationale

for this interpretation

It is assumed that the transport of the tracers from the point of

injection to the point of pumping takes place through separate

parallel fissures. There is no connection between the different

pathways.

The interaction between the tracer and the solid material is limited

only to the walls of the fissures (surface sorption mechanism). The

following mechanisms are included in the model:

o Advective transport along the fissure

o Hydrodynamic dispersion in the direction of the flow in the

fissure

o Adsorption onto the surface of the fissure.
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2. The governing equations

Assuming a linear surface sorption equilibrium, the equation for the

concentration of the tracer in the fissure for one dimensional flow is

3Cf 3Cf 32Cf
R __L + u —- - D —J- = 0 (1)
a 3f f 3x L 3x

where the surface retardation coefficient is defined as

R - 1 + | Ka

a o a

Initial and boundary conditions

Cf(x,O) = 0

Cf(O,t) = C o (3)

Cf(-,t) = 0

3. Outflow concentration

The solution for the differential equation with its corresponding

initial and boundary conditions is given by Ogata and Banks (1961)

C. Pe°-5(l-tR) pe Pe°'5(l+t )
Cf - / [erfc jY-r^ + eKe erfc jpJ i - ] (4)
t l 2 U.b 2 t u.b

K *\

where

tR = t / t 0

Pe = Uf x/DL

to = ^a'tw
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4. Parameters used in the fit

The relative tracer concentration at the outlet of each fissure is a
function of the Peclet number, the water residence time and the
surface retardation coefficient. For tracer transport through three
pathways, the total concentration is calculated by

C f - I Pf1 • C (Pe,, twi,Ra) (6)

The proportionality factor takes into account the dilution effect and

the tracer distribution between the three fissures.

The hydraulic properties determined from the iodide tracer test are

used for the strontium test. The surface sorption constant is included

in the parameter determination. Due to the low recovery of strontium

a loss factor was also included in the fitting process.
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5. Results and discussion

For the iodide tracer test this model was tested using one, two and

three pathways. The results are shown in table 1. When one pathway is

simulated the fitting is poor. With two or three pathways the

agreement with the experimental data is much better. No big difference

between two and three pathways was found. The fit for the three-

pathway model is presented in figure 1. In these calculations it is

assumed that the Peclet number is equal in the different pathways.

Table 2 presents the calculated hydraulic properties, for the

three-pathway model.

The strontium tracer test was studied using the three-pathway model.

The hydraulic properties determined by the iodide tracer test were

used in this case. The surface sorption constant, Ka, was included

in the parameter determination. A loss factor was also included due to

the low recovery of strontium. A value of 6.2 • 10"5 m was determined

for the surface sorption coefficient on granite for the case of

strontium (c.f. measured 7»10"5 m, Skagius el al. 1982). The loss

factor which is a measure of some unknown and not modelled interaction

must be included to get a fair fit. The loss factor was 0.4 for the

strontium run. The corresponding curve is shown in figure 2.
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Table 1. Three-pathway model. Iodide tracer test
Comparison with one and two pathways

Peclet number(l)

Residence time(l)
Proport. factor(l)

Peclet number(2)
Residence time(2)

Proport. factor(2)

Peclet number(3)

Residence time(3)

Proport. factor(3)

Standard deviation,*

1-pathway
model

5.07

39.1
2.61
-

-

-

-

-

-

7.2

2-pathway
model

18.4

27.1

2.00

18.4

114.

0.66
-

-

-

4.3

3-pathway
model

31.5
24.7

1.75
31.5

61.1

0.55

31.5

153.

0.37

3.8

Table 2. Hydraulic properties of the fissures

Pathway

Flow rate

(Q'106 m3/s)

Fissure width

(5f 10- m)

Water residence time

(tw hours)

Peclet number

I

13.1

4.12

24.7

31.5

II

4.12

3.21

61.1

31.5

III

2.77

5.4C

153.

31.5
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NOTATION

Cf concentration in the liquid in the fissure mol/ip

DL dispersion coefficient m /s

Ka surface equilibrium constant m

Pf proportionality factor

Pe Peclet number

Ra surface retardation coefficient in the channel

s relative standard deviation in the fit

t time s

t0 tracer residence time s

tw water residence time s

Uf water velocity m/s

x distance in the direction of flow m

6 fissure width m
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CHANNELING DISPERSION DIFFUSION MODEL

Tracers were injected in one hole at a depth of about 100 m. In

another hole 30 m distant water was continuously pumped up. In the

studied run the sorbing tracer Sr was injected simultaneously with the

nonsorbing tracer I. The experiments are reported by Gustafsson and

Klockars (1981). The evaluation of these tracer tests, using different

models, is reported by Moreno et al. (1983).

1. Conceptual interpretation of the flow situation and the rationale

for this interpretation.

The dispersion that occurs in the direction of the flow is accounted

for by means of channeling dispersion. The velocity differences in the

channels will carry a tracer different distances over a given time.

The transport of the tracers takes place through a fracture, in which

parallel channels with different widths exist. The flow conditions are

shown in figure 1. It is assumed that the channel widths show a log-

normal distribution and that the interconnection between the different

channels is negligible. The hydrodynamic dispersion in each single

channel is also assumed to be negligible compared to the effects of

channeling.

The model includes the following mechanisms:

o advective transport along the fissure

o channeling dispersion

o adsorption onto the surface of the channels

o diffusion into the rock matrix

o adsorption within the rock matrix.
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2. The governing equations

For a tracer flowing through a fissure with negligible longitudinal

dispersion and linear sorption equilibrium, the equation for the

concentration in the fissure is

dCf 3C, 2 3C
f t p

R + U f _ . D

3t 3x 5 3z
= 0

0 < x < » (1)

where Ra is the surface retardation coefficient defined as

a

For linear sorption equilibrium the equation for the concentration

in the rock matrix is given by

3C

3t

D

K p
dp 0 < z < (3)

Initial and boundary conditions:

Cf(x,O) = 0

Cf(O.t) = Co

Cf(-,t) - 0

(4a)

(4b)

(4c)

Cp(z,x,0) = 0
Cp(O,x,t) = Cf(x.t)
Cp(-.x.t) = 0

(5b)
(5c)
(5d)
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The solution for the equations (1) and (3) with initial and boundary

conditions (4) and (5) is found in the literature (Carslaw and Jaeger,

1959).

C (t) B t
_ L _ = erfc * — (6)
Co « (t-to)1/2

where t0 = Ra*tw

B = (De Kd P p ) l / 2

The fluid flows through various non-interconnecting channels in the

fissure, with a channel width distribution f(6). If the breakthrough

curwe for each channel is given as Cf (6,t) then the concentration

of the mixed effluent from all channels is (Neretnieks et a!., 1982)

y Cf(«.t) d5

C0 off(5) Q(«) dS

3. Outflow concentration

In a parallel walled channel of width 6^, the flow rate for laminar

flow is proportional to the fissure width cubed. Then, the concentra-

tion at the outlet of a fissure with width 6^, may be calculated as

Cf(6,t) B I 62

— = erfc f -r-r

where

Ra
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F_i_ssjire **î t]i jli^tr |buti_on

Snow (1970) studied the fissure frequencies for various consolidated

rocks including granites. He found that the fissure widths have a

lognormal distribution. The density function has the form

„„. i L ( M « v.
o / 2w 6 2 a 2

where a2 is the variance of ln(6) and ln(u) is the mean of ln(s).

4. Parameters used in the fit

The concentration resulting from all fissures may be expressed as

Cf(t)
Cr ' f ( M, a, B, t . t ) (10)

The value of u in the equation 9 is determined so that the set of

channels with varying widths has the same flow rate as if all

channels had equal width, 6.

The iodide test is used for the determination of the hydraulic

properties. These properties (y, o and t ) are used in the cal-

culations for the strontium test.
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5. Results and discussion

First a fit is done for the nonorbing tracer, iodide, including the

four parameters (o, B, tw and pf). The results show a B-parameter

corresponding to a De value of 1.75«10~l° m2/s. This value does not

agree with experimental measurements in the laboratory (Skagius and

Neretnieks, 1982). If the B-parameter is calculated using the value of

D e determined in the laboratory (0.08*10"ll m2/s) and the fit is

done for the other three parameters, the agreement is poor. The

concentration at the top is constant and decreases rapidly to zero

afterwards. The values for both cases are shown in table 1; and the

corresponding curves are shown in figure 2.

For the sorbing tracer, strontium, the channeling dispersion, the

water residence time and the dilution effect obtained from the iodide

run are used. The other two parameters (Ka and B) are calculated by

means of a fit. The results in this case give a value of about zero

for the surface sorption equilibrium constant. For this reason the

value of Ka experimentally determined in the laboratory (Skagius et

al., 1982) is included and then the fit is only done for the

B-parameter. The results show a value of B corresponding to a De

value of 0.20*10-l2 m2/s, which is about 2 orders of magnitude less

than the De value of 24.0*10-l2 m2/s determined in the laboratory.

The results are shown in table 2. The corresponding curves are shown

in figure 3.
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Table 1. Iodide tracer test

0

B

tw» hrs

pf'103

s
De-1012 m2/s
6. mm

4-parameter
optimisation

0.072
7.24.10"7

18.8

2.98
0.04

175
0.479

3-parameter
optimisation

B = 1.55-10-V)

0.285
1.55«10"8

41.4

2.61
0.07

0.08
1.06

(A) Parameter B calculated from experimental determinations in the

laboratory.

(-) underlined values = given values.
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Table 2. Strontium tracer test

o

B

t w , hrs

pf«103

Ka, m

s

De»10i2 m2/s

2-parameter

optimisation^)

0.285

2.26»10-6

41.4

2.61

< l.o-io-1"
0.08

0.26

1-parameter

optimisation^)

0.285

2.20«10"6

41.4

2.61
7 40- 5

0.09

0.24

Predicted

values(3)

0.285

2.19-10-5

41.4

2.61
7.10-5

24.0

(1) a, tw and pf obtained from the iodide tracer, when the experi-

mental De value for iodide was used (De = 0.08*10"
i2 m 2/s).

(2) o, tw and pf as in (
l) and using the experimental value of Ka

(Ka = 7*10"
5 m).

(3) o, tw, pf and Ka as in (
2) and B was calculated using the

experimental D e value (De = 24*10"
l2 m 2/s).

(-) underlined values = given values.
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NOTATION

B parameter defined in eq. 6

Cf concentration in the liquid in the fissure mol/m3

Cp concentration in the liquid in the pores mol/m3

D e effective diffusivity into the rock m2/s

DL dispersion coefficient m2/s

K a surface equilibrium constant m

Kd volume equilibrium constant m3/kg

Pf proportionality factor

Q flow rate m3/s

Ra surface retardation factor in the channel

s relative standard deviation in the fit

t time s

t0 tracer residence time s

tw water residence time s

Uf water velocity m/s

x distance in the direction of flow m

z distance into rock matrix m

6 channel width in the fissure m

e p porosity of rock matrix

v parameter in the lognormal distribution

Pp density of rock matrix kg/m3

a standard deviation in the lognormal distribution
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HYDRODYNAMIC DISPERSION-DIFFUSION MODEL

Tracers were injected in one hole at a depth of about 100 m. In

another hole 30 m distant, water was continuously pumped up. In the

studied run the sorbing tracer Sr was injected simultaneously with the

nonsorbing tracer I. The experiments are reported by Gustafsson and

Klockars (1981). The evaluation of these tracer tests, using different

models, is reported by Moreno et al. (1983).

1. Conceptual interpretation of the flow situation and the rationale

for this interpretation

The model considers the transport of contaminants in a fluid that

flows through a thin fracture situated in a water-saturated porous

rock. The radial convergent flow in the experiment is modelled as

linear flow. Sauty (1980) pointed out that this relationship is

adequate when the Peclet number is greater than 3. It is assumed that

the transport of the tracers takes place through a single fissure. The

tracers penetrate into the rock matrix by molecular diffusion and they

may be adsorbed onto the fracture surface and within the rock matrix.

The following processes are considered:

o Advective transport along the fracture

o Longitudinal mechanical dispersion in the fracture

o Molecular diffusion from the fracture into the rock matrix

o Adsorption onto the surface of the fracture

o Adsorption within the rock matrix.
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2. The governing equations

A linear equilibrium isotherm for the surface sorption is assumed. The

differential equation for the concentration of the tracer in the

fissure is

9Cf Di 32Cf Uf 3Cf 2 D e 3CD_L__k_yi + 7L_L.__e_iH . 0
3t Ra 3x

2 Ra 3x 6 Ra 32
z=0

0 < x < - (1)

where Ra is the surface retardation coefficient defined as

Assuming a linear isotherm for sorption within the porous rock the

differential equation for the rock matrix becomes

D e
3t Kd Pp 3z o < z < - (3)

Initial and boundary conditions

Cf (0, t) = Co (4a)

Cf (-, t) = 0 (4b)

Cf (x, 0) = 0 (4c)

Cp(0, x, t) = Cf(x, t) (5a)

Cp(-, x, t) - 0 (5b)

Cp(z, x, 0) = 0 (5c)

where Co is the source concentration.
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3. Outflow concentration

The coupled system of equations (1) and (3) was solved by Tang et al.

(1981) including radioactive decay. The concentration in the fracture

for non-radioactive tracers may be written as

C(t) _2_ Pe Pe2

Co = n exP < 2 V exp ( " * " 16c2 }*

Pe t0

erfc ( 8 A ^ ) d*; (6)

where

Uf x

t0
 = »a -^ = »a

6 Ra
A _ § 1/2

2 ( Kd Pp De )
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4. Parameters used in the fit

The integral in equation (6) has no analytical solution and is

evaluated numerically.

of_th e_Parameters

The concentration in the pumping hole may be written as

<±- = pf.f2( Pe, t0, A, t, At) (7)
C o

where pf is the proportionality factor, which takes into account the

dilution effect.

The iodide tracer test is used for the determination of the hydraulic

properties. These properties ( Peclet number, water residence time and

proportionality factor) are used in the strontium tracer test to

predict breakthrough curves or determine sorption constants.

5. Results and discussion

The results for the tracer test with iodide are shown in table 1.

These results give too low a value for the parameter A if compared to

available independent experimental data. The obtained A-value

indicates too high an interaction with the rock matrix, corresponding

to 08 equal to 1.8«l0"i0 m2/s, which is 3 orders of magnitude larger

than the value obtained in experimental measurements in the laboratory

(Skagius and Neretnieks, 1982).
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The parameter A for iodide may be estimated using the value of 0 e

experimentally determined in the laboratory equal to 0.08*10"l2 m2/s.
In this case the value of A is about 3.0*10w. When this value is used
for the parameter A the fit is poor. The concentrations at the top are
constant and decrease rapidly to zero afterwards. In figure 1 the
curve based on the experimental value and the fitted curve are shown.

For the strontium run the proportionality factor and the Peclet number

obtained from the iodide test are considered as known values and only

the two parameters t0 and A for the strontium are fitted. The value

obtained for the parameter to gives no physical meaning (table 2).

The values of the parameters t0 and A for strontium may also be

calculated from independent experimental measurements in the

laboratory. The values determined by Skagius et al., (1982) are used

to predict breakthrough curve for strontium. These results give too

high an interaction with the matrix. The dotted line in figure 2. In

another computation the valje for t0 is assumed to be correctly

determined and the A-parameter is calculated by means of a fit. In

this case the new value for A is 320. The corresponding curves are

shown in figure 2.

In the iodide run, the values determined by Skagius and Neretnieks

(1982) for the effective diffusivity in Finnsjö granite of the iodide

have been used. This value is 0.08»10"12 m2/s. In another recent

report by the same authors (1983) values in the range 0.09-2.50.10"l2

m2/s are given for the effective diffusivity of the iodide in pieces

of granite with coating material. The porosity values were as large as

0.019 for granite with coating material. If values of 2.5-10"i2 m2/s

for the effective diffusion and 0.015 for the porosity are used a new

value of A is obtained (As 2000). As this new value is used in the fit

the agreement is better. The results of this fit are shown in table 3

and figure 3.
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To predict the breakthrough curve for strontium, the values determined

for crushed granite by Skagius et al. (1982) were used initially. If

the values of effective diffusion coefficient and volume equilibrium

constant determined for sawed pieces of granite are used to calculate

the A-parameter a value of about 120 is obtained instead of 25.5. The

parameters are shown in table 3 and the predicted curve is shown in

figure 4 (curve 1).

In the calculation of the strontium tracer run a linear equilibrium

isotherm for the sorption on granite was assumed. The values

forsorption equilibrium constant determined by Skagius et al. (1982)

were obtained working with concentrations below 10-15 mg/1. In the

actual field experiments the concentration in the injection hole was

about 8000 mg/1. Because of this, a check was recently made on the

sorption of strontium at higher concentrations. For concentrations

above 20 mg/1, it was found that the isotherm is not linear. The

differential equations are then nonlinear and they may be solved by

means of numerical methods.

An approximate solution may be obtained through the linearisation of

the isotherm at the actual concentration. The results of the fit are

shown in table 4 and figure 4 (curve 2) showing a better agreement

than before. As De contains a high proportion of surface diffusion

it will change with concentration and the comparison is thus somewhat

oversimplified.
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Table 1. Iodide tracer test.

Pe

to ,hrs

A

pf-103

s

De-1012 m2/s

6, mm

4-parameter
optimisation

86.9

18.3

320

2.99

0.04

180.

0.466

3-parameter
optimisation,

A = 3-101* (l)

5.24

38.5

3.0-101*

2.62

0.07

0.08

0.981

(*) Parameter A calculated from experimentally determined dif-

fusivi ty in the laboratory.
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Table 2. Strontium tracer test

2-parameter 1-parameter Predicted

optimisation^) optimisation^) values(3)

Pe 5.24 5.24 5.24

to,hrs
A

pf.103

De*'l012 m2/s
s

4.80
25.5
2.62

24.0
0.07

43.9
320.0

2.62

0.15
0.12

43.9
25.5
2.62

24.0

(x) Pe and pf obtained from the iodide tracer test when the
parameter was equal to 3.0«104.

(2) Pe and pf determined as in (x) and t0 calculated from

experimental measurements in the laboratory.

(3) Pa, pf and t0 determined as in (
2) and A calculated from

experimental measurements in the laboratory.

(-) underlined values = given values.

D e as such is not fitted. It is obtanied from "A" by using
laboratory data on pp and Kd and is given only for comparison.
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Table 3.

Parameter for iodide and strontium fits

for new values determined in the laboratory.

Tracer I(l) Sr(2) Sr(3)

Pe 8.1 ^ 1 8J.

to,hrs 32.3 37.8 32.6

A-parameter,fitted - 267. 223.

A-parameter,calculated 2000. 120. 273.

De**10
12 m2/s 2.50 2.20 2.20

pf-103 2.7 2J_ 2J_

s 0.06 0.13 0.12

6, mm 0.82 0.82 0.82

(x) Parameter A calculated from experimental measurements in the

laboratory. Values determined in sawed pieces of granite.

(2) Pe and pf obtained from the iodide tracer test in (l) and to

calculated from experimental measurements in the laboratory.

(3) Pe and pf obtained as in (2) and t0 calculated considering

the isotherm for the strontium to be nonlinear.

(-) underlined values = given values.

* Value of De used for calculating the A-parameter.
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3

NOTATION

A parameter defined in eq. 6

Cf concentration in the liquid in the fissure mol/m

Cp concentration in the liquid in the pores mol/m3

D e effective diffusivity into the rock m2/s
DL dispersion coefficient m2/s

Ka surface equilibrium constant m
Kd volume equilibrium constant m3/kg
Pf proportionality factor
Pe Peclet number

Ra surface retardation coefficient in the channel

s relative standard deviation in the fit

t time s

t0 tracer residence time s

tw water residence time s
Uf water velocity m/s

x distance in the direction of flow m
z distance into rock matrix m

6 fissure width m
Ep porosity of rock matrix
i parameter defined in equation 6

pp density of rock matrix kg/m3
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A B S T R A C T

INTRACOIN is the title of an international exercise in the comparison of

radionuclide migration codes and models organised at the initiative of

the Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate (SKI). The TROUGH-codes have been

employed to solve some of the trial problems.

The present report concerns the solution of a theoretical, two-dimen-

sional problem posed in level 2 of INTRACOIN. Small variations in re-

sults have been obtained due to the use of alternative degrees of fine-

ness of spatial discretisation. More significant variations have re-

sulted from the use of a full tensorial representation of the dispersion

process.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This report describes the results of the calculations made by Polydy-

namics for the problem 2A as defined for Intracoin Level 2.

The calculations are made with the TROUGH-2DP Code, which uses a first

order partly implicit finite differencing scheme.

The TROUGH codes have been developed by Polydynamics for NAGRA (Natio-

nale Gencssenschaft fur die Lagerung Radioaktiver Abfälle) in Switzer-

land and for the NRPB (National Radiological Protection Board) in Bri-

tain.

TROUGH is an acronym for Transport of Radioactive (Dutflows in tJnder-

ground Hydrology.
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2. THE CODE

TROUGH-2DP is a general, 2-dimensional finite difference code for the

solution of equations for the transport of heat, dissolved chemical spe-

cies in large concentrations and/or of radionuclides in trace concentra-

tions in a fluid flowing under Darcy flow conditions in porous media or

in fissured media treated as equivalent porous continua.

Physically, the two-dimensional problem treated by TROUGH-2DP represents

a slab of porous material, through which groundwater is moving under the

influence of a pressure head distribution. It is first of all necessary

to solve the hydraulic head equation for flow in a plane. The flow

domain can be connected with a pumping system with several entry and

exit points. From the head boundary and pumping conditions the head

distribution and thus also the velocity field is calculated.. "'.-.5 ir::-

perature, pressure and chemical (e.g. salt) concentration dependency of

the fluid density are taken into account in the equation coupling scheme.

The thermal energy transport equation for a normal porous medium treats

heat conduction in the solid part and both convection and conduction in

the liquid part. Thermal equilibrium is assumed between solid and liquid

at all times. Heat sources in the field can be included in the calcula-

tion.

The radionuclide transport equation system describes the transport of

nuclides from a nuclear waste repository where all of the nuclides are

members of a single decay chain. The leaching from the repository into

groundwater can be treated either as a time varying concentration boun-

dary condition at the inflow side of the domain, or as an injection

source in the field.

The transport of non-radioactive chemical species is handled by a simp-

lified form of the same equation.

Various chemical processes may be included in the calculations, as

follows:
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Equilibrium or nonequilibrium sorption on the solid surfaces in a

conventional porous medium

Diffusion into the solid matrix via microporosity in situations

where an equivalent porous continuum models a fissured medium and

the diffusion paths into the solid component are of appreciable

length. As far as the fluid flowing in the fissures is concerned

the effect is similar to a non-equilibrium sorption process.
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3. DEFINITION OF TEST CASES FROM INTRACOIN LEVEL 2

The problem concerns an idealised site through which a simplified geo-

logical cross-section is defined (see Figure 3.1). Also defined are the

hydraulic boundary conditions and sorption characteristics.

A domain shown in Figure 3.1 at the end of this chapter is defined as

follows:

Medium 1

Hydraulic conductivity (in x- and z- direction). 10 m/s

Porosity: 0.05

Dispersion length, longitudinal: 10 m

Dispersion length, transversal: 5 m

Medium 2:

Hydraulic conductivity (in x- and z-direction): 10 m/s

Porosity: 0.1

Dispersion length, longitudinal: 20 m

Dispersion length, transversal: 2 m

2
Inflow (groundwater recharge): 100 mm/y = 100 1/m • y

Outflow (discharge): = inflow

Density of groundwater. 1000 kg/m

Inventory: I , according to definition for benchmark cases from INTRA-

COIN Level 1. Inventory is defined in units of arbitrary activity,

normalised to that of the first member of the decay chain.
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Nuclide

2 3 4u

23°Th

226Ra

t

2

7

1

1/2

.445

.7 +

.6 +

[yr]

+ 5

4

3

IK [0]

1.000

0.010

0.004

X

2

9

4

[i/yr]

.835 E-6

.002 E-6

.332 E-4

Leach duration:

Retention factors:

T = 10 yrs

as for case 2, data set 2 of INTRACOIN

Level 1 for zones 1 and 2 respectively.

Nuclide

U

Th

Ra

Medium 1

300

5'000

2'000

Medium 2

60

500

20

Dimensions: steady-state flow condition

2-dimensional structure

L = 600 m

Th2 object of the study is the derivation of the concentration profile

of ocich nuclide along the observation line at the instant at which its

content in the water crossing the line reaches its maximum level.
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4. EQUATIONS USED IN THE INTRACOIN TEST CASE

4.1 Piezometric Head Equation for Flow in a Vertical Problem

The total piezometric head or hydraulic potential is defined by:

h =-E-+ z
Prg

the sura of the pressure head and elevation head.

By using the Boussinesq assumption, whereby density variations affect

the vertical component of momentum by imposition of a buoyancy force (=

momentum source) but do not affect continuity, .together with the Darcy

flow relationships, one obtains an equation for h in a vertical plane:

K M-j£) +|-(K M(|ii- R))
xx 3x 3z zz 3z

where:

a' + — —•
pr P

a' = volumetric compressibility of the

solid matrix

c = porosity

r
M (viscosity ratio) = — (y is at the reference temperature)

R (density deficit) = 1 (p is at the reference temp.)
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K. . = hydraulic condactivity component

defined at the reference tempera-

ture [m s ]

The equation is formulated in the manner described here, but for the

INTRACOIN Level 2 problem, neither the time nor the temperature depen-

dence has been used.

4.2 Transport of Dissolved Chemicals in a Porous Medium

Chemical concentration is transported in a fluid by two principal mecha-

nisms, convection and diffusion. A differential equation describing the

transport process can be derived by considering the mass continuity of

the property, using the following definitions:

Scalar property being transported = N (per unit mass of

carrier fluid)

Convective flux in direction x

Diffusive flux in direction x .
3

= epU.N

= -£D..
9(pN)

i j 3x .
3

(per unit cross-

sectional area)

where:

i,j are suffices corresponding to the coordinate directions

D. . is the tensorial component of an equivalent diffusivity represen-

ting the sum of molecular diffusion together with both mechanical

and hydrodynamic dispersion

p is the fluid density

U. is the fluid hydraulic velocity component in direction i, such that

U. = u and U = w in x,z coordinates
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The four tensorial components of dispersion in the 2-D cartesian coor-

dinate system are expressed, as defined by Bear (Ref. 1) for isotropic

media, in terms of the local longitudinal and transverse dispersion

lengths or dispersivities, d and d :

D = d V + (d - d. )
xx t 1 t

D = (d - d) ^ = D
xz 1 t V zx

= dt V
t V + (dl V

where V is the magnitude of local average velocity vector, /(u +w )

and u*w etc. indicate the scalar product of two vectors.

In considering the transport of radionuclides in groundwater, additional

terms must be introduced. The processes of annihilation by radioactive

decay of the nuclide being transported, and of its creation via decay of

its parent in a decay chain can be introduced as specific source/sink
N

expressions. A further source term Q may be used to represent the

injection of new radioactive material into the calculation domain.

Further, the effects of exchange of nuclides between the mobile compo-

nent in the fluid and the immobile component adsorbed on to the surface

of the solid must be considered.

In view of the widely differing time scales of the chemical sorption

process and transport in naturally flowing groundwater it is often rea-

sonable to assume chemical equilibrium at all times. This means that

in the equation of continuity of the property (concentration) <J> the

tiim.3-dependent and decay components may be simplified and expressed in

terms of the fluid concentration, only - the immobile amount sorbed on

the solids being a known ratio of the concentration in the liquid.
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The equation of continuity may now be written:

f } + i ( e p D
2 Z f >

|-(epD ~) + |-(epD |^) - AepR N + X*epR*N*
3x xz 3z 3z zx 3x p p

where:

R = | l +• — — p K I is termed the Retention Factor of the porous medium

p = density of the solid component
s

K = equilibrium distribution coefficient for the particular chemical

species in the water and solid system under study
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5. CALCULATION MADE, RESULTS AND COMMENTARY

Three different solutions are presented for the problem. These are re-

ferred to as Case 1, Case 2 and Case 3.

The differences between them lie in the manner of modelling the hydrau-

lic outflow and in the treatment or otherwise of the off-diagonal terras

of the dispersion tensor.

Hydraulic Outflow

At the observation line (at 600 m) a flow field undisturbed by any

boundary conditions is desired. This is modelled in two ways:

!) The domain is extended beyond the observation line by a further

2190 m. This results in a very long grid. (See Figure 5.1 at the

end of this chapter).

2) The grid is extended by two columns of cells only beyond the moni-

toring line, but these have a large hydraulic resistance (diffu-

sivity, conductivity reduced by two orders of magnitude), thus

simulating a longer distance. (See Figure 5.4 at the end of this

chapter).

Concentration Outflow and Boundary Condition

The outflow from the domain has been simulated by assuming a negligible

concentration gradient at the boundary. This means that advection alone

cdii evacuate nuclides from the domain, a boundary condition which only

becomes reliable at long distances from the nuclide source, when gra-

dients are indeed very small. The extension downstream of the hydraulic

outflow plane by approximately 2 km via two alternative methods cor-

responds to this condition.
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The three calculations iuade are:

Case 1: employing the physically extended domain 2790 m long by 300 m

high.

Case 2: employing the 610 m long domain with augmented flow and diffu-

sion resistance downstream of the observation line.

Case 3: identical to case 2, except that the off-diagonal dispersion

terms are taken into account.

Figure 5.1 shows the discretised domain for the finite difference cal-

culations used for case 1, whilst Figure 5.4 shows that for cases 2 and

3.

The principal results of the calculations are shown in Tables 5.1 to

5.3. Each table shows the distributions of concentrations of the same

three nuclides along the height of the monitoring column (at x = 600 m) .

The Thorium and Radium have their maxima at the same time in all three

cases, because the Radium is fast decaying relative to its parent. Tho-

rium and may therefore be considered as being in equilibrium with it.

Notable from the comparison of the three sets of results is the greater

dispersion brought about by the off-diagonal dispersion terms, and the

similarity between the flow fields in the two hydraulic models. The

finer spatial discretisation offered by the second model is reflected in

the slightly higher peak concentrations, giving evidence of reduced

truncation errors and by the differences in the times of occurrence of

the maxima. Figure 5.2 is a vector plot of the first 600 m and Figure

5.3 is a streamline plot of the whole of the first model domain. Figures

5.5 and 5.6 are the corresponding plots for the second model, although

the vector plot covers the whole domain in this case.
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Comparison of the two attempts at defining a free outflow across the ob-

servation line reveals their equivalence. Very small variations are due

to the different spatial discretisations used.

Figures 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9 are plots of distribution of U-234 concentra-

tion for the 3 cases respectively at the same time (1.005 x 10 years).

Recognising that the scales are different between Figures 5.7 and 5.8,

due to the domain size differences, the small effect of the grid fine-

ness and outflow modelling may be observed. Far more significant is the

lataral spread of the plume in Figure 5.9, especially within the low

conductivity zone and just near its boundary (i.e. vnere the flow di-

rections are strongly diagonal with respect to the cartesian axes). The

effect of this increased plume dispersion is qualitatively clear by

comparison of the distributions in Tables 5.2 and 5.3. It is more easily

grasped from the time histories of nuclide fluxes contained in Figures

5.10 to 5.12.

The finer grid results in a slightly modified picture, but the inclusion

of the full (2-dimensional) dispersion tensor results in significantly

stronger fluxes in the first 500*000 years and a slight reduction in the

maximum.
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Table 5.1: Concentration distributions of the nuclides alonq the ob-

servation line at the times of their respective maxima

for case 1

Height of node

above z = 0 [m]

(bottom boundary)

7.5

22.5

37.5

52.5

67.3

75.0

82.8

97.5

112.5

127.5

142.5

157.5

175.0

195.0

215.0

235.0

257.5

285.0

I *

T [yrs]
max

Activity level distribution in the

at 600 m - Case 1

U-234

1.78 E-8

1.46 E-8

1.02 E-8

6.39 E-9

3.73 E-9

2.84 E-9

1.99 E-9

1.05 E-9

5.35 E-10

2.64 E-10

1.25 E-10

5.62 E-ll

1.86 E-ll

5.35 E-12

1.55 E-12

4.66 E-13

1.07 E-13

5.74 E-14

8.53 E-7

7.1976 E+5

[Activity/m ]

Th-230

1.94 E-9

1.58 E-9

1.10 E-9

6.85 E-10

3.98 E-10

3.03 E-10

2.11 E-10

1.11 E-10

5.63 E-ll

2.76 E-ll

1.31 E-ll

5.90 E-12

1.98 E-12

5.83 E-13

1.72 E-13

5.23 E-14

1.21 E-14

6.55 E-15

9.20 E-8

8.0976 E+5

z-direction

Ra-226

4.51 E-8

3.67 E-8

2.55 E-8

1.58 E-8

9.11 E-9

6.92 E-9

4.82 E-9

2.52 E-9

1.27 E-9

6.20 E-10

2.93 E-10

1.33 E-10

4.55 E-ll

1.37 E-ll

4.12 E-12

1.27 E-12

2.99 E-13

1.63 E-13

2.13 E-6

8.0976 E+5

Total activity contained in a 1 m'" section column extending from

top to bottom of the observation line.
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Table 5.2: Concentration distributions of the nuclides along the ob-

servation line at the times of their respective maxima

for case 2

Height of node

above z = 0 [m]

(bottom boundary)

7.5

22.5

37.5

52.5

65.0

75.0

85.0

97.5

112.5

127.5

142.5

165.0

195.0

225.0

255.0

285.0

I*

Tuax [yrS|

Activity level distribution in the

at 600 m - Case 2

U-234

2.07 E-8

1.71 E-8

1.20 E-8

7.34 E-9

4.63 E-9

3.06 E-9

1.98 E-9

1.08 E-9

5.26 E-10

2.46 E-10

1.10 E-10

1.82 E-ll

1.79 E-12

1.56 E-13

1.27 E-14

2.39 E-15

9.85 E-7

6.3976 E+5

[Activity/m ]

Th-230

2.29 E-9

1.88 E-9

1.30 E-9

7.89 E-10

4.94 E-10

3.24 E-10

2.08 E-10

1.13 E-10

5.43 E-ll

2.52 E-ll

1.12 E-ll

1.85 E-12

1.84 E-13

1.62 E-14

1.34 E-15

2.59 E-16

1.07 E-7

7.3976 E+5

z-direction

Ra-226

5.37 E-8

4.38 E-8

3.01 E-8

1.81 E-8

1.13 E-8

7.34 E-9

4.68 E-9

2.51 E-9

1.20 E-9

5.51 E-10

2.44 E-10

4.03 E-ll

4.05 E-12

3.62 E-13

3.04 E-14

6.04 E-15

2.49 E-6

7.3976 E+5

Total activity contained in a 1 m section column extending from

top to bottom of the observation line.
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Table 5.3; Concentration distributions of the nuclides along the ob-

servation line at the times of their respective maxima

for case 3

Height of node

above z = 0 [ra]

{bottom boundary)

7.5

22.5

37.5

52.5

65.0

75.0

85.0

97.5

112.5

127.5

142.5

165.0

195.0

225.0

255.0

285.0

I *

Tmax [yrSl

Activity level

at 600 m - Case

U-234

1.27 E-8

1.57 E-8

1.15 E-8

7.23 E-9

4.70 E-9

3.28 E-9

2.33 E-9

1.57 E-9

1.06 E-9

7.52 E-10

5.56 E-10

3.82 E-10

2.40 E-10

1.94 E-10

1.44 E-10

9.79 E-ll

9.00 E-7

5.3976 E+5

distribution in the

3 [Activity/m ]

Th-230

1.35 E-9

1.67 E-9

1.23 E-9

7.72 E-10

5.01 E-10

3.49 E-10

2.47 E-10

1.65 E-10

1.11 E-10

7.84 E-ll

5.78 E-ll

3.95 E-ll

2.53 E-ll

1.91 E-ll

1.51 E-ll

1.01 E-ll

9.59 E-8

6.3976 E+5

z-direction

Ra- 226

3.14 E-8

3.87 E-8

2.84 E-8

1.78 E-8

1.16 E-8

8.01 E-9

5.63 E-9

3.74 E-9

2.48 E-9

1.74 E-9

1.28 E-9

8.87 E-7

5.69 E-10

4.56 E-10

3.49 E-10

2.43 E-10

2.21 E-6

6.3976 E+5

Total activity contained in a 1 in section column extending from

top to bottom of the observation line.
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SUMMARY REPORT FOR INTRACOIN LEVEL 3 : CALCULATIONS FOR THE

FRACTURED MEDIUM CASE USING NAM1D

by

D.P. Hodgkinson, D.A. Lever and T.H. England

ABSTRACT

A model for the transport of radionuclides through fractured rock has

been developed and used to study a problem which forras part of level 3 of

the international INTRACOIN project. The model includes the effects of

one-dimensional advection, dispersion, kinetic and/or equilibrium surface

sorption, diffusion into the rock matrix with equilibrium bulk sorption and

radioactive decay, and incorporates flexible input and output boundary

conditions. It is evaluated by numerically inverting the analytical

solution to the Laplace transformed transport equations. Matrix diffusion

was found to be the most important retardation mechanism for neptunium

based on data reflecting the conditions at the Finnsjö site in east central

Sweden. However, improved data and field testing are required to make the

predictions of such models more reliable.
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1. Introduction

One-dimensional radionuclide migration models have often been used in

generic assessments of the safety of radioactive waste burial [l-4]. These

models typically include the effects of advection, longitudinal dispersion,

equilibrium sorption and radioactive decay chains. It is generally found

that the radionuclides which reach the biosphere in the most significant

concentrations are those which are poorly sorbed onto the rock.

However, it has been pointed out by many authors [5-8] that in rock

where the groundwater flow is predominantly through a network of

intersecting fractures, these poorly sorbed nuclides could be significantly

retarded and dispersed by a further mechanism. This is the diffusion of

dissolved nuclides from the water flowing through fractures into stagnant

water in the tnicropores of the rock matrix. Thus a one-dimensional model

which includes this effect, in addition to the ones mentioned above, is

required.

In addition to the above attributes, a general purpose model should

include the kinetics of sorption [9,10], have a flexibly defined source

term and boundary conditions, and also be efficient in the use of computer

time so that a large number of cases can be investigated.

The present work is an attempt to develop such a model by solvi: e, the

Laplace transformed transport equations analytically and then inverting

this solution numerically using an accurate and efficient method proposed

by Talbot [ll]. This approach, which was pioneered by Barker [ 12 ], has

previously been used to analyse a field experiment on the transport of

sorbed and ron-sorbed tracers through a fracture zone in crystalline rock

[lO]. The above experiment was performed in Sweden [13] and its analysis

formed part of level 2 of the international 1NTRAC0IN project [lA].
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The present model is described in section 2 and applied to a migration

problem which forms part of level 3 of INTRACOIN, in section 3. Some

conclusions of the present study are given in section 4.

2. The model

The flow region between inlet (x=O) and outlet (x=L) is idealised as a

series of equally spaced parallel fractures. The fractures are assumed to

be plane-parallel with aperture 2b, separation 2a and water velocity v.

The transport of a single decaying radionuclide through the above

system is discussed in this paper. Decay chains can be incorporated in a

straightforward way but are not included here as they are not required for

the problem considered in section 3.

The phenomena included in the model are radioactive decay, advection,

longitudinal dispersion, kinetic and/or equilibrium surface sorption and

diffusion into the rock, matrix with equilibrium bulk sorption. The

assumptions underlying the model are discussed extensively in a recent

review article [7],

2.1 Basic equations

The basic quantity of interest is N(x,t) which is the number of atoms

of the radionuclide per unit volume of water in the fracture. This

satisfies the differential equation
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advection

A _ 32N(x,t) 1 r 3S(x , t ) , n
DL 3x2 " b lat AMx.tJJ

dispersion kinetic surface sorption

D4 3N (x.v.t)

b~ ̂ 7 lw=o (2.1)
matrix diffusion

Two types of sorption onto the fracture surfaces are included in the

model. First, linear equilibrium surface sorption is included through the

constant retardation factor, R. Secondly, the first-order kinetic surface

sorption flux is included in (2.1) where S(x,t) is the number of atoms

kinetically sorbed or-to mit area of the fracture wall. This satisfies the

subsidiary differentia -luation [9,10]

= b ks N(x,t) - (kr+X)S(x,t), (2.2)

where k and k arc >e rate constants for sorpticn and release
s r v

(desorption) respe»" vely. Equilibrium and kinetic surface sorption could

occur simultaneousl' if there are two types of mineral sites on the

fracture surface wit different sorption properties. More kinetic sorption

terms, corresponding ;o further mineral sites, could be added in a

straightforward way if required.

The flux to diffusion into the rock matrix is included in (2.1), where

D is the intrinsic diffusion coefficient of the rock [7,15], w is the

coordinate into the rock perpendicular to the fracture and N (x,w,t) is the
P

number of atoms dissolved in 3 unit volume of water contained in the
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micropores of the rock. This satisfies the diffusion equation

3N (x,w,t) 32N (x.w.t)
1T = D i - T - Xap Np(x,w,t), (2.3)

where

(2.4)

is the rock capacity factor. It is the sum of a physical contribution due

to retention in the rock porosity (e ) and a chemical term due to linear
P

equilibrium bulk sorption, where K. is the mass based distribution
a

coefficient and p is the density.

The remaining terras in (2.1) arise from longitudinal dispersion which

is modelled using the conventional diffusion-like approximation [l6] with a

constant dispersivity, D , and radioactive decay with a decay constant A.

2.2 Initial and boundary conditions

The initial conditions considered here are that at t O the fracture

and rock are devoid of the nuclide in question.

The boundary conditions at the fracture inlet and outlet are chosen to

be fairly general in order that a variety of different situations can be

studied. Explicitly they are taken to be

and

d N(L,t) + d A ^
1 2 3x

0, (2.6)
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where c,, c , d and d_ are constants, L is f.he length of the fracture

which can be finite or infinite, and f(t) is a function of time. In the

present application of the model, f(t) is taken to be a decaying top-hat

release,

f(t) = foexp(-ut)[H(t)-H(t-T)j, (2.7)

where the Heaviside function H(t) = 0 for t<0 and unity for t>0. However,

any function f(t) could be used provided that its Laplace transform, f(s),

is an analytic function, or a linear combination of analytic functions, of

the transform variable s.

The boundary conditions for the concentration in the pores, N (x,w,t),

P

are as follows. First, the concentration is assumed to be continuous

between the fracture and the micropores so that

N (x.O.t) = N(x,t). (2.8)
P

Secondly, there is no flux across the symmetry plane at w=a, thus

3N (x,w,t)
P

w = a = 0 . (2.9)

2.3 Laplace transform solution

Equations (2.1) - (2.9) are solved using Laplace transforms, as

described in detail in [17].

3. INTRACOIN level 3

The problems discussed in this section form part of level 3 of the

international INTRACOIN project [14]. They are intended to elucidate the
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influence of various physical and chemical mechanisms on the migration of

radionuclides in fractured rock. The data is based on conditions at the

Finnsjö site in east central Sweden. Complete definitions of the central

case and the eleven variations are given in fl7 \ The parameter values

used in the present study are listed in table 1. Note that an incorrect

value of the solubility limited leach time (L ,) was used in fl7 \ The

present calculations use a value of 4.16x10 years, following the arguments

of Andersson, Rasmuson and Neretnieks [19 1. A further error in fl7 ] was

that the cases which did not involve dispersion (variations 1,2,3 and 4)

were inadvertently multiplied by the factor exp(-Rx\/v).

3.1 Results

The above cases have been computed using a program (NAM1D) which

evaluates the expressions given in section 2. The time-dependent discharge

rates for variations 1-11 are shown as dashed lines in figs. 1-11

respectively. In addition the result for the central case is shown as a

continuous line on each figure. The maximum discharge rates and the times

at which they occur are summarised for all cases in table 2.

As a prelude to the following discussion we recall that in the absence

of any retardation mechanisms the nuclide travel time is 50 years and that

4
linear equilibrium surface sorption increases this by a factor R-l.62x10

to 8.1x10 years. The pulse time for congruent release (central case and

variations 1-5,8,10,11) is 10 years while for solubility limited release

(variations 6,7,9) it is 4.16x10 years.

The central case includes the effects of dispersion and sorption. The

long delay provided by sorption ensures that there is sufficient time for

dispersion to significantly spread out the peak from its original top-hat

profile. As the mean travel time is a few times smaller than the half-

life, the peak is only marginally depressed by radioactive decay. It can

be shown that the maximum for a pulse occurs at a time, t , which is

max
a p p r o x i m a t e l y g i v e n by f l 7 l
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D (l+AAD,R/v2+9D.2/x2v2)- - 3D. /xv

t = ^ [ ^ ^ L
" a x V 1 + AlD,R/v2

This formula agrees well with the value quoted in table 2.

When the nuclide is purely advected along the fracture (variation 1)

it arrives at the fissure zone after 50 years and continues to emerge for

the next 10 years. In the absence of any retardation mechanisms, the

output profile is a direct reflection of the input. There is little effect

of radioactive decay since all the nuclide has arrived within about one

twentieth of the half-life.

Variation 2 includes matrix diffusion but no dispersion or sorption.

The diffusion process allows nuclide to penetrate and be retained by an

increasingly thick surface layer of rock. For the present parameters the

-4
effective thickness of this layer substantially exceeds the value o = 10 m

appropriate to surface sorption. Thus the effective retardation factor

significantly exceeds that due to equilibrium surface sorption. As a

consequence the output pulse is delayed for a time much greater than the

half-life and so the nuclide decays to negligible levels during its

migration through the rock mass. This accounts for the exceedingly low

discharge rate shown in fig. 2. It can be shown that the time, t , at

max
which the maximum occurs for a pulse is approximately given by [17]

P -i 4x a D.X i

max v 4A - 9 y2b2

which agrees well with the value quoted in table 2.

Variation 3 shows the effect of linear equilibrium surface sorption in

the absence of any other retardation mechanism. It simply increases the
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transit time by the factor R=l.62x10 over that for the purely advective

case (variation 1). Thus the nuclide is discharged approximately uniformly

between 8x10 years and 9x10 years. Since all the nuclide arrives within

a fraction of the half-life, relatively little of it decays along the

migration path.

Variation 4 includes both sorption and matrix diffusion but no

dispersion. Thus it only differs from variation 2 by the addition of

surface sorption. However, diffusion accesses a depth of rock, a ff, which

is much greater than the depth, o, penetrated by surface sorption.

Consequently the retardation due to surface sorption is relatively

unimportant and so figs. 2 and 4 are very similar.

Variation 5 has dispr sion but no sorption or matrix diffusion. For

this case the mean transit time (50 years) is not long enough for

dispersion to have a significant effect. Thus it is very similar to the

purely advective case (variation 1) except that the edges of the output

profile are slightly rounded. The fall-off at the end of the pulse appears

to be more rapid than the initial breakthrough because of the logarithmic

time axis.

Variation 6 is identical to the previous case except that the source

term is solubility limited and so nuclide enters the rock mass at a lower

rate for a longer time. This results in the maximum being lowered in

proportion to the lowered leach rate. Once again there is not enough time

for dispersion to significantly spread the pulse.

Variation 7 shows how the central case is altered by using the

solubility limited source term. Because of the increased pulse length

there is insufficient time for dispersion to lower the maximum. Its only

effect is to smear the edges of the output pulse. As in variations 5 and 6

the leading edge appears rounder than the trailing edge because of the

logarithmic time axis.
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• • •

Variation 8 Includes all three retardation mechanisms namely

dispersion, sorption and matrix diffusion with the congruent dissolution

source term. In common with variations 2 and 4 the pulse is retarded by

•ar.rix diffusion to such an extent that it undergoes considerable

radioactive decay. Remarkably, the present maximum concentration is about

sixteen orders of magnitude larger than when dispersion was omitted. The

reason for this is that some neptunium is dispersed ahead of the main pilsa

and thereby reaches the outlet within a few half-lives. This extreme

sensitivity to the presence or absence of dispersion has previously been

discussed by Hader«w«n fl? ]. Thus in variations 2,4 and 8, where matrix

diffusion results in a mean travel time of many half-lives, the maxima are

determined by the small quantities of nuclide at the leading edge of the

pulse.

Variation 9 uses the solubility limited source term, otherwise it is

the same as the previous case. The reduced input flux for this source term

is reflected in the smaller maximum output flux which once again arises

from solute which has been dispersed ahead of the main pulse.

Variation 10 illustrates the effect of kinetic surface sorption on the

central case. In the absence of any relevant data, three illustrative

curves for fast (variation 10.1, Sc =10 year ), medium (variation 10.2,

k -10"1 year"1) and slow (variation 10.3, k »10 year"1) sorption are

shown. The desocption rate (k ) is taken to be k /R so that at large times

r s

the equilibrium partition result would be obtained. When the kinetic

sorption is very rapid (k »10 year ) compared to the rate at which water

traverses the length of the fracture (2x10 year ) the result Is almost

identical to the central case which assumes an instantaneous reaction.

However, if the rate of sorption is slower (k =-10 year ) than the water

flow rate then very little of the nuclide sorbs onto the fracture surface.
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During the pulse, this situation is similar to the no sorption case shown

in figs. 5. At the end of the input pulse the neptunium that has sorbed

starts to desorb at a slow rate k =10 years . An intermediate case

where the sorption rate (k =10 year ) is only a few times larger than

the water flow rate is also shown in fig. 10.

While the results shown in fig. 10 are interesting, it should be borne

in mind that if matrix diffusion is present, it will generally dominate the

effects of kinetic sorption on the fracture walls. For instance, variation

8 remains virtually unaltered if kinetic surface sorption with the above

rates is used instead of equilibrium surface sorption.

Finally, variations 11.1 and 11.2 examine the effect on the central

case of using the alternative boundary conditions of zero concentration

gradient and infinite column length respectively. These are seen to have

little effect on the discharge rate.

3.2 Discussion

The above results illustrate the potential importance of rock matrix

diffusion as a retardation mechanism for radionuclides flowing through

fractured rock. For example the maximum discharge rate of neptunium for a

model including dispersion, sorption and matrix diffusion (variation 8) is

seven orders of magnitude smaller than for the central case where matrix

diffusion is omitted.

Thus if the physical and chemical parameters used in the present

assessment are correct then matrix diffusion would have a very significant

effect on the migration of Np-237. However, it is not clear whether the

large value of K. used here, which was obtained from batch measurements on

crushed rock, is appropriate for describing sorption in the bulk of the

rock. It would be very helpful to have a more direct measurement of this

quantity in order to improve the reliability of safety analyses. Also, the
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assumptions of the present model should be extensively tested against field

experiraants.

A. Conclusions

A preliminary version of the program NAM1D for the transport of

radionuclides through fractured rock has been developed. It includes the

effects of advection, dispersion, kinetic and/or equilibrium surface

sorption and diffusion into the rock matrix with equilibrium bulk sorption

for the first member of a decay chain. Also, flexible input and output

boundary conditions are incorporated. The model is evaluated by

numerically inverting the analytical solution to the Laplace transformed

migration equations using Talbot's algorithm. This has been found to be a

convenient, versatile, efficient and accurate solution technique for the

parameter values used in this report. However, Talbot's algorithm requires

modification for some other ranges of parameters.

The model has been applied to a radionuclide migration problem which

forms part of level 3 of the international INTRACOIN project. The data is

based on conditions at the Finnsjö site in east central Sweden, and the aim

is to elucidate the influence of various physical and chemical mechanisms.

T-.'elve cases consisting of various combinations of mechanisms and boundary

conditions were considered.

The most important retardation mechanism was found to be diffusion of

neptunium into the rock matrix and its subsequent sorption in the bulk of

the rock. It was shown that inclusion of this phenomenon could lower the

discharge rate by seven orders of magnitude. However, improved input data

and field testing are required to make the predictions of such models more

reliable.
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Table 1
Parameter values

Parameter

Path length

Separation of fractures

Fracture width

Flow porosity

Water velocity tn fractures

Water flux in bedrock

Decay constant of Np-237

Half-life of Np-237

Initial inventory

Retardation factor

Density of bedrock

Sorption capacity

Thickness of surface layer

Longitudinal dispersivity

Capacity factor

Matrix porosity

Intrinsic dlffusivity

Symbol

x,L

2a

2b

ej = 3b/a

V

Q=3vb/a

\

t|=ln(2)/\

mo

R=l+(Tp<yb

I")

Kd

a

DL

°P

FP

Di
I

Cong-uent dissolution pulse time T

Solubility limited leach rate

Solubility limited leach time

Solubility of Np-237

Flowrate past canister

Lsol

Tsol

sol
C

Osol

Value

100m

5m

1.67xl0~4m

lO"4

6.34xl0~8m/s

0.2x10"-.u3/m2.year

1.03xl0~14s"1

2.14xl06 years

2.114 kg

1.62xl04

2700 kg/m3

5 m3/kg

10"4m

1.27xl0~6m2/s

1.35xl04

-3
5 x 10

5xl0"1Am2/s

10 years

2.4xl0"7kg/year

4.16xlO6 years

8xlO"6kg/m3

3OxlO"3m3/year
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Table 2

Maximum discharge rate and tine of
appearance of the aaximum for the ceitral

case and variations 1-11

Variation

Central case
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10.1
10.2
10.3
11.1
11.2

Time of maximum
(years)

4.43 x 105

5.0 x 101

7.47 x 10*
8.10 x 10*
7.55 x 10,
2.71 x 10~
1.00 x 10;?
4.21 x 10°
9.50 x 10°
1.17 x io'
4.44 x 10^
1.00 x 10*
2.66 x 10*
5.37 x 10*
4.90 x 10*

Maximum discharge rate
(Ci/year)

1.97 x 10~*
1.49 x 10 I
1.24 x 10
1.15 x 10 *
9.57 x 10 1°
1.49 x 10 J
1.69 x 10";
1.38 x 10";
2.97 x 10"13

1.37 x 10"13

1.95 x 10 6

2.16 x 10"6

1.43 x lO'l
1.50 x 10 °
1.52 x 10 6
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Figure Captions

1. Discharge rate as a furetlon of time for variation I and the central
case.

2. Discharge rate as a function of tine for variation 2 and the central
case.

3. Discharge rate as a function of time for variation 3 and the central
case.

4. Discharge rate as a function of tine for variation 4 and the central
case.

5. Discharge rate as a function of tine for variation 5 and the central
case.

6. Discharge rate as a function of tine for variation 6 and the central
case.

7. Discharge rate as a function of tine for variation 7 and the central
case.

8. Discharge rate as function of tine for variation 8 and the central
case.

9. Discharge rate as a function of tine for variation 9 and the central
case.

10. Discharge rate as a function of time for variation 10 and the central
case.

11. Discharge rate as function of tine for variation 11 and the central
case.
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Introduction

Prediction of radionuclide migration in fissured rock has become an
important factor in the safety analysis of repositories for radio-
active waste. I t is of v i ta l interest to be able to estimate the re-
lease rate of the nuclides to the biosphere, i f the canisters start
to leak. I t is also important in the design of such a repository to
see how various barriers influence the release rate. The main tools
for these predictions are mathematical models, in which the major
effects on the transport of the nuclides are included. The most
important effects are convection, dispersion, sorption and radioactive
decay.

Another inportant factor is the diffusion of radionuclides into the

micropores of the bedrock (matrix diffusion). By this mechanism the

nuclides are withdrawn from the water flowing in the fracture net-

work. The result is an improved retardation, not only for the sorbing

species. The delay in the transport also gives extra time for the

nonsorbing nuclides to lower i t s concentration by radioactive decay.

Mathematical model

The purpose of the model is to describe the migration of radionuclides

in fissured rock. When radionuclides are released from a repository

into the flowing groundwater in the fractures, they are mainly

transported by convection. I f no other mechanisms were involved the

migration rate would only be determined by the water flow rate.

However, this is not the case. The nuclides interact with the sur-

rounding rock in terms of matrix diffusion and sorption. In the

fracture the effects of dispersion cause some nuclides to arrive

earlier than the mean water transport time at a given point in the

flow direction. This mechanism also tends to lower the peak

concentration.

The assumptions made in the derivation of the model is summarized in
the following points:
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* The rock is regarded as consisting of porous blocks separateG by

fissures.

* The block size is uniform and small, corrpared w U h the travel

distances of interest.

* The dispersion is included in the equations as an extra diffusion

term.

* The local sorption is instantaneous and is described by a linear

equilibrium expression.

* The blocks are looked upon as being spherical and the radio-

nuclide migration within them is described by the diffusion equa-

tion.

Eqjuatijjnj

For the flow in the fracture we have

3 cf 3c , 3 2 c , 1-e,
R . _ L + v . _ L _ D - ^ X = - -
a 3t 3z L 3Z* e.

The terms represent, from the le f t to the r igh t , accumulation in the

water in the fracture + surface sorption, convection, longitudinal

dispersion, accumulation in the rock and radioactive decay.

I f we assume that the driving force for diffusion in the block is a

concentration gradient in the stagnant micropore water we get

3c 3c, 32c 0 3c
e —E.+ — i S E . D [~£ + i — £ ) - x (c . c + c ) (2)

p3 t 3t p p 3 r r 3r d p p s

in which Cp denotes the concentration in the micropore water and

cs the concentration in the sol id rock.
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By using the linear equilibrium expression ( t p • cp • cs

K • Cp) cs can be expressed in terms of Cp

c s = ( K - E p ) c p (3)

Equation (3) is now substituted into equation (2) and we f inal ly

arrive at

3c
R

3t K ar2 r 3r d p

The fracture and the rock are initially free from solute, which gives

the initial conditions

c f = 0 all z, t = 0 (5)

c p = 0 all z, all r, t = 0 (6)

At the inlet zone two types of boundary conditions are used due to

different dissolution of the waste. The two cases considered is

congruent dissolution and solubi l i ty limited source term.

Congruent dissolution

m
A-vcf =-5 exp(-H)(H(t) - H(t-T. )) (7)

T l L L

at z = 0

SoJu]>iJi_ty_ljnntjt_io.I]

A-vc f = Ps (H(t) - H(t-Ts)) (8)

at z - C
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The remaining boundary conditions are:

c. = 0 when z * « (9)

= 0 r = 0 (10)

Boundary condition (11) is the coupling between equation (1) and (4).

In equation (8) is the solubi l i ty limited release time denoted by

T$. It is the time when a l l the i n i t i a l amount in the repository of

radionuclides have disappeared by leaching and radioactive decay.

According to Hodgkinson et al (5) Ts is given by

moexp (-XTS) - Ps • Ts = 0 (12)

However, this expression does not take into account the outflow from

the repository in calculating the mass loss due to radioactive decay.

This gives a too high decay rate and a too short leach time.

The basic equation is:

with m = m0 at t = 0.

Integration gives

p
m = rn e ~ U - r 1 (1 - e " U ) (14)

0 A
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By setting m = 0 in equation (14) we get instead of (12)

INTRACOIN level 3

The main object in this INTRACOIN level 3 study is to i l lustrate how

the migration of radionuclides are influenced by various mechanisms.

For th is purpose twelve different cases are defined in which these

mechanisms are varied.

The cases treated in this report are l isted in Table 1. The reference
given for each case indicates where the solution to the equations is
to be found. Both analytical and numerical solutions have been
ut i l ized and for some cases both are presented.
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Table 1. Treated cases

Case

Central
case

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Mechanisms

dispersion, sorption,
no matrix diffusion

no dispersion, no sorption,
no matrix diffusion

no dispersion, no sorption,
matrix diffusion

no dispersion, sorption,
no matrix diffusion

no dispersion, sorption,
matrix diffusion

dispersion, no sorption,
no matrix diffusion

dispersion, no sorption,
no matrix dif fusion,
so lub i l i ty l imited source
term

dispersion, sorption,
no matrix diffusion,
so lub i l i ty l imited source
term

dispersion, sorption
matrix diffusion

dispersion, sorption
matrix diffusion
so lub i l i ty limited source
term

dispersion, reaction

Solution procedure
with reference

Analytical

Analytical

Analytical

Analytical

Analytical

Analytical

Analytical

Analytical

Analytical
Numerical

Analytical
Numerical

Numerical

(4)

(2)

(2)

(4)

(3)

(3)

(2)
(1)

(6)
(1)

(1)

Figure

Al l

1

2

3

4

5

6,7

8,9

10

11,12

13
rate controlled sorption,
no matrix diffusion

The term "sorption" is here to be understood as surface sorption, for

which the penetration depth is given to 0.1 mm. Matrix diffusion also

includes sorption in the micropores of the rock.
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The data l isted below are used in the calculations:

Water f lux in bedrock

Travel distance
Fl ow porosity

Block size

Half l i f e

Sorption capacity

Bedrock density

Volume equilibrium constant
Inventory per 1 tonne of fuel

Leach time
i t

# i

Peclet number

Effective di f fusiv i ty in bedrock

0.2-10-3 mVm2,

100 m

10-14

5 m

2.1 -10 6 years

5 m3/kg

2 700 kg/m3

1.35-10-

2 114 g

, year

105 years (congruent d iss)

3.16-10 6 years

4 .16-10 6 years

5

5-10-11* m2/s

(solubil i ty
1imited source)
eq. 12

(solubil i ty
limited source)
eq. 15

Inlet boundary condition for
solubi l i ty limited source term

Mass transfer coefficient for
mass transfer controlled sorption

Penetration depth (surface
sorption)
Surface retardation factor

2.4-10-" g/year

10.0/year

0.1 mm

1.62-10"

Results

Vari at ion 1

Here no retardation mechanisms are involved, so the input pulse w i l l

be unchanged at the sampling point 100 m downstream. The f i r s t

nuclides arr ive after 50 years, which is the travel time for the

water. The pulse continues for the next 105 years with a s l ight

decrease in height (about 3 %), due to radioactive decay.
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joj\

In this case matrix diffusion is added. The nuclides diffuse into the

micropores of the rock matrix and are reversibly sorbed by the solid

rock. The sorption process continues unti l the end of the leach time.

When this occurs the nuclide is part ial ly desorbed and transported

back into the flowing water in the fracture. However, the time spent

in the matrix has given the nuclide considerable time to decay. The

concentration may therefore be reduced several orders of magnitude.

The equations involved are solved analytically with Laplace
transformation and inversion in the complex plane. The solution is
presented elsewhere (2). The result from this computation is not given
as a breakthrough curve with leach time 105 years. Instead two curves
are plotted, a decay curve (exp(-Xt) vs t) and a breakthrough curve
with in f in i te leach time. The reason for this procedure is the very
low concentration level of the real breakthrough curve. As a matter of
fact i t is so low that the iirpact of truncation errors (due to
insufficient number of digits in the floating point representation on
the used computer) made i t impossible to get a correct solution.

The correct breakthrough curve is obtained multiplying the two curves
in Fig. 2. But for times greater than 105 years the value taken from
the breakthrough curve must be subtracted by the value at time t - 105

years. The reason for this i t that the breakthrough curve in Fig. 2.
is given for in f in i te leach time. In the calculation the volume
equilibrium constant, K = K(jp, is equal to 1.35-101* m3/m3. For this
case the resulting breakthrough curve is far below the bottom of the
diagram.

iatu>n 3

In this case surface sorption is the only retarding mechanism. The
nuclide is sorbed onto the bedrock in a 0.1 mm thick layer. The
concentration is uniform within this layer and in equi1 ibri urn with the
nuclide concentration in the fracture. Because of the surface sorption
the travel time is increased by a factor 1.62'K)1*, compared to
variation 1.
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Varijtjon 4̂

Trie only difference from variation 2 is that surface sorption is

introduced on top of the matrix diffusion. The result is presented as

a decay and a breakthrough curve with infinite leach time, due to the

same numerical problems as in variation 2. A comparison between Fig.

(2) and Fig. (4) gives that the surface sorption has negligible

influence upon the retardation. The reason is of course that the

diffusion penetrates the rock much deeper than the surface sorption

and total ly dominates the retardation process.

Variation 5 includes dispersion but no surface sorption or matrix

diffusion. The dispersion causes a part of the nuclide to travel

faster and a part slower than the mean flow velocity. This is

indicated by the rounded edges on the breakthrough curve in Fig. (5).

The solution is given by the expression:

f(z,t) = 0.5 • (erfc (Z"V<t
2 • • (DL-tF

for 0 < t < Ts

r = * • f(z.
o

but for t > TL

^ =e" X t (f(z,t) - f(z,t - TL))
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V^ri j t jon t i .^

In this variation the solubility limited source term is introduced for

the f i r s t time. The other parameters are the same as variation 5,

except for the leach time. The value used (Ts = 3.16-106 years) is

computed from equation (12).

The breakthrough curve is calculated with:

g(z,t) = i . {exp(f£. (1-/(1 +4 .

z - t • u • / (1 + 4

e r f c ( y l 4 D t v <

+ exp (— - (1 + / (1 + 4 • — T 4 ) ) *

z
/ ^+ t • u • / (1 + 4 —JO

erfc ( v )} (18)
/ (4 • D. • t)

cf0 < t < T $ gives — = g(z,t)

and

t > Ts gives f- = g(z,t) - g(z,t-T$)
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Vajrijt_kKi f±.2_

The only exception from variation 6.1 is the leach time. Here this

time is obtained from equation (15) and found to be equal to 4.16406

years.

Vanatiqn 2-i

This case includes dispersion, surface sorption but no matrix d i f fu-

sion. Leach time is equal to 3.16»106 years. The solution is the same

as for variation 6.1 but with V' = V/R and D' = D./R .

J/ar iation ].2

In variation 7.2 the leach time has been changed to 4.16-106 years,

as conpared to variation 7.1.

Vajrijjtjoj] £1

Variation 8 includes al l three mechanisms (dispersion, sorption and

matrix diffusion) with congruent dissolution. Both numerical and

analytical solutions are uti l ized here. The numerical solver (1) uses

as a method called "integrated f i n i t e differences" for solving the

partial di f ferent ial equations that describe the case. The analytical

solutions are obtained using the Laplace transformation method (2).

The two solutions dif fer considerably which can be seen in Figure

(6). The numerical scheme si f fer from truncation errors, due to the

very low concentration level of the breakthrough curve.

Varijtjom j).J[

Variation 9.1 treats dispersion, sorption and matrix diffusion with

solubi l i ty limited source term. Here as in variation 8 both numerical

(1) and analytical solutions (6) are presented. The leach time is

3.16-106 years.
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jon

Variation 9.2 is identical with variation 9.1, but the leach time

equals 4.16»10° years.

So far the sorption process in the fissures has been regarded as

instantaneous. However, in this variation a masstransfer resistance is

introduced between the water and the solid phase.

The mass transfer coefficient between the l iquid and the solid phases
is defined by

dW = kf • (cf - c . ) dV (16)

o

where dW denotes the molar flow rate in volume dV.

The problem is solved numerically with the same computer program that
was used in variations 8 and 9. The masstransfer coefficient is equal
to 10 m/year.

In Table 2 the maximum discharge rates and time of appearance of the

maximum for the central case and varidtinns are given. Note that only

the convective part is accounted for as primarily the concentration

profiles are calculated.
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Table 2. Maximum discharge rate

Variation

1

2

3

A
H

5

6.1

6.2

7.1

7.2

8

9.1

9.2

10

Time
(years)

50

-

8.13-105

3.72-102

4.96-102

4.96-102

3.12-106

3.12-106

9.14.106

8.73-106

1.14-107

1.15.107

1.14-107

1.2 MO7

3.36-105

Outflow
(grams/year ;

2.114-10-2

-

1.62-10"2

2.114-10"2

2.4-10 "4

2.4.10-^

1.86-10-1*

1.86.10-"

2.48.10-10

1.09-10"9

8.96»10-11

3.66-10-10

1.16-10-10

4.57.10-10

4.93.10-3

(analytical)
(numerical)

(analytical)
(numerical)

(analytical)
(numerical)
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Notation

A cross-sectional area of fractures at repository, m2

Cf concentration in fissure, mol/m3

Cp concentration in l iquid in micro fissures, mol/m

cs concentration in solid rock, mol/m3

c0 inlet concentration in the l iquid, mol/m3

DL longitudinal dispersion coefficient, m2/s

Dp di f fusiv i ty in pore water, m /s

K volume equilibrium constant, m3/m3

kf mass transfer coefficient, m/y

m inventory of radionuclide, kg

m0 init ial inventory of radionuclide, kg

Ps solubility limited leach rate, kg/s

Pe Peciet number, equal t o z«v/D|_

Ra surface retardation factor

r radial distance from center of spherical block, m

r0 effective block radius, m

t time

"Tl/2 half life of the nuclide, s

T s leach time (solubility limited source term), s

T[_ leach time (congruent dissolution), s

v velocity of water in fissures, m/s

W molar flow rate in volume dV

z distance in flow direction, m

cf porosity of fissure network

ep " rock matrix

X decay constant o f r a d i o n u c l i d e , s~x

p dens i t y o f t he bedrock, kg/m3
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1. INTRODUCTION

INTRACOIN study, level 3, fractured medium case was set up to

investigate the impact of various physico-chemical mechanisms

(dispersion, sorption, matrix diffusion and solubility limit)

alone and together with each other on the discharge pulse. In

this way it is possible to indentify the mechanisms that have

the strongest impact on the discharge pulse.

'Fractured medium' simulates conditions at the Finnsjön site

in east-central Sweden (depth 500 m, granitic rock). The

bedrock is thought to consist of a regular grid of cubic

blocks with flow porosity between the blocks.

VTT has taken part in level 3 calculations using codes GETOUT

and MMT1D.

2. RESULTS

2.1 Calculated cases

Complete description of the calculation cases and the data is

given in Annex 1. The cases calculated by VTT have been

summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Summary of the calculated cases*.

Case

Central case
Variation 1
Variation 3
Variation 5
Variation 6
Variation 65
Variation 7
Variation 75

General characterization of the case

Dispersion

i 
+ 

i 
+ 

+ 
i 

i 
+

Sorption

+ 
+ 

i 
i i

 
+ 

i 
+

Matrix
di ffusion

i 
i 

i 
i 

i 
i 

i 
i

Solubility
limit

i 
i 

i 
i + + + +

*) Variations 65 and 75 are not ii.eluded in Annex 1. They are
our own reference oases for variations 6 and 7
respectively.
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2.2 Summary of results

The numerical results calculated with codes GETOUT and MMT1D

are summarized in Table 2. Figures 1 and 2 show the results in

more detail.

Table 2. Summary of the numerical results.

Case

Central case

Variation 1

Variation 3

Variation 5

Variation 6

Variation 65

Variation 7

Variation 75

Code

GETOUT

MMT1D

GETOUT

MMT1D

GETOUT

MMT1D

GETOUT

MMT1D

MMT1D

MMT1D

MMT1D

MMT1D

Time of

discharg

Laj

4.91

4.54

6.25

5.00

8.21

8.06

2.38

1.52

1 .94

4.72

2.00

1.17

maximum

e rate

E5

E5

El

El

E5

E5

E2

E2

E2

El

E6

E6

Maximum discharge

rate

tCi/aj

1.53E-6

1.62E-6

1.50E-5

1 .5OE-5

1.14E-5

1 .15E-5

1.50E-5

1.50E-5

1.72E-7

1.7OE-7

1.32E-7

1.31E-7
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/ y \ TECHNICAL RESEARCH CENTRE OF FINLAND
\TT/NUCLEAR ENGINEERING LABORATORY

5

i
a

N
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10 1C§

Figure 1. Fractured medium results obtained with GETOUT.

Legend: see Table 1. 'Time' is time after the start

of release.
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v - VflR 7
• - VflR 75

10'

Figure 2. Fractured medium results obtained with MMT1D.

Legend: see Table 1. 'Time1 is time after the start

of release.
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2.3 Discussion of the results

The results calculated by the codes can be checked with rough

manual calculations. The maximum discharge rate level

estimated by dividing the initial inventory of Np-237 (1.5 Ci)

by the release time (1E5 a) is 1.5 E-5 Ci/a. It's seen from

Table 2 that all the computed discharge rates are below (or

equal to) this simplified theoretical maximum.

The minimum time of the discharge pulse, estimated by dividing

the flow path length (100 m) by the velocity of the nuclide, 2

n/a when no sorption, 1.23E-4 m/a when sorption, is about 50

a and 8.10 E5 a respectively. This time is blurred when

dispersion is present. It is seen from Figures 1 and 2 that

arriving times are reasonable compared with these simplified

theoretical values.

The accuracy at the beginning of the pulse depends on the

number of time steps used by the codes in calculations. MMT1D

has the following characteristic feature: the longer the time

steps in the simulation, the sooner the beginning of the pulse

discharges.

In the case of solubility limited source term the available
sol

water flowrate Q (30 I/a) is employed in MMTlD-calculations

using a flow tube 10 m * 15 m * 100 m with porosity 1E-4
sol

(water velocity is 2 m/a). The solubility C of Np-237 in

reducing groundwater is 8E-6 g/1.

The inlet boundary condition is (see Annex 1)

N = 2.4E-4 g/a = 1.70E-7 Ci/a (1)

For variation 6, in MMT1D calculation the result is

practically as expected. As a check run variation 65 was set

up (»variation 6 without dispersion). Variation 65 enables one

to check the result by simple manual calculations. The result

is as expected as can be seen in Table 2.
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In variation 7 there is sorption (retention factor R = 1.62

E4). Because of this, the fraction of total activity present

in flowing water, at every moment, is multiplied by the same

factor (1/R) as the velocity (and the mass flow) of the

nuclide. The solubility limit, however, does not change and

the mass flow of the nuclide can accordingly be multiplied by

R, which gives the same inlet boundary condition as in

variation 6, i.e. fi.

As can be seen in Table 2 the result is as expected, the drop

in discharge rate level is caused by radioactive decay in flow

tube.

As an MMT1D check run for variation 7 variation 75 was set up

(variation 7 without dispersion). Here again variation 75

enables one to check the result by manual calculations. The

result is as expected, the drop in discharge rate level is due

to radioactive decay during migration.

3. CONCLUSIONS

The result of nuclide transport in geosphere, the discharge

pulse, depends on many physico-chemical factors such as

convection, hydrodynanv.c dispersion, sorption (matrix

diffusion is one submechanism), and solubility limits in deep

groundwaters. Using consistent and representative data to

combine these mechanisms in migration process it's possible to

get some picture of the relative importance of the phenomena.

This chapter also touches some mechanisms not wholly included

in INTRACOIN study, and presents some aspects on using

migration codes in general.

3.1 The importance of studied phenomena

In the light of the results achieved, following conclusions

can be drawn, which are pertinent to the nuclide and

conditions studied.
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Hydrodynamic dispersion has little effect on the final

discharge pulse when there is no sorption: only the beginnig

of the pulse appears a little earlier, discharge rate level is

not effected. Combined with sorption, dispersion has a strong

spreading effect on the pulse, and causes the maximum

discharge rate level to drop by approximately 1 order of

magnitude compared with the theoretical maximum (variation

1).

Sorption causes distinct retardation but because of the long

half-life of Np-237 (2.1E6 a) this retardation alone does not

strongly drop the discharge rate level (a factor of 0.77

compared with the theoretical maximum (variation 1)).

Solubility-limited source term has a relatively strong effect

on the discharge rate level when there is no sorption: -2

orders of magnitude compared with the theoretical maximum

(variation 1). Adding sorption, the discharge rate level will

drop further because of radioactive decay during migration.

3.2 The importance of phenomena not studied in INTRACOIN

1NTRAC0IN study has dealt with idealized situations, the main

effort has been in level 1 calculations, where the numerical

accuracy of the codes was investigated. This has been a good

and necessary starting point and one could carry on the idea

of comparing different ways to describe migration processes by

tackling a realistic, given waste repository and realistic

site conditions.

One could for example give the dimensions of the waste

repository so that the source of activity would not be a point

source. Also, route dispersion would be interesting to study:

various parallel flow routes, each one possibly heterogeneous

consisting of layered media. All the routes could be made to

discharge into the same recipient.
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By not making too precise definitions about the modelling

procedure one could really compare different strategies to

handle a complicated but realistic problem.

3.3 On the usefulness of migration codes

Using migration codes is a central part of safety analysis of

a nuclear waste repository. When handling a real repository -

bedrock system, the parameter values used as input to

migration codes are generally uncertain: many parameters may

have a range of uncertainty of orders of magnitude.

In this situation the role of migration codes is in

sensitivity analysis, the result of which is knowledge about

the impact of uncertainty of input parameters on the final

discharge pulse.

In the light of previous facts, paying too much attention to

the numerical accuracy (of the order of few percents) of the

codes as such, is not of primary importance. Moreover, high

numerical accuracy is highly important only when one is

solving the right transport equation; the correctness is

extremely difficult to prove.

KRAS/LL
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3-

Q Water flux in bedrock O.2*iO~3m /m »year

Z- Travel distance 100 m
1) -..

£. Flow porosity 10

S Block size (cubes) 5 m

Tj Half life Np-237 2.1*10s years

K. Sorption capacity 5 m /kg

p Density of bedrock 2700 kg/m

nä. Inventory per 1 tonne of fuel (or waste) 1.5 Ci (211U g)

T Leach time 105 years

a Dispersion length (D = a«UJ (Fee = 5) 20 m
Li T

Preferred effluent boundary condition:

At Z = 100 m, C = 0

l) The flow porosity ef is defined by Gf = 3|-

where 2b is the width of conductive fractures.

h. Variations.

The following variations should be calculated:

1) no dispersion, no sorption, no matrix diffusion

2) no dispersion, no sorption, matrix diffusion

3) no dispersion, sorption, no matrix diffusion

h) no dispersion, sorption, matrix diffusion

5) dispersion, no sorption, no matrix diffusion

6) dispersion, no sorption, no matrix diffusion, solubility limited source te

7) dispersion, sorption, no matrix diffusion, solubility limited source term

3) dispersion, sorption, matrix Jifuusion

9) dispersion, sorption, matrix diffusion, solubility limited source term

In addition the following variations are suggested:

10) dispersion, reaction rate controlled sorption, no matrix diffusion

11) dispersion, sorption, no matrix diffusion, alternative effluent boundary

conditions

12) dispersion (longitudinal and radial), sorption, no matrix diffusion

The term "sorption" refers to sorption on the walls of the fractures. The

term "matrix diffusion" also includes sorption in microfractures of the mat-

rix. Data for the above variations are found in section 5-
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1 . No dispersion a = O m.

2. Matrix diffusion

Effective dif

(see appendix)

Effective diffusivity D. = 5 • 10~ 1 4 m2/s

Matrix porosity z - 5 * 10

3. Solubility limited source term

The solubility C s o 1 of Np in groundwater is less than

8 • 10 mg/1 in reducing groundwaters.

The water flowrate to dissolve the constituents of 1 tonne

of fuel tor waste) Q ^ 1 is 30 • 10~3 m3/year. In the

beginning this flowrate cannot carry all the Np-237 released

by congruent dissolution. The inlet boundary condition is

N - Q - 1 • C S O 1 = 2.4 • 1 0"
4 g/year.

4. Reaction rate

No data available. Those who do this must supply data

and rationale for choice of data themselves.

5. Effluent boundary condition

C = 0 x -» oo

(x = distance in flow direction;

infinite co'lumr. conditions) .

dc =0 at Z = 100 n
37

6. Radial dispersion

D = DT • 0.1
r i->

Note that the total outflow rate to the fissure zone

still is asked for.
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To clarify the nomenclature concerning the diffusivity

of the rock matrix the following formulas are given:

Diffusivity in the pores:

D = D • -£-
P w T2

Effective diffusivity

D = D * £
e P P

Apparent diffusivity

* s
Where

Da apparent diffusitivity

D effective diffusivitv
e

D diffusivity in the pores

D diffusivitv in unconfined water
w

K volume based distribution coefficient

constrictivity

e block porosity
P
, 2 tortuosity
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1. INTRODUCTION

This report describes the results of calculations made by POLYDYNAMICS

for the set of problems constituting INTRACOIN Level 3.

On this occasion the one-dimensional version of TROUGH has been used.

The purpose of the Level 3 study is to examine the effects of individual

mechanisms on a simple, but typical migration path.

The cases to be calculated in INTRACOIN Level 3 concern transport from a

specified concentration level downstream through an idealised fissured

rock mass. This is thought of as a uniform assembly of cubic blocks with

5 m side length. Groundwater flows through these blocks parallel to one

of the face orientations for a distance of 100 m, before entering a

highly fractured zone which carries the groundwater rapidly to the bio-

sphere.

The specified concentration level at the upstream end of the 100 m

migration path thus defined is the result of a steady rate of mass
5 237

removal (leaching) over 10 years of material inpregnated with Np.
The initial inventory of the Np is 1.5 Ci (2.114 kg).

The set of problems consists of a base case in which advective transport

is accompanied by dispersion and reversible equilibrium sorption, as

summarised in Table 1 at the end of this chapter.

A number of variations of this base case are created by adding or omit-

ting the treatment of mechanisms affecting the pattern of migration.
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Table 1: Cases calculated and mechanisms treated

Case

Central

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 a

10 b

10 c

Dispersion

yes

no

no

no

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Sorption

yes

no

no

yes

yes

no

no

yes

yes

yes

k = 10"5

in
k = 10
m
k = 10
m

Matrix Diffusion

no

no

yes

no

yes

no

no

no

yes

yes

no

no

no

Leach Source

congruent

congruent

congruent

congruent

congruent

congruent

solub. limit

solub. limit

congruent

solub. limit

congruent

congruent

congruent

where:

k (Mass transfer coefficient) x (Fluid/solid interface area per m )
m -1

[yr l]

The twelve variations in Table 1 have been calculated.
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2. THE CODE

TROUGH-ID is a general 1-dimensional finite difference code for t.he

solution of the equations of transport of radionuclides in groundwater.

Reference 1 contains a description and input description of the version

of the code used for the INTRACOIN Level 3 calculations.

Physically, the one-dimensional problem handled by TROUGH-ID represents

a column of porous material through which groundwater is moving. The

flow path may be truly 1-dimensional or purely radial in an axisymmetric

(cylindrical) domain. In the latter case the migration path cross-

section increases linearly with distance. It must be noted that the

direction of migration ..iay be radially outwards or inwards in this

cylindrical case.

A particular feature which has been introduced into this version of

TROUGH-ID is the ability to vary, not only the physical and chemical

properties of the migration path along its length, but also the cross-

section of the path itself. This provides an extra pseudo-dimension to

the code's modelling capabilities.

The radionuclide transport equation system describes the transport of

nuclides released from a source into the groundwater over a period of

time. A number of alternative ways are made available for modelling the

source and for treating the mechanism of nuclide release to the trans-

porting fluid.

Various processes may be treated by the calculations as follows:

Decay of the transported nuclides either in chains (non-branching)

or singly.

Equilibrium or nonequilibrium sorption on solid surfaces in a

conventional porous medium.
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Diffusion into a solid matrix where an equivalent porous continuum

models a fissured medium (see Reference 2).

Saturation, precipitation and dissolution of all nuclides under

locally constant element or nuclide specific saturation limits.

This latter feature enables, for instance, the calculation of the migra-

tion of a number of decay chains containing between them several nu-

clides of the same element which then compete for the total element

solubility limit.

Several different inflow and outflow boundary conditions may be imposed

on the modelled domain, permitting the simulation of a variety of physi-

cal situations.

Results are presented as spatial concentration distributions at selected

times and as concentration or flux time histories at selected positions

along the migration path. Inputs and outputs may be expressed in terms

either of molal or activity concentration and flux.
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3. MODELLING DETAILS

The spatial discretisation used for all cases which included longitu-

dinal dispersion was 2 m. For these cases also two time step lengths

were chosen:

During the first 10 years (the leaching period) At = 50 years

Thereafter At = 200 years

Also a fully implicit solution was employed.

For the cases without dispersion (variations 1 to 4) an explicit solu-

tion was used and the time and space discretisations selected so that

progress of the concentration front was limited exactly to one spatial

cell per time step. Two approaches were taken, according as sorption on

the surfaces of the fissure was active (variations 3 and 4) or not

(variations 1 and 2).

Without sorption, the advective velocity is 2 m per year. The sorption
4

retards this velocity by a factor of 1.64 x 10 .

Thus, with sorption :

and without sorption:

Ax = 0.5 m; At = 4050 years

Ax = 100 m; At = 50 years

were found to give good compromises between accuracy and economy. It is

to be noted that in the first case with sorption the exact leaching time

of 10 years is not exactly modelled (error 1.25 % ) .
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4. RESULTS

Table 2 shows the results in terras of the levels and times of occurrence

of the maximum fluxes across the downstream end of the 100 m migration

path into the fracture zone.

The most remarkable feature of these results is the strong effect of

matrix diffusion on delaying and reducing the peak breakthrough, espe-

cially in the absence of dispersion and the minor effect of surface

sorption in the fissures.

Table 2: Summary of the Results

Case

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 a

10 b

10 c

Maximum Flux

[Ci/yr]

1.96 E-5

1.49 E-5

1.03 E-29

1.15 E-5

1.28 E-29

1.49 E-5

1.70 E-7

1.45 E-7

2.69 E-13

9.87 E-14

6.37 E-5

9.82 E-5

9.82 E-5

Time of Maximum

[yrs]

4.4 E+5

50

7.52 E+7

8.14 E+5

7.42 E+7

255 -+ 305

250 -• 4.1 E+6

2.75 E+6 -> 4.05 E+6

9.34 E+6

1.01 E+7

1.00 E+5

4.40 E+5

4.40 E+5
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INTRACOIN Level 3, Fractured Media Case Calculations

P. Rösel und J. Hadm&oann

Abstract

We have performed calculations for the central case and variation 1 to 9

defined in INTRACOIN Level 3, fractured media case. On the one hand this is

a benchmarking exercise yielding confidence in our numerical procedures

by comparing results to those available from other project teams. On the

other hand it shows the extreme impact of some physico-chemical processes

on safety assessment taking parameters as defined in INTRACOIN Level 3.

5/7/S4
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1. Introdution

In long-term safety assessments for high-level waste repositories the

performance of the geologic barrier plays an important role. To improve

the understanding of important phenomena of geospheric radionuclide

transport and of various strategies for their modelling an international

cooperation project, INTRACOIN, has been set up /I/. Within the INTRACOIN

study a comparison between far-field models is made on three different

levels. Level three is aimed at examining the quantitative impact of

choosing either modelling strategy on the nuclide transport calculations

in a specific repository scenario assessment. To this end the influence

of various physical and chemical mechanisms on the migration of radionuclides

in fractured rock is investigated, taking data based on conditions at the

Finnsjö site in Sweden.

The complete benchmark definition is given in reference /2/. It consists

of a central case and twelve variations. A gross overview of the thirteen

benchmark cases is given in table 1. The parameters are listed in table 2.

We present calculations for the central case and variations 1 - 9 , i.e.

without the cases for kinetically controlled sorpt.ion, alternate downstream

boundary conditions and transverse dispersion (variations 1O to 12).

2. Model

The water flow between inlet (x - 0) and outlet (x - 1) takes place through

an idealized series of equally spaced (spacing s) parallel fractures of hal f-

width b. Water relodty is v. Radionuclides are transported by advection

and longitudinal dispersion D . Sorption on the fracture walls is taken
Is

into account by defining an appropriate retardation factor R,. Radionuclides

may diffuse into the rock matrix and sorb on the bulk rock with a retardation
factor R .m
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The transport equations are then given by: *)

TM-45-84-29

3C J2C. 3C_ D e / 3 C \
, f , _ _ _ 3 f f mm I T» 1
f 3 f f L 2 ix b \ 3 z / z

C oX

(1)

for transport in the fracture and for diffusion in the matrix by

3C 32C
R ~ = -\R C + D -m dt mm m 2

m (2)

The initial conditions are set to

C « C. " 0 for t<0
m f *

(3)

The boundary conditions (b.cn) are as follows:

a) At the fracture matrix interface we have

C. (x,t) - C (z » b,t)
f m

(4)

b) Within the matrix we have a no-flow boundary

z " s/2
(5)

c) Downstream the b.c. is taken

(6)

To be calculated are the discharge rates (fluxes normalized to

a unit area)

(
JT

*) For notation see nomenclature in table 2
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d) Upstream a flux b.c. (again normalized to a unit area) is taken.

Two variants were considered, first

( 3cA m
_ _ f) o -Xt
"** " DL 37/ x - 0 " ̂ F e {H(t) - H(t-Tj) (7)

where H(t) is the Heaviside function. This is called congruent

dissolution.

Second, solubility limited dissolution was taken

(8)

3. Results

The central case and variation 1, 3, 5 - 9 have been calculated numerically

with the code RANCHMD /3/, variations 2 and 4 by taking advantage of an

analytical solution /4/. The results for maximum discharge rate and its

time are given in table 3, discharge rates as a function of time in

figures 1 to 1O. Figure 10 gives an overview of all the results.

The central case (shown on all figures) does not take matrix diffusion into

account. Dispersion and sorption in the fractures are, fully considered with

parameter values as given in table 2. The downstream b.c. is congruent

dissolution, eg. (7). Geosphere transport reduces discharge rates by roughly

an order of magnitude.

Variation 1 (figur* If is a variant of the central case neglecting disper-

sion and sorption on the fracture walls. The discharge rate at the downstream

boundary is a direct reflection of b.c. (7) and geosphere transport yields

a retardation of 50 years only.
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Variation 2 (figure 2) includes matrix diffusion, but no dispersion or

sorption in the fractures. Due to matrix diffusion and the high sorption

capacity of the bulk rock nuclide migration is strongly delayed (the time

of maximum discharge in 35 half-lifes). Discharge rates are consequently
-29

negligible. The value of 10 Ci/yr corresponds to 1 atom every

25'000 years.

Variation 3 (figure 3) is similar to variation 1, the difference being

that now surface sorption is taken into account. This shifts the chromato-

graphic curve to 810'000 years, reduction by radioactive decay being minor.

Variation 4 (figure 4) is similar to variation 2, also here the difference

being that surface sorption is taken into account. Since retaidation by

surface sorption is much smaller than the effect of matrix diffusion the two

variations give roughly the same results.

Variation 5 (figure 5) includes dispersion in the fracture but no sorption

or matrix diffusion. Dispersion smears out the leading and the trailing parts

of the chromatographic curve but otherwise the results are the same as for

variation 1.

Variation 6 (figure 6} is similar to the previous one except that the

solubility limited injection rate is considered as a Jb.c, eq. (8).

This reduces discharge rates at the outlet (2 orders of magnitude) and

increases the duration of discharge correspondingly.

Variation 7 (figure 7) is similar to the central case except that also

here b.c. are changed from eq. (7) to eqr. (8). Compared to the previous

variation the front is shifted to larger times due to surface sorption but
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the maximum discharge rate is roughly the same because of the long leach

duration (compare also the central case and variation 5 in this respect).

Variation 8 (figure 8) is defined by the full set of egs (1) and (2) with

b.c. (7). Compared to variation 2 or 4 the maximum discharge is 16 orders

of magnitude higher as an effect of nuclides rapidly dispersed along the

migration path. It is, however, seven orders of magnitude lower than the

central case as an effect of matrix diffusion combined with high bulk

sorption.

Variation 9 (figure 9) is similar to variation 8 with the difference that,

here, the b.c. eq. (8) is used. Due to dispersion the difference in release

rates at the inlet is almost fully smeared out and results are roughly the

same.

4. Conclusions

INTRACOIN level 3 calculations can be seen from two different aspects.

First, it is a further benchmarking exercise along the lines of level 1.

The most extensive calculations were made by Hodgkinson et al. /5/.

Their results agree perfectly with ours, except possibly for variation 2

and 4.*) Results were also available by Andersson et al. /6/. Here,

agreement is equally perfect for variations 1, 3, 5, 6 and possibly, 7.

The results for variation 8 and 9 disagree up to a factor of 2.7.

Furthermore, results were presented by Rasilainen and Feltonen /7/. Here,

agreement is perfect for variations 1, ' , 5, 6 and 7. For the central case

deviation are 20 %„

Second, it gives some ideas of the importance of a variety of mechanisms

in safety assessment. It should be kept in mind, however, that none of these

mechanisms is totally absent in reality. It is merely a question of the

*) The main difference stems from a differing definition of the retardation

factor R . Taking p instead of p(l-c) in R , our values would be reduced
m in

by - 20 %.
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magnitude of the relevant parameters if such a mechanism can be neglected

in safety assessments. Most of these parameters (e.g. K,, D ) are extrapolated
a m

fron small scale laboratory or field experiments, a procedure not without

doubts. In this sense figure 10 represents a not too unfair picture of band

width to be expected in safety analyses.
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TABLE 1:

Overview of processes considered. The variations marked with an

asterisk have not been considered in the present work.

Matrix diffusion always includes bulk sorption.

Case

Variation

Central Case

2

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 *

11 *

12 *

Dispersion

in fracture

yes

no

no

no

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Surface

Sorption

yes

no

no

yes

yes

no

no

yes

yes

yes

Matrix

Diffusion

no

no

yes

no

yes

no

no

no

yes

yes

Haste

Dissolution

congr.

congr.

congr.

congr.

congr.

congr.

sd. lim.

sol. lim.

congr.

sol. lim.

Central case with kinetically controlled sorption

Central case with downstream b.c. at infinity

Central case with transversal dispersion
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TABLE 2
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1.62-1O

f

X -

(kg/m3)

3.24-1O~7 yr'1

40 m /yr

(a)

v • 2 m/yr

m
= 3.15-10 m /yr

c - 5'10m

b »

-3

6.35'10~5m

R
m

p »

1 +
y 6K. - 2.69-10

zm d

2700 kg/m

- 5 m /kg

• 5 Dl

mo * 2.114 kg

T

L

1O5 yr

2.4-1O~7 kg/yr

retardation factor for fracture

concentration in fracture

decay constant of Np

longitudinal dispersion constant in fracture

coordinate along fracture

water relocity in fracture

diffuFion constant in matrix

matrix porosity

fracture half-width

retardation factor in matrix

rock density

volume based distribution constant

distance between fractures

initial inventory

leach time

solubility limited release rate
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TABLE 3

Maximum discharge rate and time of its appearance at the observation

point. Variations 1, 5, 6 and 7 have a broad maximum (constant value

rounded to four digits) and we give a time range rather than a single

number.

Case

Variation

Central Case

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Maximum discharge

rate (Ci/yr)

1.970

1.490

1.632

1.146

1.257

1.490

1.689

1.379

2.890

1.33

- 6

- 5

- 29

- 5

- 29

- 5

- 7

- 7

- 13

- 13

Time of

maximum (yr)

4.4 + 5

5 . 0 + 1 to 1.0

7.4 + 7

8.1 + 5

7.5 + 7

(2.0 to 4.9) +

1.9 + 3 to 4.1

(3.3 to 4.4) +

9.5 + 6

1.18 + 7

+ 3

2

+ 6

6

J
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Model and Code Characterizations level 2 and 3.

Code Page

NAMRAD level 2 3:2

NAMTAR level 2 3:7

NAMID level 3 3:10
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Code and model characterisation for INTRACOIN

level 2, fractured medium, case c.

Code: NAMRAD

Project team: UKAEA/AERE

1. Model Characterisation

The model includes the effects of radial advectlon, hydrodynamic

dispersion, kinetic surface sorption and diffusion into the rock matrix with

equilibrium bulk sorption. It is specifically designed for the analysis of

the fractured medium case c of INTRACOIN level 2.

1.1 Eouations

2 2
5C(r,t) _ 1 (*^~rl } ÖC(r,t
— - J(r,t) +7—Ji - o r

source term w
advection

2 2 2
* a ( * ~ri > 1 o rl dCCr.OT 1 öS(r.t)

P L* 4 t 2 * 7*dT L 7*Ö7 J " b BT
w

longitudinal dispersion surface sorption

I W=O
matrix diffusion

f o r * -

and zero elsewhere,
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, , 2 2»U -r )
v ( r ) = - _ _ ! _ . I . (7)

1.2 Basic assunptions

Radial inward flow through a single fracture of width 2b. Ficklån

dispersion with a longitudinal dispersivity, D,(r); proportional to the

square of the velocity (6). Arbitrary time dependent source. Kinetic

surface sorption. Diffusion into the rock matrix with equilibrium bulk

sorption.

1.3 Initial conditions

C(r,o) - 0 (8)

S(r,o) = 0, (9)

Cp(r,w,o) - 0. (10)

1.4 Boundary conditions

Cp(r,o,t) - C(r,t), (11)
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C(r,t) - 0 as r*-, (13)

j öC(r t)

"ihäT

3 U2-r 2 ) 2 . u

— r — • SI • °- (1A)
r r

Cb(t) - C(rltt). (15)

1.5 Restriction in parameters

None

1.6 Reference

D.P. Hodgkinson and D.A. Lever, Interpretation of a field experiment on

the transport of sorbed and non-sorbed tracers through a fr?-ture in

crystalline rock, AERE-R1O7O2, 1982.

2. Code characterisation

2.1 Name of code

NANRAD

2.2 Method of solution

Analytical solution of the Laplace transformed equations followed by

numerical Inversion using Talbot*s algorithm.

2.3 Restriction on parameter values

None

2-A Size of code and programming language

700 program statements. IBM FORTRAN IV.
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2.5 Application of the code

INTRACOIN level 2 is the only application to date as detailed in the

reference given in 1.6.

2.6 Availability

Freely available without support unless otherwise arranged.
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List of symbols

a Half the separation between fractures (m)

b Half-width of fracture (m)

C(r,t) Concentration in the water in the fracture (moles/m3)

C.(t) Concentration in the measurement borehole (noles/m3)b

C (r,w,t) Concentration in the pore water (moles/m3)

D. Intrinsic diffusivity (H effective diffusivity, D £) (n>
2/s)

D. (r) Longitudinal dispersivity (m2/s)

h Mixing length in measurement borehole (m)

J(r,t) Source term (moles m~3 s"1)

k Rate constant for release from surface sorption (s"1)

k Rate constant for surface sorption (s~*)
s

K, Mass based equilibrium distribution coefficient (m3/kg)
d

1 Distance between Injection and measurement boreholes (m)

P (t) Amount of tracer injected per unit time (noles/s)

q Pumping rate in measurement borehole (m3/s)

q. Discharge rate from fracture (m3/s)

r Radial coordinate (m)

r. Radius of measurement borehole G. (m)

r» Radius of injection borehole G? (n)

.?<r,t) Amount of tracer sorbed onto unit area (moles/m2)

t Time (s)

t Water travel time (s)

v(r) Velocity (m/s)

w Coordinate into the rock perpendicular to fracture (m)

Greek

a Capacity factor of rock

p*f Longitudinal dispersivity factor (s)
i*

t Porosity ot intact rock matrix

p Bulk density of rock matrix (kg/m3)
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NAMTAR

United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority,
Atomic Energy Research Establishment,
Harwell, Oxfordshire, U.K.

1. Model characterization

1.1 Equations

R ~ + u.Vc - V.(D.Vc) = 0
at ~ ~

u, the mean flow velocity, is obtained from the solution of Darcy's equation,

possibly including a temperature field. It is either a numerical or analytic

solution.

1.2 Basic assumptions

2-dimensional laminar flow.

Radioactive decay and diffusion into the rock matrix not yet included.

Hydrodynamic dispersion modelled by a diffusion-like term, as a function of

velocity. Other models could be incorporated.

1.3 Initial condition

c = 0.

1.4 Boundary conditions

Flow: pressure specified on boundary.

Concentration: c specified on boundary and c •* 0 in infinite regions.

1.5 Restrictions in parameter values
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1.6 Reference

D.A. Lever and J. Rae, NAMTAR - A new computer program for t transport of

radionuclides in groundwater flow. In Proceedings of the I.V.E.A. Sympo .ica

on Migration in the Terrestrial Environment of Long-lived Radionuclides from

the Nuclear Fuel Cycle, Knoxville, Tennessee (IAEA-SM-257/23P, 1981).

2. Code characterization

2.1 Name of code

NAMTAR (Numerical Assessment Method for the Transport of Active Radionuclides),

2.2 Method of solution

Numerical solution of the concentration equations using either numerical or

analytic solutions of the flow equations. Points are tracked as they move

with the flow velocity, and then used as grid to calculate changes in con-

centration at them under various physical processes.

2.3 Restrictions in parameter values

The method is appropriate to low dispersion, when conventional finite-element

or finite-difference methods suffer from numerical dispersion.

2.A Size of code

Approximately 5000 lines of Fortran IV + routines to calculate flow field.

2.5 Applications

Migration of radionuclides.

2.6 Ayai labi l i ty

UKAEA.
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Nomenclature

c concentration of the water (moles m ).

2 -1
D hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient (m s ).

R Retardation factor.

t time (s).

u mean flow velocity (ms ).

x space coordinate (m).
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Code and model characterisation for INTRACOIN level 3,

fractured medium case

Code : NAM1D

Project team : UKAEA/AERE

1. Model Characterisation

NAMlD treats one-dimensional transport along a fracture. It includes

the effects of advection, hydrodynamic dispersion, equilibrium and/or kinetic

surface sorption, diffusion into the rock matrix with equilibrium bulk

sorption, and radioactive decay chains.

1.1 Equations

The conservation equation in the fracture is written as

VJt Nm(x>t) = " V'h V x'° + V ~ 2 V x'°
advection longitudinal dispersion

- R .X .N (x,t) + R ,.X ,.N ,(x,t)
m m m m-1 m-1 m-1

radioactive decay radioactive generation (1)

DIm 3 „ ,

-T'-3w-Npm(X>W't; w=o
matrix diffusion kinetic surface sorption

where N (x,t) is the number of atoms of species m per unit volume of water in
m

the fracture. A complete list of symbols is given at the end of this note.

The number of atoms of species m per unit volume of water in the pores

of the rock matrix, N (x,w,t), satisfies the diffusion equation

pm

2
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- a . X .N (x,w,t) + a ,.A . .N ,(x,w,t)
pa m . p« ' pm-1 m-1 pm-1 ' '

where

is the capacity factor and D is the intrinsic diffusivity for species

• [1,2].

The model allows for two different types of surface sorption. First,

there is the familiar linear equilibrium surface sorption which gives rise to

a retardation factor, R , for species m. Secondly, the model includes the
m

effect of first-order kinetic surface sorption. The number of atoms of

species m sorbed per unit area of fracture wall, S (x,t), is taken to satisfy

~ kr»'Sm(x't)

where k , k are the rate constants for sorption and release (desorption)
sm rm

respectively.

1.2 Basic assumptions

One dimensional flow of radionuclides along a series of parallel

fractures, separated by a distance 2a, each of which has an aperture 2b. The

mean water velocity, v, is constant. The effect of variations in water

velocity an-1 aperture and the effect of multiple pathways is accounted for by

a diffusJon-like dispersion term with a longitudinal dispersivlty D .
I*

Radioactive decay chains are included as Is diffusion into the rock matrix

with equilibrium bulk sorption, and kinetic and/or equilibrium surface

sorption. The model assumptions are fully discussed in references [l ] and

[2].
1.3 Initial conditions

NB(x,o) - 0 (5)

2.
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pm(x,w,o) = 0

S (x ,o ) « 0

(5)

(7)

Boundary conditions

(8)

pm 0, (9)

x»o
(10)

C3m'N»(L,t) (ID

where C. (1*1-4) are constants, L Is the length of the fracture (notin

necessarily coincident with the point x at which the concentrations and

fluxes are calculated) and f (t) are functions of time.

1.5 Restrictions on parameters

The Laplace transform of fm(t) (fm(s)) must be analytic function, or a

linear combination of analytic functions, of the transform variable s.

1.6 References

The code has not yet been documented. It is similar to the program

NAMRAD used in level 2 of INTRACOIN [l]. For further details see the recent

review article [2].

[l ] D. P. Hodgklnson and D. A. Lever, Interpretation of a Field Experiment

on the Transport of Sorbed and Non-sorbed Tracers Through a Fracture in

Crystalline Rock, AERE-R.10702, 1983.
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[2] D. A. Lever, M. H. Bradbury and S. J. Hemingway, Modelling the Effect of

Diffusion into the Rock Matrix on Radionuclide Migration, AERE-R.10614, 1982,

Progress in Nuclear Energy (to be published).

2. Code Characterisation

2.1 Name of code

NAM1D.

2.2 Method of solution

Analytical solution of the Laplace transformed equations followed by

nuaerical inversion using Talbot*s algorithm.

2.3 Restriction on parameter values

None.

2.A Size of code and programming language

2000 program statements, IBM FORTRAN IV.

2.5 Application of the code

INTRACOIN level 3, fractured medium case.

2.6 Availability

Not yet available (February 1983).
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List of symbols

a Half the separation between fractures (m).
b Half-width of fracture (•).
Ci a Constant in input boundary condition for species a (m/s).
C 2 a Constant in input boundary condition for species m (a /s).
C3 B Constant in outlet boundary condition for species a (m/s).
C^ m Constant in outlet boundary condition for species a ( m / s ) .
D j a Intrinsic (effective) diffusivity for species a ( B 4 / S ) .

D L Longitudinal dispersivitv ( B / S ) .

f (t) Input function (atoms.a .s~ ).
fm(s) Laplace transform of input function (atoms.a ) .
K<jm Equilibrium distribution coefficient for bulk sorption of species

« (m3/k)
k r B Rate constant for release froa surface sorption (s"1).
kgm Rate constant for surface sorption (s ).
L Length of the fracture (a).
a Radionuclide index.
Na(x,t) Nuaber of atoms of species a per unit volume of water in the

fracture (atoas/a ).
Npa(x,w,t) Nuaber of atoas of species m per unit volume of water in the

aicropores of the rock matrix (atoms/a ).
Rj, Retardation factor for species a.
s Laplace transform variable (s ) .
S a(x,t) Nuaber of atoas of species a sorbed onto a unit area of fracture

surface (atoms/a ) .
t Tiae (s).
v Water velocity (m/s).
w Coordinate into the rock perpendicular to fracture (a),
x Coordinate along fracture (m).

Greek
a Capacity factor of rock for species m.
e_ Porosity of intact rock aatrix.
XJH Radioactive decay constant for species a (s ) .
p Bulk density of rock matrix (kg/a ) .


